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"Educating for Eternity" \ 
HARDING BULL'ETIN 
SEARCY, ARKANSAS VOLUME 60 JUNE 1985 NUMBER 6 
Harding to Share in Waltons'$3.6 Million Gift 
Sam and Helen Walton of Bentonville, 
Ark., announced May 20 they are donating 
53.6 million to Hard~g University and two 
other private Arkansas Colleges for 
scholarships for Central American students. 
At a news conference at the Ex~lsior 
Hotel in Little Rock, the board chairman of 
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., said he was donating 
51.2 million each to Harding, College of the 
Ozarks in Clarksville and John Brown 
University in Siloam Springs. 
"The confidence in Harding that the 
Waltons have expressed by selecting us to 
take part in this worthwhile program is a 
compliment to our administration, our 
faculty; our staff and our entire program," 
President Clifton L. Ganus Jr. said. 
The Walton gift is the first private 
donation to be matched with funds from a 
program sponsored by the United States 
Agency for International Development, a 
branch of the Department of State. AID will 
match the Walton's donation with $3 
million, so the three institutions will receive 
about 52.2 million each. 
The goal ofthe program, Walton said, is 
to provide the · students with a spirit of 
entrepteneurship, democracy and free 
enterprise. It also is being made to offset an 
aggressive scholarship' program oUhe Soviet 
Union. He called his donation "a real in-
vestment" in democracy. 
The concept for the program began, 
Walton said, when he and his wife met 
Gabriel Lewis, the Panamanian Am-
bassador to the United States, and had a 
chance to visit Panama. He eventually got 
the idea to offer a scholarship program for 
the country's students. Initially unaware of 
the AID program, Walton called the 
agency's involvement "icing on the cake. 
We're glad to be partners with such a 
program." 
The 51.2 million donation to Harding is 
the largest ever made by an Arkansan, said. 
President Ganus. Also at the news con-
Sam Walton, founder of Wal-Mim stores, speaks informally with reporters followi"g a news conference in Little Rock, May 20 where he an-
nounced Harding is on~ of three schools to receive $1.2 millionfrom him. (photo by Brad Watson) 
ference were fritz H. Ehren.p~i(fen~. of 
College of · the< Qzarks, John BroWn nt, 
president of Iohn Brown University and 
Michael Stone of the AID. 
Students will 'be recruited to study in 
Arkansas from Belize, Guatemala, Hon-
duras, Panama, Costa Rica and EI 
Salvador. At present Nicaragua is not 
included in the program. 
The scholarship funds will provide a four-
year education for approximately 180 low-
incomestudems oyer the next four years. 
, Recruitment of students in c;:;.entr~ l\mericll 
will begin immediately with the first 
students ex~ed to enroll in September. 
AlP will bring the students to the U.S. for a 
summer orientation program, including any 
necessary language training. 
Each school will provide a program 
coordinator who will work directly with the 
students. 
Stone, the head of the AID scholarship 
program, said Congress hap appropriated 
525' inillion to. his agency.for fiscal 1985 to 
match donations. The program, called 
Central American Peace Scholarships, was 
proposed by a commission headed by 
former Secretary of State Henry A. 
Kissinger that studied peace initiatives ' in 
Central America. That commission 
recommended setting up $10,000 
scholarships for Central Americans over five 
years, Stone said. 
Presidential Sea·rch Committee Appointed 
A search committee to identify candidates 
for the presidency of Harding University to 
succeed Dr. Clifton L. Ganus Jr. ·has been 
formed. The announcement was made by 
Board Chairritan James H. Cone. 
Dr. Ganus, who has served as president of 
the University since 1965, has announced to 
the Board his desire to retire from the office 
in May, 1987. 
Composer and Longtime Educator 
Awarded Honorary Doctorates 
Cone, a Little Rock contractor and an 
elder in the Pleasant Valley Church of 
Christ. will serve as chairman of the search 
committee. A Harding alumnus and a 
member of the Board for 20 years, he has 
served as chairman since November, 1984. 
Other Trustees appointed to the com-
mittee. are Richard H. Gibson, past 
Chairman of the Board and businessman 
from Longview, Texas; Roy Sawyer, a 20-
year Board member, past Chairman and a 
Sardis, Miss., bank president; Dr. Dan 
Russell, a 10-year Board member and a 
physician in Shreveport, La.; Jim Bill 
McInteer, a 35-year Board member. and 
minister of the West End Church of Christ 
since 1950 in Nashville, Tenn.; Dr. Russ 
Burcham, Ii two-year Board member who 
had served 10 years on the President's 
Development Council and a Kennett, Mo., 
dentist; and Don Shores, a 10-year Board 
member and a Cave Springs, Ark., 
businessman. 
Development Council members, alumni and 
all friends and supporters of the University. 
Dr. Ganus, to our disappointment, elected 
.to retire at 65. He has served the institution 
in some capacity since his student days 
beginning in 1939. His service has been 
magnificent and it is imperative we select a 
successor who will continue this sterling 
leadership. Our debt to Dr. and Mrs. Ganus 
is profound." 
Dr. Ganus led the University in its .highly 
successful Decade of Development which 
signifi,:antIyexpanded the campus facilities, 
with student enrollment more than doubling 
since 1965. 
Harding University awarded honorary 
doctorates to L. O. Sanderson of Memphis, 
Tenn., and Irene Johnson Gatewood of 
Vienna, Austria. The degrees wer!' con-
ferred at Commencement ceremonies. 
Sanderson, who wrote the Harding Alma 
Mater and about 400 other hymns and 
songs, is a 1928 alumnus of Harding who 
retired in Memphis after preaching for more 
than 60 years. He has served congregations 
of the Church of Christ in Searcy and Little 
Rock, Ark.; Tulsa, Okla.; Springfield, Mo.; 
Nashville, Tenn. and Atlanta, Ga. 
He entered school at age four, completed 
grade eight when he was 10 years old and by 
the age of 15 he had earned over 120 hours 
in music. He has conducted singing schools 
and lead singing throughout the United 
States. In 1927 he married Rena Raye 
Woodring, who was fatally injured when hit 
by a car last August. 
Mrs. Gatewood, a native of Missouri who 
grew up in Biggers, Ark., was a missionary 
in Germany from 1948 to 1957 and from 
1963 to 1981. She taught at Harding in 
1947-48 and 1957-63. In 1981 she was 
married to Otis Gatewood and now resides 
in Vienna, where she teaches English and 
history in European Christian College. 
She started a daily Bible program for 
children in Germany which is still in op-
eration and she has a five-day Children's 
Bible program now in Lilienbrunngasse in 
Austria. She was instrumental in 
establishing a camp in the Taunus 
Mountains of. Germany for children and 
adults. 
Cone said, "It is the desire of the search 
committee to have input from the entire 
Harding Board, her administration, the 
faculty and staff, the President's 
During his administration 12 new 
buildings have been completed, including 
the George S. Benson auditorium, Hammon 
Student Center, the recent Mabee Business 
Center and five dormitories. Six other 
buildings have been expanded or completely 
renovated, such as the recently completed 
Science Building addition. 
Currently, a 550,000,000 Endowing A 
Destiny campaign is underway. 
Cone said several meetings have been 
held by the search committee to formulate 
qualifications and ideas expected to be 
found in Harding's next chief executive 
officer. 
I: 
Economics Team 'Captures Fifth National Title 
The University Economics Team cap-
tured their fifth National Championship in 
the Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE) 
competition at the International Exposi· 
tion in St. Louis, Mo., April' 2~-May 1. 
The student team and faculty sponsor. 
Dr. Don Diffine, were awarded a first place 
trophy and a check for $4,000 by the 
Holiday Inns, Inc. at the awards banquet. 
College of the Southwest (N:M.) was run-
nerup and Rio Grande College (Ohi~) was 
third. 
Harding team members include Glenda 
Collier (co-chairperson) of Memphis, Tenn., 
Debbie Garrett of Brookston, Ind., Bruce 
Picker (co-chairperson) of Searcy. Ark. and 
Kevin Thompson of San Diego, Calif. 
The competition, which was hosted by the 
National Free Enterprise Center in Bolivar, 
Mo., involved 165 colleges and universities 
and some 4,000 students during 1984-85. 
The national SIFE competition brought 
25 regional winners together for two days of 
intensive competition. Forty judges from 
business and industry across the United 
States evaluated each collegiate finalist. 
_ "The overall quality of the teams was the 
strongest we've faced," Diffine said, "and 
the actual competition was the keenest I've 
ever seen. Our major concern coming into 
the nationals was their past success. We felt 
to win we would have to win big and the 
University Brochures 
Win CASE Awards 
Harding University received two awards 
of excellence in honors competition of the 
Southwest District of the Council for the 
Advancement and Support of Education 
(CASE). 
The announcement was made by awards 
chairman, Gayle McNutt of the Baylor 
Medical Center at the annual conference in 
El Paso, Texas, April 17. 
Harding received a Grand Awara in the 
design series category for a two-piece set of 
admissions materials and a Special Award 
in institutional identification programs for a 
letterhead and envelope design for the 
School of Biblical Studies Alumni 
Association. 
The admissions materijls were designed 
.- by Stan Green, director of public relations. 
Bruce Cook. former director of information 
and Alice Ann Kellar, assistant director of 
information and publications, wrote the 
narrative copy and the full color 
, photography was produced by Mike James 
of the Department of Communications and 
Yo Kurabayashi, student photagrapher. 
The matched folders serve as the primary 
recruiting publications for the University 
Admissions office. "One Thousand Days," 
is a 12 page folder used as the introductory 
contact piece with prospective students. 
"Discover the Harding Difference," is a 24 
page brochure which includes a more 
comprehensive description of the Harding 
program and activities. 
"The brochures introduce a strong color 
concept and convey a family look to our 
publications," Green said. "Through the 
photographs and the written copy we at-
tempted to convey a sense of the q~ality and 
tradition of the s<;hool and the beauty of the 
campus." 
The School of Biblical Studies stationery 
was designed and produced by Darrell 
Truitt, art director, and Green. 
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team did the job." 
Harding's entry was entitled "Free 
Enterprise - An American Revolution." It 
included a display booth, printed materials, 
a multimedia slide show and Eco Nomics, a 
.talking robot. 
The team produced and promoted 68 
different projects during the 1984-85 period 
of competition. Fourteen on-campus and 43 
CIVIC, professional, employee and 
educational groups were specifically 
reached; a market audience of more than 
four million, people was exposed to Har-
ding's enlightenment projects. 
"The opportunity to participate in this 
kind of competition has been a great ex-
perience for me," Picker said, "The 
competition was the toughest we've run into, 
But we put the pressure on ourselves to go 
for the championship." 
Three of the team's projects drew special 
mention - the 1985 Free Market Calendar, 
a daily chronicle of Enterprise; the Per-
sonalized Employee Economic Program 
(PEEP), which was designed to assist 
employees to become more knowledgeable 
and aware of the American Incentive 
System in which they work; and Locating in 
Searcy. Arkansas - A Facts Book for 
Bf,lsiness and Industry - Individuals and 
Families. a joint project with the Searcy 
Chamber of Commerce. 
"The Fact Book played a major role in 
the competition," Diffine said. "The judges 
were tremendously impressed with its depth 
and coverage of the material." 
This year's championship, combined with 
national trophies.in 1980, 1981, 1982 and 
1984, establishes Harding's "Capitalism 
Corps," according to Diffine and makes 
Harding the winningest Economics Team in 
the country. The University was national 
runnerup in 1979 and 1983. 
1985 Harding University Economics Team members are: (seated. from left) Glenda Collier, 
Debbie Garrett: (standing) Dr. Don Diffine. faculty sponsor. Bruce Picker and Kevin 
Thompson. (photo by Brad Watson) 
Harding began its participation in SIFE 
on a regional level in 1976. National 
competition was started in 1978. 
In 1979 the student-staffed Belden Center 
for Private Enterprise Education was 
established on the Hl!1'ding campus. The 
aim of the Center is the mass com-
munication of economics. Using the Center, 
which is a · library of priVate enterprise 
literature and audio-visual materials, as the 
nucleus, Harding students attempt to 
multiply their message to a broad public. 
The efforts of the Center have received 
national recognition, not only in the 
Economics Games, but from the Freedoms 
Foundation of Valley Forge, Pa. Since 1976, 
Dr. Diffine, the Harding Economics Team 
and their projects have received 14 awards 
in the category of private enterprise 
education, advertising and public affairs, 
non-profit publications and platform ad-
dresses. 
Write-In Candidate Elected SA President 
Ten University students were elect,ed to 
serve as Student Association officers for the 
1985-86 school year. 
Mike Gist was chosen by write-in vote to 
serve as S.A. president for the coming year. 
Vice-president will be Wes Henderson; 
secretary, Joel Reed and James'McCreary 
w~s selected treasurer. 
Student Association o.fficers for the 1985-86 school year are: (from left) Joel Reed, secretary; 
Mike Gist. president: James McCreary. treasurer and W es Henderson. vice president. 
"I think we'll have a very good group of 
officers working next year," said Jerome 
Barnes, S.A. faculty advisor. "These 
students have more experience than others 
have had in the beginning, over the past few 
years." 
Gist is a senior management major from 
Racine, Wis.; Henderson is an accounting 
senior from Mountain Home, Ark., Reed is 
from New Haven, Ind., and is a junior 
economics major and McCreary is a senior 
from Brentwood, Tenn., majoring in ac~ 
counting. 
"Working on the Student Association is 
going to be a new experience for me," said 
Gist. "I'm looking forward to the op-
portunities I'll have to work with the 
administration and students." 
"We hope to have more people involved 
with the S.A. and also to be very visible to 
the students so that they'll know who we are 
and wiH take part in the planning and 
organizing of our events," said Gist. 
Class representatives were also chosen for 
the sophomore, junior and senior classes. 
The sophomCilre men's representative will be 
Coby Cathey from Enory, Texas and 
women's representative will be Cara DuVall 
from Leitchfield, Ky. 
Dave Finley of Lowell, Ohio will serve as 
junior men's representative and Amy 
Moshier of Fresno, Calif., will be junior 
women's representative. The senior men's 
representative will be Darren Findley of 
Jonesboro, Ark., and Angela McDonough 
will represent the senior women. 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
" 
'Jesus Calls US' Chosen As Theme 
62nd Lectureship Set O~tober 6-9 
"Jesus Calls Us" will be the theme of the 
62nd annual Harding University Bible 
Lectureship scheduled for Oct. 6~9, ac-
cording to Eddie·C1oer, lectureship director. 
This year's date marks the beginning of 
the lectureship being permanently 
scheduled for the first weekend of October 
each year. This should make it easier for 
those interested in attending the lectures to 
both remember and make plans for the 
event, Cloer indicated. 
Four theme lectures will focus on the call 
ofJesus, what he calls us out of and what he 
calls us to. The theme lectures will be 
presentedp.ightly at 7:30 in the Benson 
Auditorium on the Harding campus. 
Sunday night's speaker will be Willard 
Collins of Nashville, Tenn., who will speak 
on the theme "Jesus Calls Us." Jeff Walling 
of EI Toro, Cal. will deliver the address 
Monday night with the title of "Jesus Calls 
Us Out Ofnie World." "Jesus Calls Us To 
Unity" will be the title of the Tuesday night 
talk to be delivered by Ronnie White of 
dklahoma City, Okla. Cline Paden of 
Lubbock, Texas will end the lectureship 
with his theme lecture Wednesday night, 
titled "Jesus Calls Us' To World 
Evangelism. " 
"The theme 'Jesus Calls Us' reminds us of 
a vital aspect of our Christian life," Cloer 
commented. "It reminds us that Jesus calls 
us to more than simple acceptance of his 
saving grace and that his call is one we hear-
beyond our conversion. Jesus calls us 
throughout our lives and in all aspects of 
life." 
Presenting the multi-faceted aspect of the 
call of lesus will be the goal of this year's 
lectureship. The tide of each night's 
keynote talk will also be that day's theme for 
special classes. 
Reflecting Monday's sub-theme of "Jesus 
Calls Us From The World" will be lectures 
by Mike Cope of Searcy, Ark. (The Call Of 
The World), J.L. May o( Bentonville, Ark. 
(The Danger of Materialism), Richard Jones 
of Edmond, Okla. (What' Is Worldliness), 
Jack Gray of Ft. Worth, Texas (The Essence 
of Spirituality) and Martel Pace of Mont-
gomery, Ala. (Victory Over The World). 
"Jesus Calls tis To Unity" will be stressed' 
Tuesday in talks given by Richard Pectol of 
Searcy (The Evils Of Division), Walling 
(Pursue Peace), Jones (Faith And Opinion), 
Harold Hazelip of Memphis, Tenn. 
(Hindrances To Unity) and Jimmy Allen of 
Searcy (How To Have Biblical Unity). 
Wednesday's lecturers will focus on 
"Jesus Calls Us To Evangelism." Those 
speakers will be Bill Lambert of Searcy (The 
Great Commission Analyzed), Hazelip' 
(What The World Really Needs), Paden 
(Hindrances to Evangelism), Robert Scott of 
Abilene, Texas (Mass Media Evangelism) 
and John Paul Blankenship of Lubbock, 
Texas (Youth And The Great Commission). 
Topical and textual classes will also meet 
each day from 9:45 a.m. to 10:35 a.m. and 
from 1:00 p.m. to l:SO p.m. Class titles and 
the class leaders are: Five Suggestions For 
Parents (Neale Pryor), A Christian's Mental 
Health (Dr. Travis Jenkins), Restoration 
History And TJte· Call Of Jesus (Robert 
Hooper), Youth Ministry (John Paul 
Blankenship), Christian Home Building 
(Judy Miller); 
Hebrews (James Thompson), Philippians 
(Avon Malone), I Corinthians (Norman 
Gipson), Ephesians-Grace In The Church 
(Nick Hamilton), Ephesians-Unity In The 
Church (John' Lawrence), Ephesians.' 
Relationships In The Church 
Hebrews (James Thompson), Philippians 
(Avon Malone), I Corinthians (Norman 
Gipson), Ephesi!lDs - Grace In The Church 
(Nick Hamilton); Ephesians - Unity In The 
Church (John Lawrence), Ephesians -
Relationships hi The Church (Leon Barnes), 
A Fuller View Of The Woman's Role (Patsy 
Loden). . 
Additionally, 'special music programs will 
be presented by the Harding University 
Chorale, by Harding's A Cappella Chorus 
and by the Harding Academy Chorus. Also, 
the traditional' "open forums" and the 
Preacher-Elder-Deacon Dinner will be held. 
On Wednesday afternoon will be a reunion 
dinner for past members ' of the Dr. Jack 
Lewis Tours. ' 
After receiving his 50-year service pin, Dr. George S. Benson, president emeritus, says, "/ 
plan to wear this every day until I earn another one just like it. " (photo by Brad Watson) 
Dr.' Benson Receives 50-Year Pin 
President Emeritus George S. Benson 
received a SO-year pin for his half century of 
association with Harding and 62 other 
faCility and staff members also were 
honored at the annual appreciation dinner 
held April 12 at the Heritage Cafeteria. 
In receiving the pin, Dr. Benson, who was 
president from 1936-65, told the 5SO guests, 
"I plan to wear this every day until I earn 
another one just like it." Benson retired as 
president in 1965, but continues as a 
member of the Board of Trustees. 
Dr. Jack Wood Sears, professor of biology 
and retired chairman of the department, 
was recognized for 40 years of service. Evan 
Ulrey, chairman of the department of 
communication, and W.T. (Shorty) Pearson, 
construction !,uperintendent, received 35-
year pins. 
Others include the following: 30 years -
Lois Lawson, Academy; Ann Sewell, music; 
Herman Spurlock, engineer; Lourelia 
Word, bookstore. 
25 years - Don England, chemistry; Ed 
Higginbotham, Academy; Virgil Lawyer, 
history; John Prock, physical 'education and 
football coach and Bill Rushton, biology. 
Admissions Advisors Promoted 
20 Years - Carrie Brewer, Heritage 
cafeteria; William Bridges, bookstore; 
Floyd Daniel, Vice President; w.e Evatt, 
electrician; Bill Flatt, Memphis Dean; Stan 
Green, public relations; Allan !som, Bible; 
Tom James, carpenter; Joyce Johnson, 
student personnel; Alice Ann Kellar, public 
relations; Clarence McDaniel,laundry; Wilt 
Marti~, physical education; Monteen 
Roberson, Heritage cafeteria; Bernie Vines, 
buildings and grounds; Charles Walker, 
business; and Earl West, Memphis. ON THE COVER - In a May 20th news 
conference at the Excelsior Hotel in Little 
Rock, Ark., Sam and Helen Walton an-
nounce they are donating $3.6 million to 
Harding University, College of the Ozarks 
in Clarksville and John Brown University in 
Siloam Springs. (photo by Arkansas 
Gazette) 
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HARDING UNIVERSITY 
Chris Dell aJ)d Dawn Zoller have been 
promoted to Assistant Directors of Ad-
missions at th~ University, according: to 
President Clifton L. Ganus Jr. The ap-
pointments are effective immediately. 
Dell, 26, joined the admissions staff as an 
advisor in 1981., Zoller, 26, joined the staff 
in 1980, also a~ an advisor. 
"Dawn and Chris have shown remarkable 
professional gr~th in the past year. I feel 
that their contributions to the admissions 
office and Harding' will be even more 
substantial in; the years ahead," said 
Durward McGal,ta, dire<;tor of admissions. 
"With this promotion will come some added 
responsibilities, particularly in the areas of 
church visits ,and programs and the 
recruitment of transfer students." 
Dell received' his bachelor's degree in 
psychology from. the University in 1981, and 
is presently pursuing the master's degree in ' 
applied psychology from the. University of 
Arkansas at Little Rock. 
His responsi~ilities on the admissions 
staff include recruiting students in 14 north 
central states, scheduling and sponsoring of 
the Time of Day, co-directing Youth Forum 
and directing ~igh School Bowl. He is a 
member of the Arkansas Association of 
College Admissions Officers. 
Zoller earned the bachelor of arts degree' 
in public relations. She is a member of the 
Arkansas Association of College Admissions 
Officers, the Arkansas Association of 
College Registrars and Admissions Officers, 
Southern Association of College Registrars 
and Admissions Officers and is an 
American College Testing (ACT) council 
member. 
Her responsibilities with the University 
-include advising and recruitment of 
students in 15 southwest and western states, 
admissions office publications, and sponsor 
of V.I.S.A., a student - organization of 
volunteers to aid recruitment. 
15 years - Jim Brown, Academy; Jimmy 
Carr, assistant to President; David Crouch, 
alumni and placement; Kathleen Crouch, 
post office; Ruby Davis, custodial; M.ary 
Groves, science secretary; Ruth Herring, 
Memphis secretary; Eugene Underwood, 
English; Ed Wilson, physical science. 
10 years ......: Louise Bradford; nursing; 
Lou Butterfield, communication; Travis 
Cox, music; Doris Dalton, dormitory 
director; Martha Daughety, custodial; 
Nancy Davis, Heritage cafeteria; Fran 
Dugger, bookstore; Joann Eads, ad-
missions; Tom Eddins, Bible; Glendol 
Grimes, Memphis development; A~ita 
Hamilton, Academy; Frank Hayes, library; 
Rex Johns, campus maintenance; Joe Jones, 
School of Biblical Studies; Wyatt Jones, 
Graduate director; Margaret Layden, 
Heritage cafeteria; Bob McKelvain; 
psychology; John Nunnally, computer 
director; Mike Plummer, biology; Guilford 
Rice, transportation; Herman Smith, 
security; Suzanne Spurrier, library; Van 
Tate, Bible, psychology; Gene Ward, 
computer technician; Glenda Woodall, 
Pattie Cobb cafeteria. 
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England Receives, Appointment 
As Coons Endowed Professor 
Dr. Don England, distinguished professor 
of chemistry, has been selected as the first 
recipient of the Robert Roy and Callie Mae 
Coons Chair of Biomedical Science. The five 
year appointment was announced by 
President Clifton L. Ganus Ir. at graduation 
ceremonies. 
Mrs. Irma Coons Terpenning of Fren-
chtown, N.I. and Harding University 
established the chair to provide salary and 
expenses for one faculty membe( in the 
allied health sciences area. It provides the 
recipient with funds for personal library 
acquisitions, research, professional 
devel~pment and teaching aids. 
"I am honored and grateful to be the first 
recipient of this endowed chair especially in 
·view of the fact that there are so many 
outstanding teachers in science and 
mathematics at Harding University who 
deserve recognition," said England. 
"Harding's reputation in the biomedically 
related sciences is excellent because her 
science departments are excellent. 
Resources available through the endowed 
chair will help strengthen these programs 
even more." 
England joined the Harding faculty in 
1960 as an assistant professor of chemistry. 
He was promoted to associate professor in 
1963 and professor in 1966. 
He received the Distinguished Teacher 
Award in 1968, 1973 and 1983, making his 
permanent title Distinguished Professor. He 
was the first ' individual faculty ~ember to 
receive the award for a third time, the 
maximum possible. 
He has been active in the ' American 
Association for the Advancement of 
Science, the American Chemical Society 
and the Arkansas Academy of Science. 
England is the author of numerous articles 
and books; is well-known for his work in the 
area of science and the Scriptures and has 
recently had two books published entitled A 
Christian View oj Origin and Faith anc~ 
Evidence. 
England has been chairman of the 
Premedical and Allied Health Committee 
for approximately 20 years and has been the 
Liaison Officer between Harling and the 
President's Science and Premedical Ad-
visory Council since its inception. He is 
president of Region II Alpha Chi Honor' 
Society. 
"Mrs. Terpenning has made a con·, 
tribution to Christian education that can " 
only be measured in terms of eternity for the 
good it will accomplish," said Englilnd. 
Stud'ent Publications Take Honors 
University student publications received 
several honor awards at the Arkansas 
College Publications Association meeting in 
Clarksville with the Bison newspaper 
winning the sweepstakes award for ' the 
highest total points. 
The Petit Jean won first place in the 
categories of coverage and concept and 
received second place in overall general 
excellence. The yearbook placed second in 
the categories of photography, art 'and 
graphics, copy and display. 
With the sweepstakes award, the Bison 
received a check for $100 from the Arkansas 
Gazette. The newspaper was selected for 
first place in the categories of writing and 
editing and design and second place in 
advertising. The Bison was given honorable 
mention for photography. art and graphics. 
Individual contest winners were Eddie 
Madden of Newport, Ark., second in 
straight news and interview and honorable 
mention in editorial; Rebekah Davis from 
Rockford, Ill., and Iodee Hobbs from 
Fayetteville, Ark., honorable mention in in-
depth news; Liz Herrel from New York, 
N.Y., first in sports feature and honorable 
mention in feature story; 
Linda Ford from Crawfordville, Fla., 
second in general column; 10 David Keith 
from Oak Ridge, Tenn., ti)ird in interview; 
Wendell Hudson from Bedford, Ind., 
second in sports feature and sports column; 
Bobby Davidson from Iudsonia, Ark., 
second in sports news, third in sports 
feature; Tami Kerr from Sharpsville, Pa., 
second in news photography, and third in 
sports photography and Angela Kays from 
Benton, Ark., honorahle mention in feature 
photography. 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Youth Citizenship Seminar .... .. . ,,, . . . . .. ........ . . '. : . .. . . . . . '. ': . ......... June 9·14 
First Elderhostel Session ............................... .. . . . .. . . .... : ... Iune 9-14 
Diagnosis and Correction of Reading Difficulties Workshop .. , ... • ... ;' . . ..... June 10-26 
First Summer School Session Begins . . .. . . . ............... . .. ..... .......... June 10 
First Early Orientation Session . .. .... ... .. . . .. ' .......... 1 • •• •••• •••••••• June 13-15 
State Extension Homemakers Conference ... . ............. •. .. ... . . ... .. .. June 17·21 
Elderhostel Second Session .. . . ... .. . . .. ..... .... ... .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . ... June 23-28 
UPLIFT - (Week-long Bible Camp) ........ . ......... . ... . . . . .. .. ..... . . . Iune 23-28 
Clinical Reading Workshop ......................... . ... ' . .. .. .... ... Iune 27·July 12 
Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre - "Blithe Spirit" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Iune 27-29 
Tahkodah Christian Camp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. June 23-July 5 
Microcomputers in Education Workshop .................. . .. .. ... .......... July 1-12 
Tahkodah Christian Camp .... .. .. . .. . .................. .. .... : .......... Iuly 7-19 
Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre - "Barefoot in the Park" .... ... .... : .. . : ! .... July 11-13 
Senior High Boys. Basketball Camp . ... ... ...... .. .. . .. . ... . .. . . . . : ....... Iuly 14-19 
Second Summer School Session Begins ....... . ...... ....... . .. '. . . • . . . . . . . . . .. July 15 
Microcomputers in Education Workshop .. .. .......... . .. . .. : ..... . ....... July 15-26 
Second Early Orientation Session . ... . .. . . . .. . ...... .. . . . .... .. ... . . .... .. . July 18-20 
Tahkodah Christian Camp ........ . ...... . . . ..... . ....... " .. . '," . ... . . Iuly 21-Aug. 2 
Junior High Boys Basketball Camp . .. .............. . .. . . . , '.'.' .. .. . ..... . ... July 21-26 
Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre - "Peg 0' My Heart" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. July 25·27 
Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre - "Ten Little Indians" . ... . .. . . . .. . ......... Aug. 8-10 
Tahkodah Music Camp ......... .. ....... : ........ .. -. . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Aug. 16-22 
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Dr. Don England explains the capabilities of new equipment in one of Harding's science labs. 
"The' Endowed Chair is an appropriate 
living memorial to honor Mrs. Terpennblg's 
pa~nts and I personally hope .that others 
will be encouraged to follow her unselfish 
example and establish other endowed chairs 
through the University." 
Robert Roy and Callie Mae Coons were 
professors and department heads at 
Harding. Mr. Coons, noted for his research 
in analytical chemistry and for his teaching 
methods for freshman chemistry, served as 
chairman of the chemistry and physics 
department from 1924·26 and from 1933-
37. Mrs. Coons, who earned recognition 
with her studies of metabolism and dietary 
analysis, headed the home economics 
department from 1924-26. She also served 
for several years 'as director of the Human 
Nutrition Research Division in the United 
States Department of Agriculture and as a 
member of the advisory committee for the 
White House Conference on Family Life. 
The recipient is selected by the University 
president and the dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences from those nominated by 
members of the appropriate departments. 
The original of the pen and ink drawing "Memories." reproduced above, was auctioned 
recently on behalf of A WHo ' 
AWH To' Sell ,Limited Edition Print 
Under the auspices of the Associated 
Women for Harding, a limited edition print 
by Jerry Harris, "Memories," is now 
available. 
A pen and ink rendering of a Harding 
University campus landmark, the Bell 
Tower, "Memories" is a signed and 
numbered 11 x 14 reproduction suitable for 
framing. Only 2,000 prints were prOduced 
and they will be available for $25 each. 
Harris of Shreveport, La., produced the 
drawing for the National Council of A WH. 
Kay Reiboldt of Shreveport, coordinated the 
project. The original rendering was sold at 
auction to Swaid Swaid of Birmingham, 
Ala. during the Harding President's 
Development Council meeting April 22. 
"This project is a tremendous op- , 
portunity to assist the University," Mrs. 
Reiboldt said. "It is a beautiful piece of art 
and we think our alumni will be very 
supportive. It would make the perfect gift 
for anyone who has ever attended Harding 
or visited the campus." 
Harris is an accomplished artist who has 
owned his own advertising agency for 20 
years in Shreveport. A member of the 
Airline Drive Church of Christ in Bossier 
City, La., he is a frequent speaker at 
religious workshops and seminars. He also 
is a member of the Harding President's 
Development Council: 
Orders for the prints can be made by 
writing Dr. Jimmy Carr, Station A, Box 
1224, Searcy, Ark. 72143. Checks should be 
made payable to Harding University -
"Memories. " 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
, 
Three Recognized With Distinguished Teaching Awards 
Recipients of Harding University's 1984-
85 Distinguished Teacher Awards are Rod 
Brewer, assistant professor of English, Dr. 
Wilt Martin, professor of health, physical 
education and recreation and Dr. Dean 
Priest, dean of the College of. Arts and 
Sciences. 
Announcement ~f the awards was made 
by University President Clifton L. Ganus Jr. 
during spring commencement ceremonies. 
Each of the three was presented a check for 
$1,000. along with a framed award cer-
tificate. 
Finalists for the annual awards are 
selected on the basis of written evaluations 
by students, and by recommendation of ,a 
committee of faculty memberS. 
Brewer, 37, joined the Harding faculty as 
an instructor in 1983 and is a native of 
Memphis, Tenn. He received his bachelor's 
degree from' Harding in 1970. While a 
student, he served as student association 
president, junior men's representative and 
donn wing counselor and enjoyed in-
tramural baseball, softball, table tennis and 
intercollegiate baseball. 
Distinguished Teachers for 1984-85 are: (from left) Wilt Martin, -Rod Brewer and Dean ~riest. (photo by Brad Watson) 
He received the master's degree from East 
Texas State University, Commerce, Texas. 
Brewer has done doctoral study at the 
University of ' Missouri at Columbia. 
. He is married to the former Grace Stroup 
and they have two children, Rachel and 
Joshua. 
Martin is a native of Obion, Tenn. He 
attended Freed-Hardeman College from 
1960-62 and received his BA degree from 
Harding in 1965, his MAT in 1967. 
In 1977, he earned the doctorate of 
education from the University of Arkansas 
at Fayetteville. 
Martin, 43, was employed as a teacher 
Clevel~nd Creative Writing Contest 
Winners Cited; Works Published ' 
"Because of Love" and "My Father's 
Daughter ," both written by journalism 
major Karen Roseberry, captured first place 
in hymn lyric and essay respectively in the Jo 
Cleveland Creative Writing C-o,ntest, 
sponsored by the Harding University 
English Department. Roseberry, a junior 
from Fort Worth, Texas, joined other 
contest winners in reading their winning 
selections at the awards banquet. 
English major Sherry Daniel, a junior 
from Westfield, N.J., won first place in 
poetry with her entry, "Sharing a Coke." 
Eddie Madden, a senior English and French 
major from Newport, Ark., won second 
place for "I, Icarus." Receiving third place 
in poetry was Fran Coon, a senior public 
administration and political science major 
from Santa Rosa Beach, Fla .• for "Winged 
Freedom." 
In the fiction category from Gahanna, 
Ohio, E. Alan Rogers, a senior computer 
information systems major, won first place 
with his entry, "All in a Knight's Work," 
David A. Smith from Searcy, Ark., won 
second place for "Hanauma Bay." Smith is 
a senior history and political science major. 
Melanie Mathis, a junior English major 
from Little Rock, Ark., won second place in 
hymn lyric for her entry "hymn lyrics." No 
third place was awarded in fiction, essay, or 
hymn lyric. 
Charles Pittman, associate professor of 
English. was chairman of the contest. 
Judges were members of the English 
department faculty. 
Rod Brewer and Dr. Larry Long judged 
the poetry; Alice Jewell and Dr. Eugene 
Underwood judged fiction; Duane Mc-
Campbell and Ed White judged the essays 
and Dr. Dennis Organ and Betty Ulrey 
judged hymn lyrics. 
Colleagues, friends, and fonner students 
of Dr, Jo Cleveland, who retired from the 
University in 1983, have contributed to the 
HAIIDING UNIVERSITY 
Creative Writing Endowment Fund, 
Selected entries are published in an an-
thology titled Shapes and Names which is 
available through the University English 
department, 
F A c 
and basketball coach at Harding Academy 
from 1965-71. He was then chosen as 
assistant . basketball coach at Harding 
University and was promoted to associate 
professor in 1979. He wa,s chosen teacher of 
the year at the Academy in 1971. 
He is married to the fonner Judith Daniel 
and the couple has two children, Monya 
Deane and Eric. 
Priest, 46, earned his bachelor's degree in 
1961 from Harding, his master's in 1962 
and his doctorate in 1969, both from the 
University of Mississippi in Oxford. While 
attending Harding, he was a member of the 
Belles and Beaux and the A Cappella 
Chorus. 
He also presently serves as chairman of 
the Math Department and was chosen as a 
distinguished teacher in 1969 and '1974. 
u L T .Y 
Priest's award marks the second time a 
faculty member has received the award a 
third time, the maximum possible. Upon 
receiving this award, the permanent title of 
"Distinguished Professor" was bestowed on 
him. Dr. Don England of the physical 
science department was Harding's first 
Distinguished Professor. 
Priest joined the faculty in 1962. He has 
served as a teaching assistant at the 
University of Mississippi and 'as a one-
fourth time instructor for the University of 
Arkansas at Little Rock in-service 
mathematics classes sponsored by the 
National Scie'n,ce Foundation. 
A native of Columbia, Tenn., he is 
married to the former Carolyn Pogue and 
they have five children, Teresa, Cheryl, 
Matilda, Laura and Dean Jr. 
F I L E 
Helen Lambert 
Helen Lambert - Assistant Professor of Nursing. B.S.N. (1977) Mississippi College, Clin-
ton, Miss.; M.S. (1980) University of Southern Mississippi. 
"I always wanted to teach in a Christian 
school," beamed Helen Lambert', who 
reached that goal when she joined the 
nursing faculty in 1982, after teaching for 
several years in Mississippi. With her, too. 
was husband Bill, who teaches English and 
Bible. and who is minister of the Cloverdale 
Church of Christ in Searcy. 
The vivacious assistant professor was 
already familiar with the University. with 
two children as students. Carter is a 1982 
graduate and his wife is the former Becca 
Shackelford. Daughter Joanna has com-
pleted her junior year. Joanna's husband, 
Ken Berry, is a May graduate. Another son, 
Bud (William Jr.). is a preacher in 
Raymond, Mississippi and a recent 
graduate of Mississippi College. Bud and 
Cindy are also the parents of her only two 
grandchildren. William III and Susanah. 
Like many other members of the faculty 
and staff, Helen attends numerous campus 
functions such as athletic events. club and 
student entertainment programs and has a 
constant flow of guests in her home for 
meals and overdt~'ht stays. 
Later this summer she will spend five 
weeks in Nassau as part of the Harding 
School of ~jblical Studies - Nassau staff. 
While Bill is teaching in the preacher 
training school, she will teach a ladies class 
on Romans and participate in other efforts 
of the congregation there. 
Her involvement with the students' and 
their appreciation for her came to light in a 
carefully-calculated plan toward the end of 
the semester, As Helen opened her office 
door one morning, she found 300 water-. 
filled paper cups placed carefully in a circle 
around her desk and chair. An ac-
companying note read "High Tide in 
Nassau." 
With a warm smile, she shook her head 
and admitted, as she poured the liquid into 
a big bucket. "I short-sheeted some beds 
when we went to a nursing convention 
earlier this semester. This is the' revenge." 
As she cleared away the clutter she 
emphasized again what is very obvious in 
her manner: "I just love people." 
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Outstanding Scholars 
In Arts and Sciences 
Receive Top Honors 
Eddie Madden of Newport, Ark., Greg 
Lindstrom of Midland, Mich., and Thomas 
Cox of Lebanon; Va., were declared winners 
in the Evening of Scholarship sponsored by 
the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Madden read a paper entitled "Thematic 
Significance of Time in Absalom. Ab-
salom!" and Lindstrom and Cox presented 
a research paper on "Computer Solution to 
the Rubik's Cube." 
Presentations were made in two sections 
during the evening, and a winner was 
named from each group. They received 
plaques supplied by the Arkansas Eta 
chapter of Alpha Chi national honor 
scholarship society. 
Dr. Dennis Organ. who along with Dr. W. 
D. Williams and Dr. Evan Ulrey coor-
dinated the program, said, "We were very 
pleased with the high quality of the student 
research demonstrated in the P!lpers, and 
with the professional way in which they were 
delivered. This is an excellent way for 
students to share their scholarship with 
their peers from all disciplines and to bring 
our academic community together." 
Judges for the event were faculty 
members Don Robinson, Bob McKelvain, 
Ken Johnson, Larry Long, Sharen Crockett, 
Earl Cobill, Don England, Arthur Shearin, 
Nancy Clark and Randy Maddox. 
Also appearing on the program were 
Becha Evans of Searcy; Carla Thompson of 
Mexico, N.Y.; Mel Sansom of Pensacola, 
Fla.; Tracy McRee of Fort Sill, Okla.; Fran 
Coon of Destin, Fla.; Greg Ka)'S of Benton, 
Ark.; Cargl Trevathan of Louisville, Ky.; 
Lisa Antczak of Batesville, Ark.; and Kathy 
Rogers of North Little Rock. Ark. 
James Ard John Meadows Max Reibolt 
Development Council Names Chairmen 
. Three members of the President's 
Development Council have been appointed 
by President Clifton L. Ganus Jr. to serve as 
regional chairmen. James Ard of Richard-
son, Texas, John Meadows of El Dorado, 
Ark. and Max Reiboldt of Shreveport, La. 
will serve as chairmen of three of the 
Council's 11 regions. 
Ard is chairman of the central Texas 
region. He is president of Ard·Knox In-
surance, Inc. in Richardson. A graduate of 
the University of , Tennessee, Ard is a 
member of the . national and Texas 
Associates of Life Underwriters, the 
National Association of C.L.U. and the 
Society of Certified ln~urance Coup.selors. 
Ard is also a member of the board of 
Dallas Christian Schools and the board of 
the Canyon Creek National Bank. He is an 
elder of the Waterview Church of Christ in 
Richardson. 
He and his wife, Sarah, have a son, 
Wayne, who is a 1982 Harding graduate. 
Meadows is serving as chairman of the 
Southern Arkansas region. He is president 
of Arkansas Specialty Company in El 
Dorado. He has served as a member of the 
El Dorado School Board for 11 years in-
cluding a term as president. 
He is a past member of the Civitan Club 
and the Toastmasters organization. 
Meadows has also served on' -various 
committees for the El Dorado Boys' Club 
and the Chamber of Commerce. He is a 
former elder for the Hillsboro Church of 
Christ. 
His wife, the former Elaine Robertson, is 
a Harding alumnae. The couple has five 
children: Mike, Rusty, Scott, Laura and 
Kathy. Mike (BA'75) and Rusty (BS'78) are 
both Harding alumni. 
Reiboldt is secretary-treasurer of Beall: 
Ladymon Department . Stores, a regional 
chain in Louisiana and Arkansas. He is also 
a member of the company's board of 
directors. He is chairman of the Louisiana 
and East Texas region of the Development 
Council. 
He is a member of the Texas and 
Louisiana Societies of CPA's as well as a 
member of the American Institute of CPA's. 
Both Reiboldt and his wife, the former 
Kay Antley, are Harding alumni. He 
received his B.A. degree in accounting in 
1973. She received her B.S. degree in 
sociology in 1972. The couple has two sons, 
lohn and Mark. 
The family attends the Airline Drive 
Church of Christ in Bossier City, La. 
Summertime-Offers Variety of Workshops and Activities 
Two summer sessions and a variety of 
workshops and special offerings have been 
scheduled at the University. according to 
Dr. Larry Long, director of summer school. 
The summer sessions will include two 
five-week offerings June 10-July 12 and July 
IS-Aug. 16. 
Recreation will include two float trips on 
the Buffalo River, movies, a watermelon 
cutting and four dinner theatres. 
The third season of the Searcy Summer 
Dinner Theatre (SSDT) will include "Blithe 
Spirit," June 27-29, "Barefoot in the Park," 
July 11-13, "Peg 0' My Heart," July 25-27 
and "Ten Little Indians," Aug. 8-10. Ticket 
prices are 59.50 per person per show, or two 
for 518. A single season ticket sells for 536, 
while a season ticket for two is 562. Children 
under 12 receive a discount. Dinner is 
served at 6:30 p.m. and showtime is 7:30 
p.m. in the Hammon Student Center. 
The 29th Annual Youth Citizenship 
Seminar is scheduled for June 9-14, with 
several hundred high schoolers expected to 
attend sponsored by Tennessee, Alabama 
and Arkansas Farm Bureaus, Civitan and 
the Harding American Studies program. 
Speakers will include Dr. Walter Judd, 
Charlie Plumb, Oddvar Berg, Col. Joe 
Hickox, Dr. Clifton Ganus, Dr. Don Diffine 
and Dr. Bob Reely. 
Two early orientation sessions are 
scheduled for new students and their 
parents to visit the campus. The first will be 
June 13-15 and the second is July 18·20. 
Last year some 500 students took advantage 
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of this unique opportunity to complete 
registration, visit the campus and make 
housing arrangements. 
Two Elderhostel sessions are also planned 
for June 9-14 and June 23·28. This program 
is open to anyone 60 years and over and 
their spouses and features three classes pet 
session. 
There will be a Diagnosis and Correction 
of Reading Difficulties Workshop June 10· 
26 which will provide for extensive 
diagnostic testing of individual . students 
from grades 1·9, with~ reading disabilities. 
The testing will be followed by a plan for 
correction and remediation. 
The Department of Physical Education, 
Health and Recreation will , sponsor two 
workshops in driver safety June 10-26 and 
June 27-July 12. The workshop will include 
instruction for those who teach driver 
education and those learning to drive. The 
workshop will also include actual driving 
practice for learners. 
A Clinical Reading workshop June 27· 
July 12 will emphasize laboratory practice in 
reading improvement. 
Offering intensive training in basketball, 
two sports camps will be conducted on the 
campus by University coaches for boys in 
grades 8·12. July 14·19 will be the Senior 
High Basketball camp for boys in grades 10, 
11 and 12 in the 1985·86 school year. 
There will be three sessions for boys and 
girls ages 8 to 17 to attend the Tahkodah 
Christian Youth Camp. The camps, to take 
place June 23-July 5; July 7-19 and July 21· 
Aug. 2, include riding horses, fishing, 
swimming, and outdoor fun as well as in· 
depth Bible study and encouragement in 
spiritual growth. 
A beginning course in Microcomputers in 
Education (Grades K-12) will offer hands-
on experience with various computers, 
software evaluation techniques and basic 
programming. The course will be offered 
July 1·12. . 
Those with a fundamental knowledge of 
microcomputer operation will be eligible to 
take Microcomputers in Education, II July 
15·26. This course deals with major software 
such as Word Processing, List and 
Cataloging, Graphics and ' Spread Sheet 
Analysis. 
A music camp will ~e offered Aug. 16·22 
for high school graduates interested in 
instrumental and vocal music at Camp 
Tahkodah. The week-long session will be 
directed by Harding's music faculty. 
For more information about summer 
school program write to Summer Sessions, 
Box 898, Harding University, Searcy, Ark. 
72143 or call (SOl) 268·6161, ext. 421. 
Pinning Ceremony Conducted 
39 Nursing Students Graduate 
The Harding University School . of 
Nursing conducted their annual spring 
pinning ceremony recently. 
Cornelia Beck of Little Rock, Ark., 
delivered the keynote address to the 39 
gr:aduating nursing students. Beck is the 
Associate Dean of the graduate program at 
the College of Nursing, University Medical 
Center in Little Rock. 
Several awards were presented at the 
ceremony. Among the recipients were Mary 
Ann Lawrence of Kettering, Ohio, Out-
standing Community Servant; Kathy Stark 
Rogers of Little Rock, Outstanding 
Colleague; Rachel Sullins of. El Dorado, 
Ark., Outstanding Academic Achievement; 
Sullins and Debra Woodell of Parkersburg, 
W. Va., Outstanding Scholarly Paper and 
Tanna Lentz of Dongola, Ill., the Head, 
Heart, Hands award. 
Mark Priddy of Shreveport, La., 
presented a Bible to ,the School of Nursing 
as a gift from the senior class. Priddy, Lisa 
Antczak of Batesville, Ark., and Sara Scott 
of Knoxville, Tenn., made a speech as a 
char~ to the class. 
Jerry Myhan, associate professor of 
nursing, introduced the nursing faculty and 
Nancy Clark, associate professor of nursing; 
Louise Bradford, associate professor of 
nursing and Helen Lambert, assistant 
professor of nursing presented the seniors 
with pins. 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
ALUMNOTES 
have four children - Darrick, Jerrod, 
Garrett, and Trevorr - and reside at 5920 
North 5 Mile, Boise, Idaho 83704. 
*"'. 
Anne Stacy Thomas helps her husband as 
CLASS OF 1939 
Nelma Ator Fowler, woo was a real estate 
broker, is retired and lives in Pocahontas, 
Ark. Her address is 1512 Sunset Street, 
Pocahontas, 72455. 
CLASS' OF 1961 
Jim D. Redding (BS) assumed the 
position of administrator of Liberty 
Hospital. Liberty, Mo., January 7. He and 
his wife. Beverlee, reside at 1901 Place 
Liberte' Drive, Liberty, 64068. 
CLASS OF 1969 
ludy Crum Blue (BA) has been selected as 
one of the Outstanding Young Women of 
America for 1984. She teaches the sixth 
grade in Conway, Ark., where she also 
resides with her husband, Roger (BS) and 
son, Ryan. The family is at home at 13 
Woodbridge,. Conway, 72032. 
CLASS OF 1971 
Robert J. Evndge (BA) is teacher and 
coach at Knox County Schools, Knoxville, 
Tenn .. He and wife, Jan, reside 8;t 1612 
Helmbolt Road. Knoxville, 37919. 
••• 
Linda Darlene Michaels Gooch (BA) is a 
homemaker and mother. She and her 
husband, Skip, live with their two children, 
Adam, and Wendy, at 123 N. Sugar Street, 
St. Clairsville, Ohio 43950. 
••• 
Cathy Morris Ivey teaches fourth grade at 
Harding Academy in Memphis. She and her 
husband, Bill (BA'70), reside at 380 
Sherburne Cove, Cordova, Tenn. 38018. 
••• 
Candy Cleveland Muncy (BA) teaches at 
Seaboard Christian School. She and 
husband, David (BA), reside at 1305 
Botetourt Gardens, Norfolk, Va. 23517. 
••• 
Martha Ford Fromm (BA) is a stock-
broker with Piper laffray and Hopwood. 
She and' her husband, lohn, live at 9504 
North Greenbay Road, Brown Deer, Wis. 
53209. 
••• 
Nancy Dowdey Stevenson (BA) is a 
homemaker; her husband, Robert (BA'67), 
is employed with Parke-Davis, division of 
Warner-Lambert, as senior sales 
representative. The family lives at Route 2, 
Box 66A, Valley Center, Kan. 67147. 
••• 
W. Dale Pickens (BA) is controller of 
Texwood Industries. He and his wife, the 
former Linda Chisam (BA'64), live at 2326 
Royal Oaks Circle, Garland, Texas 75040. 
••• 
Franz losef Weiss (BA) is minister for the 
church in Wurzburg, West Germany. His 
address is AM Sonnfeld 2, 3700 Wurzburg. 
••• 
M. Glynn Durham (BA) serves as pulpit 
minister for the Laurelwood Church of 
Christ, Somerdale, N.J. He is married to the 
former Susan Vaughn ('72) and they reside 
at 712 Somerdale Road, Somerdale, 08083. 
* •• 
Shirley Butler Howard is employed with 
SKIL as assembler. Her husband. Dalles 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
(BA'75), is a school teacher. They live at 
. Route 2. Box 9-A, Pocahontas, Ark. 72455. 
••• 
Robert G. Dockery (BA) serves as 
minister for the Baldwin Church of Christ, 
Fayetteville, Ark. His wife, the former 
Meredy Roberts (BA), is a housewife and 
student. They reside at 4377 East Hunt-
, sville, Fayetteville, 72701. 
••• 
Raye Walker Lakey (BA) works as a 
secretary at Abilene Christian University 
part time. Her husband, Paul, is a student 
there. Their address is 2017 Cedar Crest, 
Abilene, Texas 79601. 
••• 
Mary Cooper Hughes (BS) is a 
homemaker; her husband, Michael, is a 
registered nurse at the V A Hospital in North 
Little Rock, Ark. The couple lives with their 
two children, lason and Amanda, at 8809 
Merrymen, Sherwood, 72116. 
••• 
Robert Paul Rushing is a teacher in the 
public schools, Colorado Springs, Colo. He 
and his wife, Taunya, reside at 3280 South 
Academy Blvd., No. 181, Colorado Springs, 
80916. 
••• 
leanne Robinson Eskandar is employed 
as an ESL instructor at Memphis State 
University, Memphis. Tenn. She and her 
. husband, Yousif, reside at 3355 Bowen 
Avenue, Memphis, 38122. 
••• 
Donna Simpson Sandlin (BA) teaches 
second grade at North Arkansas Christian 
School. Batesville. Her husband, Grant . 
('70). is director of Camp Tahkodah at 
Floral. The family's address is Camp 
Tahkodah, Floral. 72534. 
••• 
David Kail is employed with City Utilities 
of Springfield in the purchasing depart-
ment. His wife, the former }»amela Jones 
('72) is a nurse. They live at 1901 South 
Broadway, Springfield, Mo. 65807. . 
••• 
Carol Miller Price (BA) is a homemaker. 
Her husband. David ('72), works for the 
Meridian School District and preaches for 
the 26th and Heron Church of Christ. They 
assistant to the president of The Financial 
Planning Group. Inc. Her husband, 
Kenneth (BA'72), is president of the 
company. They live at 3401 Fraserdale 
Drive, Lexington, Ky., 40503. 
••• 
Charles E. Richardson (BA) is a recording 
engineer and serves as manager of National 
Recording Studio. His wife, the former Celia 
Weaver (BA), teaches piano and voice. They 
reside at 5801 Forrest Grove, Texarkana, 
Texas 75503. 
••• 
loan Gardner Ascue (BA) is group health 
underwriter with Blue Cross & Blue Shield 
of Texas. She and husband, Temple, reside 
at 3203 Monties Lane, Arlington, Texas 
76015. 
••• 
Jane Ella Young (BA) is educational 
consultant with Tennessee State University. 
She lives at 950 Gen. George Patton Road, 
Nashville, Tenn. 37221. 
••• 
Kathryn Strawn Zartman (BA) is em-
ployed by Bethesda Home for Mentally 
Retarded as speech therapy assistant. She 
resides with her husband, Dana (BA), at 145 
Maple Street, Box 399, Beamsville, Ontario, 
Canada LOR 1BO . 
••• 
Judy Richards Hendrix (BA) and 
husband. Arlin (BA'70), have a new address 
in France. It is 9 Rue Paul Gauguin -
69330 Meyzieu. France. 
••• 
Dr. Joel I. Johnson (BA) is a professor at 
Harding Graduate School of Religion and a 
psychologist .. He and his wife, the former 
Ruth TeffertiIIer (BA'72). reside at 2365 
Glencliff, Memphis. Tenn. 38119. 
••• 
Ronald W. Phillips (OS) is senior business 
analyst with Dun & Bradstreet. His wife, the 
fonner Sue Shelton (BA) is a registered 
nurse at University Hospital. They live at 
16412 Col. Glenn Road, Little Rock, Ark. 
72204. 
• •• 
Joseph D. Bryant (BA) is employed with 
the Florida Department of Corrections as 
probation supervisor. He and his wife, Nina. 
live in Bronson. Fla. Their address is P.O. 
Box 464, Bronson, 32621. 
Happy graduates - Charles Dismuke and Susan Turner are all smiles after graduation 
ceremonies. (photo by Yo Kurabayashi) 
Ardith Reynolds Bradshaw (BA) is 'a 
graphic artist with Guardsmark, Inc., 
Memphis. Tenn. She lives at 220 South 
Worthington, West Memphis. Ark. 72301. 
..* 
Linda Huff Davis (BA) teaches sixth 
grade in the public schools. Newburg, Mo. 
Her husband, Kirk (BSN'74). is a nurse. 
They reside at Route 2. Box 2. Newburg. 
65550. 
"'* • 
Paula Fairley Partezana (BA) does 
substitute teaching. She and her husband. 
Richard (BA'67), reside at 821 Fifth Street. 
Covington, Ind. 47932. 
"' .. 
Diane Thweatt lohnson is employed with 
Mitchell Law Firm as administrative 
assistant. She and her husband, Donald 
(BS), live at 7 Custer Place. North Little 
Rock, Ark. 72116. ' 
.*. 
Beene Johnson Huffard (BA) is a 
homemaker. She and her husband. Evertt 
(BA). have one son and two daughters. The 
family lives at 2461 Via Nina, Montebello. 
Calif. 90640. 
••• 
Kathryn McVey Norton is assistant 
controller at Sumner Group. Inc .. St. Louis, 
Mo. She and her husband, David, live at 
11180 Jerries, St. Louis, 63136. 
CLASS OF 1972 
John M. Sanders (BBA) is employed with 
Georgia-Pacific Corporation as con-
troller/Darien Operations. He resides at 7 
Fourth Street, Apt. I-C. Stamford. Conn. 
06905. 
•• * 
Kathleen Guild Blake is employed with 
the U.S. Navy (civil service) as facilities 
maintenance management assistant. She 
and her husband, Edward. live at 14159 
Thomas Drive N.W .. Silverdale. Wash . 
98383. 
••• 
Edward "Ted" Blackwood (BA) serves as 
minister for the Church of Christ, North 
Canton. Ohio. He and his wife. Linda 
Marie. reside at 200 Woodrow St.. North 
Canton, 44720. 
••• 
Dr. Brian R. Smith is a physician for the 
Cherokee Nation. Stilwell Indian Clinic. He 
and his wife. Ruth. live at Route 3, Box 381, 
Tahlequah, Okla. 74464. 
"'.'" 
Leslie Thomasson Si~pson (BA) is 
director of Post Memorial Art Reference 
Library, loplin. Mo. She and her husband . 
Dale (BN70). live at 711 North Sergeant. 
Joplin. 64801. . 
**. 
Elaine Mitchell King is self-employed at 
Kings Photography. Lubbock. Texas. She 
and her husband. John (BA '70). reside at 
5508 29th Dr .. Lubbock. 79407. 
*** 
Johnny Ray Tucker (BA) serves as 
minister ofthe Corinth Church of Christ. He 
lives at Route 2. Box 373, Portland. Tenn. 
37148. 
*"'* 
Leslie R. Hicks is a chemist with Vulcan 
Chemicals. His address is P.O. Box 174. 
Haysville. Kan. 67060. 
- *** 
Kathryn Merritt Sanders works as 
receptionist/secretary with the Coca-Cola 
Bottling Co. of South Arkansas. She and her 
husband. Richard. live at 174 South Street. 
Camden. 71701. 
**'" 
Gordon R. Brown (BA) is employed with 
Van-Orr Foods, Inc. as manager of ac-
counting. He is married to the former 
Carolyn Knotts (BA'71) and they reside at 
675 Kingswood Circle. Nashport. Ohio 
43830. 
(continued on page 8) 
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(continued .from page 7) 
Robert Allen Kee (BS) is assistant junior 
high principal at Greater Atlanta Christian 
School. He teaches chemistry " and coaches 
soccer and track. He and his wife, the 
former Georgina Peddle (BA '73), reside at 
402 Lester Road. Lawrenceville. Ga. 30245. 
*** 
Larry Alan Stewart (BA) is director of 
admissions at Michigan Christian College. 
Rochester. He and his .\\ ife . Lynne, live at 
360 Eastlawn. Rochester. 48063. 
*** 
David Berryhill (BA) is a residential real 
estate appraiser and owns his own business, 
Berryhill Appraisal Co. His wife, the former 
Lola Brittell (BA), is a homemaker. The 
family resides at 1944 Arapaho, Enid, Okla. 
73701. 
*** 
Mason O. Berryhill (BA) is a registered 
nurse and serves as nursing supervisor at 
Methodist Hospital, Lubbock, Texas. He is 
married to the former Carisse Mickey 
(BA'73) and they reside at 5311 26th St., 
Lubbock, 79407. 
*** 
Van E. McGibney (BA) is high school 
counselor at Thayer High School. He and 
his wife, the former Betsy Boyd ('74), reside 
at Route 3. Box 130, Alton, Mo. 65606. 
*.* 
Ginger Williams Grimes owns a cleaning 
service and is also a student in the R.N. 
program at Santa Fe Community College, 
Gainesville. Fla. She lives at 1500 N.W. 12 
Street. W-21. Gainesville, 32601. 
*** 
Mike L. Hiatt (BBA) IS controller with 
Dillingham & Smith Mechanical & Sheet 
Metal Contractors. Inc., Nashville, Tenn. 
He and his wife, the former Diana 
McKinney (BS). reside at 6331 Bresslyn 
Road. Nashville, 37205. 
*** 
William S. Smith (BA) is associate 
professor of music at Oklahoma Christian _ 
College, Edmond. He teaches voice 
privately. as well as teaches theory and voice 
at OCC. He directs musicals and operas for 
OCC and Edmond Community Theater. 
Smith is married to the former Carol 
Mannen (BA) and they reside at 3209 
Rankin Terrace, Edmond. 73034. 
*** 
Fred J. Bailey (BS) is employed with 
Merck. Sharp and Dohme as research 
chemist. He and his wife, the former Carol 
Garrett (BA), live at 2362 Rebecca Drive, 
Hatfield. Pa. 19440. 
*** 
Lloyd T. Westbrook (BA) is comptroller 
of Par Mar Oil Company. He and his wife, 
Shirley Ann. live at 101 Shamrock Drive. 
Marietta, Ohio 45750. 
*** 
Helen Howard West (BA) is employed 
with Embassy Pictures as story analyst. Her 
husband, Robert (BS'(,7), is a producer with 
Paramount Pictures. The couple lives at 24 
North Donald Ave., Newbury Park, Calif. 
91320. 
**. 
Carol Kelley Williams (BA) teaches in the 
Wynne Public Schools, Wynne, Ark. She 
and husband, James (BA'73), live at 311 
Crystal, Wynne, 72396. 
* •• 
Glenn A. Posey (MA) serves as minister 
for the East Cullman Church of Christ. He 
and his wife, Iris, reside at 708 9th St., S.E., 
Cullman, Ala. 35055. 
*** 
Kenneth Mayton (MA) teaches un-
dergraduate theology at Oral Roberts 
University, Tulsa, 9kla. He and his wife, 
ludith, reside at 7811 East 77th Court, 
Tulsa, 74133. 
**. Marilynn McInteer Canterbury (BA) is 
employed at David Lipscomb High School 
as librarian and girls' tennis coach. Her 
husband, Mike, is tax manager for Genesco, 
Inc. They reside at 4648 Chalmers Drive, 
Nashville, Tenn. 37215. 
Page 8 
Tipton to Serve European. Chr~stian College 
Kenneth D. Tipton (BA), 14 years 
superintendent of public schools in Missouri 
and Arkansas. has accepted the academic 
vice-presidency of European Christian 
College. Vienna. Austria. 
Tipton was recently appointed to the 
legislative committee of the Arkansas 
Association of School Administrators. He 
has been an officer in the Northeast 
Arkansas Administrators Association and 
the Arkansas Rural Education Association. 
"I have greatly enjoyed the work as a 
public school superintendent, but I consider 
European Christian College to present new 
and greater challenges," said Tipton. 
"They came to us highly recommended as 
Christians and educators," said Otis 
Gatewood. president of European Christian 
College. "We are very fortunate to have 
such well-qualified Christians at E.C.C. 
They will be actively engaged in mission 
work as well as" teaching. They are being 
supported by churches and individuals." 
Tipton holds a B.A. and M.A. degree 
from Harding in education and an Ed.S. 
Bonnie Sue Messer Allison (BA) is 
substitute teacher for Green Forest Public 
Schools, Green Forest, Ark. She and her 
husband, Carroll, reside with their three 
children - Clint, Darren, and Erica - at 
510 East Cherry, Green Forest, 72638. 
••• 
Charles Michael Drew (BA) is ad-
ministrator with ' GTE Midwestern 
Telephone Operations. He and his wife, the 
former Phyllis Anita Shepherd ('74), live at 
585 South Harbour Drive, Noblesville, Ind. 
46060. . 
••• 
Marcia Jean Himes (BA) resides at 752 
North 85th "Street, No. 1-, Seattle, Wash. 
98103. 
••• 
Stephen E. Broyles (MA) resides with his 
wife, Mary, at 433 Russell Street, Florence. 
Ala. 35630. .*. 
Stephen W. Carrell (BA) is a missionary 
in Japan. He and his wife, Deborah, live at 
4Jo, 3chome. 9-24 Kitano, Toyohira-ku, 
Sapporo-shi, Hokkaido, 061-01 Japan. 
.** 
Raymond L. Morris (BA) is physical 
education teacher in the public schools. He 
and his wife, Carol, reside at 105 Can-
dlelight Lane, Lumberton, Texas 77656. 
••• 
David Virgil Hutson (BA) is in the U.S. 
Navy and " serves as assistant navigator on 
the USS Lexington. He resides with his wife, 
the former Barbara Hunt (BA), and two 
children at 4B05 Tara Woods Drive East, 
Jacksonville, Fla. 32210. 
••• 
Denny Boultinghouse is managing editor 
of IMAGE Magazine. He and his wife, the 
former Philis Gibbs ('73), reside at 106 
Arlington Place, West Monroe, La. 71291. 
••• 
Edwin O. Back (BS) is manager of quality 
control at Personal Products Company. He 
is married to the former Diann Parker 
(~A'73), and - they live at 407 North 
Brookshore Drive, Shorewood, Ill. 60435. 
• •• 
Pamela Burleson Jeralds (BS) is a sales 
associate with Holmquist Furniture. She 
and husband, Bruce (BA'73), live at 948 
Boxwood Court, Orange Park, Fla. 32073. 
••• 
Forrest L. Kyle is superintendent of the 
public schools in Saratoga, Ark. His address 
is P.O. Box 10, Saratoga, 71859. 
••• 
Joyce Straub Ottinger is employed with 
White Horse Savings & Loan as corporate 
secretary. She and her husband, Charles, 
Harding alumnus Kenneth Tipton and his family (from left) Karla. Connie, Kenna and Cam, 
are planning to move to Europe. 
degree in school administration from 
Pittsburg State University. He also has 
advanced training in counseling from 
Arkansas State University. 
He and his wife, the foriner Connie Taylor 
(BA), have three daughters: Carla, Kenna, 
and Cara. Mrs. Tipton has taught in public 
schools, colleges and development centers 
for 14 years. Her degrees are a B.A. in 
live at 23 Tanglewood Drive, Mercerville, 
N.J. 08619. 
••• 
Stephanie Green Jones (BA) teaches at 
Sharpstown Christian School. She and her 
husband, Shawn (BA'73), live at 119 
Queen's Court, Stafford, Texas 77477. 
••• 
R. Gerald Masterson (MA) serves as 
minister for the West End Church of Christ, 
Brentwood, Tenn. He and his wife, Celia, 
reside at 8109 Patrice, Brentwood,. 37027. 
••• 
Marc O. Williams is a sergeant on the 
police department at El Dorado, Ark. He 
and his wife, Mary Jo, teside at 803 East 
Faulkner, EI Dorado, 71730. 
" ... 
Margaret Thompson Looney (BA) is 
guidance counselor in the public schools. 
She and her husband, Jerry, reside at 910 
South Nettleton, Springfield, Mo. 65806. 
••• 
pavid M. Lacey (BA) is an attorney. He 
and his wife, the former Joy Womack (BA), 
live at 14931 Grassington, Channelview, 
Texas 77530. 
••• 
Lindsey D. Warren (BS) serves as minister 
for the Northeast Church of Christ, Moore, 
Okla. He is married to the former Susan 
Poteet ('73) and they live at 325 Christopher 
Todd, Moore, 73160. 
CLASS OF 1973 
Dan Cooper (BA) and wife, the former 
Katherine Mitchell (BA), have recently 
moved to Pitman, N.J. Dan will preach at 
the Pitman Church of Christ located about 
15 miles outside ofPhitadelphia. The couple 
lives with their four children - Andrew, 
Rebecca, Luke, and Rachel - at Wisteria 
Avenue, Route 3, Box 153, Sewell, 080BO. 
-CLASS OF 1971 
Gary R. Sparks (BBA) is chief financial 
officer at Parkview Methodist Medical 
Center, Dyersburg, Tenn. He is married to 
the former Carol Dillard (BS'7~) and they 
reside at 814 Sunnybrae Ave., Dyersburg, 
38024. 
••• 
David L. Ward is vice president and 
publis)ter for Advantage Publishing, Inc. He 
speech from Harding and a M.A. in speech 
pathology from Ohio University. 
The Tiptons plan to begin their work at 
E.C.C. in July, 1985. Mrs. Tipton will teach 
speech and language and will assist Irene 
Johnson Gatewood with the children's and 
women's missionary work, 
Their present address is Box 82, Biggers, 
Ark. 72413. 
and his wife, the former Bonnie Roper ('74), 
lives at 2604 Mt. Laurel Drive, Antioch, 
Tenn. 37013. 
* •• 
Daniel W. Istre (BS) is controller for 
Southwestern Stationary & Bank Supply, 
Inc. He and his wife, Susan, reside at 2112 
Berkshire, Ponca City, Okla. 74604 . 
••• 
David M. Glenn (BS) is employed " with 
Phillips Petroleum Company as computer 
systems analyst. He and his wife", the former 
Elizabeth Burns (BA'76), live at 3215 S.E . 
Wayside, Bartlesville, Okla. 74006 . 
•• * 
Stephen F. Herrington (BA) is a reser-
vation sales agent with American Airline, 
Inc. He resides at 9825 Park Lane Court, 
Dallas, Texas 75220. 
••• 
Renee Avance Nichol is a marketing 
service representative with Beneficial of 
Texas. She and husband, Terry, live at 1406 
Reesling, Mesquite, Texas 75150. 
••• 
Thomas S. Parsons is internal auditor · 
and CPA for Bell South. He and his wife, 
PrisciIla, live at 445 Sheringham Court, 
Roswell, Ga. 30076. 
••• 
Dan Dozier (MAR) serves as minister for 
the Red Bridge Church of Christ. He and his 
wife, Jane Lee, live at 11 West Red Bridge 
Road, Kansas City, Mo. 64114. 
•• * 
Darrell R. Sorrells is telephone adjuster 
for Chrysler Credit Corporation. He and 
wife, Sharon, live at 7505 Buttonwood, Ft. 
Worth, Texas 76137 . ..* 
Pamela Morlan Sailor (BA) is a high 
school teacher at Christian Home & Bible 
School, Mt. Doni., Fla. Her address is P.O. 
Box 589, Mt. Dora, 32757. 
••• 
Thomas A. Stockdell (BS) is ' internal 
auditor for Southwest Beverages Corp:, a 
soft drink producer and manufacturer. He 
is married to the former Kim Gentry ('BO), 
who graduated from Abilene Christian 
University May, 1984, and works as an 
auditor for Arthur Young & Company. a big 
eight acc;ounting firm. The couple ~esides at 
2693 Garfield , Abilene, Texas 79601. 
••• 
David Scott Wood (BS) is vice president 
of Sun belt Savings, Banking Division. He is 
married to the former Donna White (BA'76) 
and they live at 2112 Crosby Road, 
Carrollton, Texas 75006. " 
•• * 
Dr. Robert A. Mason (BA) is a dentist in 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
Ft. Smith, Ark. He and his wife, the former 
Vicky Ann Kirchner (BA'76), live at 3006 
Reeder, Ft. Smith, 72901. 
iloilo. 
Dr. David Lee Matthews (BS) is a 
physician with the Arkansas Children's 
Hospital, Little Rock. He is married to the 
fomer Rebecca Neel ('74) and they live at 
Route 1, B~x 161B, Ferndale, 72208. 
iloilo. 
Charles W. Pitts (BSW) is employed with 
Desert Ray Products as inventory control 
clerk. He and his wife, Cicely, reside at 1226 
South Shiloh Road, No. 20, Garland, Texas 
75042. 
iloilo. 
Loral Van Rheenen Bullock is a 
homemaker. She and her husband, Kent, 
live at 1604 South 17th Street, Artesia, N.M. 
88210. 
iloilo. 
Beverly Bucy Williams (BA) is elementary 
principal at Ouachita Christian School, 
Monroe, La. She and her husband, Don, 
reside at 123 Monticello Drive, Monroe, 
71203. 
iloilo. 
Leslie W. Vaughn Jr. (BA) is supervisor 
with Mostek Corporation. He and his wife, 
the former Debbie Cheatham ('76), reside at 
3640 Old Dentqn Road, No. 2015, 
Carrollton, Texas 75(X)7. 
iloilo. 
Suzanne Beeson (BA) teaches in the 
Moore Public Schools. She lives at 13545 
Hollow Rock, Apt. B, Oklahoma City, Okla. 
73120. 
* •• 
Kenneth James Dawdy (MAR) serves as 
minister for the Church of Christ, Dora, 
N.M. He and his wife, Shelley, live in Dora 
and their address is Box 336, Dora. 88115. 
••• 
Michael C. Moorer (BA) serves as 
minister of the Steedly Drive Church of 
Christ, Louisville, Ky. He and his wife, 
Cyndi, live at 408 Kingston Ave., Louisville, 
40214. 
iloilo. 
Cynthia Jan Pepper (BA) teaches speech 
therapy in the Sheffield City Schools: She 
lives at Route 9, Box 728, Florence, Ala. 
35630. 
iloilo. 
Carl Steven Hodge is internal auditor 
with Ag Processing, Inc., Omaha, Neb. He 
and his wife, Donna Jean, reside at 5748 
South 137th St., Omaha, 68137. 
iloilo. 
Brenda Nighswonger Rodriguez (BA) 
works as secretary at Tropical Christian 
School. She resides with her husband, 
Frankie, and two children, Jeffrey and 
Nicholas, at 3647 SW 92nd Ave., Miami, 
Fla. 33165. 
iloilo. 
Bernard E. Horsley (M.Ed.) serves as 
minister for the Church of Christ, Alachua, 
Fla. He and his wife, Joyce, reside in 
Alachua, and their address is P.O. Box 237, 
Alachua, 32615. 
iloilo. 
Larry W. Curtis (BA) is superintendent of 
Ozark Christian Academy, Springdale, Ark. 
He is married to the - former Claudia 
Campbell (BA'75) and they live at 3410 
Martha, Springdale, 72764. 
••• 
Betsy Duhon David (BA) is executive 
secretary with Harte-Hanks Direct 
Marketing. She .and her husband, Richard, 
live at 2003 Sharpshire, Arlington, Texas 
76014. 
iloilo. 
Linda K. Campbell (BA) is advertising 
copy writer with Texas A & MUniversity 
Press. She lives at 306 Dunn, Bryan, Texas 
77801. 
iloilo. 
Timothy R. Bassing (BA) preaches for the 
Church of Christ, Leachville. Ark. He and 
his wife, the former Cherryl Kay Shores 
('78). live at Route 1, Leachville, 72438. 
iloilo. 
Shirley Harvey Wells (BA) teaches second 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
grade in the Beebe Public Schools. She and 
her husband, Ron, reside at 1506 West 
Iowa, Beelle, Ark. 72012. 
iloilo. 
Autrey W. Moseley Jr. is district manager 
of the A.L. Williams Company. He and his 
wife. Dixie Lee, live at 2741 Chenier Street, 
Marrero, La. 70072. 
, iloilo. 
Thomas L. Williams (BA) is coach at 
Rogers School System. He is married to the 
former Darlene Jean Hammond (BA'76) 
and they live at 1827 Craig Circle, Rogers, 
Ark. 72756. 
iloilo. 
Page B. Ong is a draftsm~n for A. Hays 
Town, Inc., Baton Rouge, La. He lives at 
2211 Tulip Street, Baton Rouge, 70808. 
iloilo. 
Kevin Sloan (BA) is employed with _Pilot 
Life Insurance Company as special unit 
supervisor. He is married to the former 
Reba Lewis (BS) and they live at 1817 
Shackleford Road, Nashville, Tenn. 37215. 
iloilo. 
Terry L. Beck (BA) is business manager 
for Irving Blvd. Truck Sales and is also 
enrolled in DeVry Institute of Technology. 
He and his wife, the former Jodie Smelser, 
reside at 800 AI Piano Court, Irving, Texas 
75060. 
••• 
Nelda McMennamy Helf (BA) is a 
homemaker; her husba_nd, Steven, is in 
medical school. The couple lives at 9007 
Woburn, San Antonio, Texas ,78250. 
iloilo. 
Dee Ann McClain Howell (BA) is a 
. housewife and substitute teacher. She and 
her husband, William, reside at 120 
Brookside Drive, Little Rock, Ark. 72205. 
iloilo. 
Mona Prewitt Ingle (BA) is a mathematics 
tutor. She and husband, Jim, live at 530 
Country Lane, Mt. Vernon, 65712. 
••• 
Kathy Gump Yeager (BS) is employed 
with Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Cor-
poration. She and her husband, Jay. live at 
Bloomingdale. Ohio. Their address is P.O. 
Box 198, Bloomingdale, 43910, 
iloilo. 
Judy Glaze (BA) is an administrative 
assistant with Pepperdine University. She 
resides at 3709 Las Flores Canyon. No.2, 
Malibu. Calif. 90265. 
iloilo. 
Susan Combs Krumrei (BA) has a new 
address. She and her husband, Phillip 
(BA'75) are missionaries in Holland. Their 
address is Hoofdlaan 7 - 3051 XD Rot-
terdam, Netherlands. 
iloilo. 
Marilyn Drennan Byrd is office aide and 
day care worker with West Memphis 
Christian School. She and her husband, 
Jimmy (CCP'81), reside at 51 Judge Smith 
Drive. Marion, Ark. 72364. 
iloilo. 
Douglas E. Langston (BA) teaches music 
in the Judsonia Public Schools. He and his 
wife, the former Paula Reeh (BA'79). reside 
at 8 Peppertree Place, Searcy. Ark. 72143 
iloilo. 
Larry T. Stanley (BBA) is claims auditor 
with Banker's Commercial Life Insurance 
Co. His wife, the former Laurie Ann Fincher 
(BSN) is a registered nurse at Presbyterian 
Hospital. The couple resides at 509 
Westwood Drive, Richardson, Texas 75080. 
iloilo. 
Renee East Tucker (BS) is bookkeeper at 
Pat's Antiques. Her husband, David (BS), is 
attending the University of Arkansas 
working toward the doctorate degree. They 
live at 2602 Sweetbriar. Fayetteville. 72701. 
William Orchard-Hays III (M.Th.) is the 
evangelist for the Brewer Road Church of 
Christ, Winston-Salem, N.C. He and his 
wife, Ellen, live at 420 Hathaway Drive • 
Winston-Salem, 27103. 
••• 
J. Adam Neely (BS) is a sales represen-
tative with-DuBois Chemical Company. He 
and his wife. Rhonda. reside at 2307 Blake 
Petit Jean royalty - Senior Lisa Casto (center) was crowned Harding University Petit Jean 
Queen during yearbook dedication ceremonies. Casto is a mathematics major from Newport, 
Ohio. Standing are attendants Kay Smith (left)yxrom Kalamazoo. Mich .. and Fran Coon of 
Santa Rosa Beach. Fla. (photo by Yo Kurabayashj) 
Ave., Dayton. Ohio 45414. ."'. 
Daniel B. Stockstill (BA) serves ., 5 
minister for the Church of Christ. AUrlw<l , 
Mo. She and his wife, the former Luc::;::,; 
Mansur (BA'75), live at 1416 South C,l -
nation. Aurora, ' 65605. 
"''''* 
Stephan B. Kell (BA) is evangelist fOl [lil! 
Benbrook Church of Christ, Ft. W (0;; iJ , 
Texas. He and his wife, the former C,I!ui 
Curtis ('79), live at 1030 Bryant, Ft. Worth, 
76126. 
iloilo. 
Joni Voss Beach (BA) is a mUS1~ Ill· 
structor. She and her husband, Alan 
(BS'78). live at 63 Brownwood Circle. 
Ringgold, Ga. 30736. ."'. 
Garrick O. Wilson (BA) is an electronic 
technician with Eckerd Corporation. He 
resides at 1605 West Airport FWY, No. 160. 
Irving. Texas 75062. 
Rebecca Pirtle Nelson (BS) is a salesman 
'with Nelson & Associates. She and her 
husband, Bob (BS'78), live at 1102 East 10th 
St .• Ieffersonville, Ind. 47130. 
iloilo'" 
Joretta Link Rickaway (BS) is employed 
with Inter Federal Savings & Loan as 
secretary and teller. She and her husband. 
James (BS'76). live at 1510 Hollister Road. 
Signal Mountain, Tenn. 37377. 
"''''. 
Jamie Alexa Nesbitt (BS) is a receptionist 
and assistant for Drs. Jolly, McNeil & 
Wadley, Abilene, Texas. She lives at 949112 
Mulberry. Abilene. 79601. 
••• 
Polly Anne Huber (BS) is a social worker 
with Agape of North Alabama. Inc. She 
lives at Route 1. Box 146-1. Elkmont, 35620. 
••• 
Ruth Jameson Brewster and husband • 
Jim. are farmers. They reside at Route 1, 
Box 379, Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
"'.'" 
Tim Baur (BA) is assistant branch 
manager with W.W. Granger, Inc. He is 
married to the former Ann Tabor (BA) and 
they reside at 237 West Miami. Broken 
Arrow, Okla. 74011. 
CLASS OF 1978 
Larry M. Stailey (BA) serves as minister 
for the Church of Christ in Collinsville. Ill. 
He and his wife, the former Mary Beth 
Cooper (BA). live at 1400 Troy Road, 
Collinsville. 62234. 
iloilo. 
David A. Wilson (CCP) is a counselor 
with Ministry of Counseling, Abilene, 
Texas. He is married to the former Debra 
Watson (BS'77) and they reside at 2941 
Orange. Abilene, 79601. 
"''''. 
Kimberly Choate Thames (BA) is em-
ployed with the Savannah Courier as 
reporter/photographer. Her address is P.O. 
Box 107, Adamsville, Tenn. 38310 .. 
*.* 
Robert Dean Evans (BS) is research group 
leader with Beecham Laboratories. He 
resides at 1059 North Diamond. 
Iacksonville, Ill. 62650. 
"''''. 
Robert W. Harris Jr. (BS) is regional 
environmental chemist with the Illinois 
Central Gulf Railroad. He is married to the 
former Denise Turney (BS) and they live at 
102 Amberwood Drive. Clinton. Miss. 
39056. 
- "''''. 
Marcine Lay (BS) is personnel technician 
at Louisiana School for the Deaf. She lives 
. at 12305 Milldale Road. Zachary. La. 
70791. 
"'iloilo 
Laura Easley Traffanstedt (BA) teaches 
(continued on page 10) 
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Risinger GoesFromClassroom'ToBoard Room 
By David Crouch 
It's a long way from the Harding 
University classrooms to the corporate 
board room of W. R. Grace and Company 
in New York City. Harry Risinger ('68) made 
the trip in just nine years after joining the 
company in 1972. 
Harry. vice president of finance for the 
agri-~hemical group of W. R. Grace .. is the 
youngest vice president in the group's 
history. He regularly leaves his Memphis 
oftice and travels to New York City with the 
other agri-chemical executives to brief the 
company's chief executive on the financial 
standing and operating results of the agri-
chemical group. 
Never in his wildest imagination did 
Harry think that his career would progress 
so rapidly. He has already achieved career 
'goals that take others a lifetime to achieve. 
Under his supervision are accounting. 
treasu ry services. business plan-
ning/ reporting. credit. internal audit and 
design of business information systems. 
After graduating from Harding, serving 
three years in the Army. and working on his 
MBA degree at Memphis State University. 
Harry began his career at W. R. Grace as an 
auditor. "I've had a wide variety of ex-
periences - from auditing to budgeting to 
industrial development and financing to 
capital expenditure analysis to business 
planning. I've been vice president of finance 
for three years. Right after I got this job. we 
really went into a recession - not only the 
national economy. but particularly the 
fertilizer business. We had to make a major 
cutback in personnetand had to restructure 
the way we did things. So my level of ex-
perience went up quickly. 
"Harding played a big part in my success. 
My major was in accounting. so I learned 
the basics of general accounting. cost ac-
counting and financial statement analysis. 
This preparation helped me to pass the CPA 
exam quickly and to be recognized in Grace. 
But as far as I'm concerned, the most 
important traits that Harding helped me to 
develop are a respect for hard work, for 
Christian ethics and for the abilities of other 
(continued from page 9) 
first grade in the public schools, Conway, 
Ark. She and husband. Bobby, live at 9 
Laura Lane. Conway. 72032. 
*** 
Jon Alan Wilmot serves as custodian of 
the public schools. He and !"tis wife, 
Rebecca. reside at 601 East Hill Street. 
Garrett. Ind. 46738. 
*** 
James F. Sudbury (BA) is account 
executive with Dean Witter Company. He is 
married to the former Andreia Scott ('80) 
and they live at 1617 Montez, Jonesboro, 
Ark. 72401. 
*** 
Debra KeLaughter Autrey (BA) is legal 
secretary with Atchley. Russell, Waldrop & 
Hlavinka. She and her husband. Tony, 
reside at 11 Tulip. Texarkana, Texas 75503. 
*** Lowry E. Hershey (BA) is employed with 
Midland American Bank, Midland, Texas. 
He and his wife. Brenda Carol, live in ' 
Midland. and their address is P.O. Box 
50012, Midland. 79710. 
*** 
Terry G. Williams is analyst/programmer 
with Dover Elevator Systems, Inc .• 
Memphis. Tenn. He and wife, Lorie, live at 
3162 Kenneth. Memphis, 38128. 
*.* 
Fred M. Friend (BA) is employed with 
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Climbing corporate ladder - Harding alumnus Harry 8isinger serves as a 
finance for the agri-chemical group at W.R. Grace and Company. 
people. I think the key to being ~ success is 
to put God first, to work hard and to treat 
people with dignity and respect." 
His job carries him .throughout the 
United States and to the Caribbean. The 
agri-chemical group has operations in most 
states east of the Rockies plus Trinidad. 
Jamaica and Puerto Rico. The group is not 
only one of the leading fertilizer producers 
in the United States, but it is also a major 
competitor in the international market. 
"Internationally we're competing 
primarily against government-owned 
fertilizer companies: Russia, Mexico, 
Morocco, Tunisia 'and other North African 
countries. Fertilizer is an international 
commodity, and factors and circumstances 
affecting the market can change rapidly," 
he said. 
"One of the major problems that we face 
First American National Bank as computer 
programmer. He is married to the former 
Sheryl Anne Cannon (BS) who is a 
homemaker and mother. The family lives at 
4613 Dowdy Drive, Antioch, Tenn. 37013. 
*** 
Cheryl Jenkins Porter (BS) is a registered, 
licensed dietitian and is employed with the 
West Texas Specialty Consulting Services as 
consultant dietitian. Her husband, David 
(BHA'77), is an accountant. They reside at 
3306 West Michigan, Midland, Texas 
79703. 
••• 
Laura Mitchell Rabon (BS) is a 
dressmaker. She and husband. Jim, reside 
at 1309 Rev. Swinney, West Columbia, 
Texas 77486. 
••• 
Meta Grant Winters (BA) teaches music 
at Dallas Christian School. She lind 
husband, Ray (BS'77), reside at 2321 Red 
River, Mesquite, Texas 75150. 
••• 
Kenneth L. Harrison (BBA) is employed 
with Little Rock Air Center as chief 
financial officer. He and wife, Paula, live at 
11 Thorn Hill Drive, Sherwood, Ark. 72116. 
• •• 
Kay Russell (BS) is network project 
manager with J.C, Penney Company. She 
lives at 7373 Valley View Lane, No. 2011, 
Dallas, Texas 75240. 
in our business is over-supply. Any time the 
supply/ demand ratio gets but of balance. 
the prices of our p~oducts drop 
dramatically. We're compet,ng ill the world 
market against non-marke~ economies like 
Russia's. These non-market economies are 
intereste'd in mo.vi ng their ptoduct to obtain 
foreign currency. princjpa~IY U.S. dollars 
and to provide. employmept. They don't 
have the same regard for tlie rate of return 
on their investment as we'd1 in our country. 
That creates some real problems in our 
business." I 
A typical day in Harry'~ world of cor-
porate finance is best 1 described as 
"a:.typical." He just laughs! when asked to 
describe his day. More oft~n than not his 
workd.ay begins before 7 a.rft. and runs well 
past the normal 5 p.m. i quitting time. 
Meetings, analyzing and adting on reports, 
Wayne T. Kinney (BS) is :a dentist in the 
U.S. Air Force. His wife, the former Lois 
Carrel (BSN'77) is a nurSe at Riverside 
Hospital. They live at 1653: B 7th Avenue, 
Langley AFB, Va. 23665. 
**. 
Dianne Williams Mor~ow (BA) does 
substitute teaching for Fi~kaway County 
and Circleville City School~. Her husband, 
Curtis (BS'79), works for I First Investors 
Corp. They reside at 130 Nicholas Drive, 
Circleville, Ohio 43113. . 
••• 
Kevin N. H ammonr (BB A) is 
telemarketing manage fo r BCD 
PrQduction, He i~ married td the former Lea 
Anne Waites (BA). The, f~mUy -res.ides at 
2326 Goodwood Drive, ~aqetta, Ga. 30064 . 
••• i 
Tom L. Condos is district engineer with 
the U.S. Forest Service, Tahoe National 
Forest. His wife's name is Diana and their 
address is P.O. Box 8598, iTruckee, Calif . 
95737. ' 
• •• 
Brenda Kidd Langham teaches sixth 
grade for the public schools iri Alabama. 
She and husband, Tommy (lJA'76), reside at 
202 Stover Drive, Bay Minette, Ala. 36507. 
*.* 
Rodney Dirk Allison (BBA) is employed 
with Super Saver Wholesale Warehouse as 
planning ,and preparing presentations to 
other corporate executives,. and even 
negotiations with a foreign government on a 
joint venture' project are just part of his busy 
schedule. 
Harry's weekends are atypical for the 
average corporate executive. While he 
served as a bus captain il) the bus ministry 
of Millington (Tenn.) Church of Christ. 400 
to 500 children were brought to worship 
services on the buses. 
"If you're a bus captain, it's a husband 
and wife team effort. No, it's really a family 
effort. We started in the bus ministry in 
1974. and our sons (Matthew and Adam) 
literally grew up on the bus. participating in 
the teaching that occurred on the way to and 
from the church building. Jan ('69) and I are 
no longer bus captains. but the boys still 
work on a bus route every Sunday. 
"After we got into the bus ministry, we 
saw how productive it could be in terms of 
reaching out to the families of the children. 
We have been successful in Bible studies 
with many of these families. This program is 
an integral part of the evangelism effort of 
the congregation." 
Harry ' is now a deacon for the 
congregation and for the last four years has 
been responsible for leading and en-
couraging, the congregation in evangelism. 
"Jan teaches young children, primarily 
from the bus routes. and I teach young 
adults as well as special classes on 
evangelism and discipling. The spirit of love 
and evangelism is wonderful at the church 
in Millington. Because the Naval base 
provides a constant flow of new people into 
the city, we've been given excellent op-
portunities to share the Gospel with others." 
Even though business takes up much of 
his time. Harry knows business is not 
everything. He realizes that the corporate 
world is a place to earn respect, not a deity 
to be worshipped. 
Risinger is a member of the President's 
Development Council and se.rves as 
chairman of the Endowment Investment 
Advisory Committee. 
vice president of finance. He is married to 
the former Marcia Helton and they live at 
130 Lakeland, West Monroe, La. 71291. 
*** 
Ellen Dougan Silvas is a secretary and 
word processor for Chevron USA, Inc. She 
lives with her husband, Edward, at 1411 
Greemont Drive, Vallejo, Calif. 94591. 
*** 
Bruce D. McLarty (BA) and his wife, the 
former Ann Hutson (BSN'80), are 
missionaries in Africa sponsored by the 
Holmes Road Church of Christ in Memphis, 
Tenn. The couple has two children, Charity 
and Jessica. The family's address is P.O. 
Box 1388, Meru, Kenya, East' Africa. 
"' .. 
Russell W. Meadows (BS) is vice 
president of Arkansas Specialty Co., Inc., EI 
Dorado, Ark. He resides with his wife, the 
former Nancy Harris ('79) and their two 
children, Justin and Amanda, at 2109 
Marilynn, EI Dorado, 71730. 
••• 
Mark Galeazzi (BA) is a computer 
programmer with Centralfed Mortgage 
Company, San Diego, Calif. His wife, the 
former Debbie Beard ('77), is employed with 
NCR Corporation ' as senior computer 
programmer. The couple resides at 9666 
Carroll Canyon Road E-7, San Diego, 
92126. 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
CLASS OF 1980 
Tara Gumser Reames (BA) is employed 
with Victor Temporary Services, Columbus, 
Ohio. Her husband, Kevin, is a car 
salesman at Krieger Ford, Inc. The couple 
lives at 3273 Kristin Court, Columbus, 
43229. 
CLASS OF 1984 
. Linda Gail Morrow (BS) is employed in 
the business office at Harding University. 
She resides at 901 East Park, Apt. 10, 
Searcy, 12143. 
••• 
Carri Dodgin Halbert received the BBA 
degree in 1984 from North Texas State 
University. She is employed as the vice 
president's secretary at Automatic Data 
Processing, Dallas, Texas. Her husband, 
Van, is statistical analyst with the Federal 
Reserve Bank. The couple lives at 2210 
Woodside, Grand Prairie, 75051. 
••• 
Teresa R. Young received the A.S. degree 
in medical technology from Weber State 
College in 1984. She is a ph.lebotomist with 
the Stormont-Vail Regional Medical 
Center, Topeka, Kan. She lives at 6612 S.W. 
25th, Topeka; 66614. 
••• 
Jerry L. Roe (BBA) is employed with the 
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Company as 
associate program~er, Kansas City, Mo. He 
is married to the former Leslie Buchanan 
(BA'83) who teaches kindergarten in the 
public schools. They reside .at 1602 N.E. 
Redbud Lane. Apt. 201. North Kansas City, 
64116. 
••• 
Brian Treusdell (BBA) is owner of Sprint 
Print, a commercial printing shop, 
Nacogdoches. Texas. His address is 2023 
North Street, Nacogdoches, 75961. 
••• 
Beth Cannon Treece (BS) is a dietary aide 
at Menorah Medical Center, Kansas City, 
Mo. Her husband, Tony (BBA'S3), is 
systems analyst with Commerce Bank of 
Kansas City. The couple lives af7010 North 
Bales. Apt. 247, Gladstone, 64119. 
••• 
Mary Cole Billingsley (BS) is a computer 
programmer with McDonnel Aircraft, 
Lemoore. Calif. Her husband, Gene 
(BA'83), teaches at Lemoore High School. 
The couple is at home at 333 ,Cinnamon 
Drive, Apt. 357, Lemoore. 93245. ' 
••• 
Angela F. Estes (BA) is attending 
Memphis State University Speech and 
Hearing Center. Memphis. Tenn. She is a 
trainee at the V A Hospital working on an 
interdisciplinary team in the nursing care 
unit. Angie resides at 8048 Cross Village 
Drive, Germantown, 38138. 
*** 
Patricia Cleveland Caldwell (M.Ed.) 
teaches 5th and 6th grade science at Cotter 
Elementary School, Cotter, Ark. Her 
husband, Bruce (SpeciaJ), teaches 6th and 
7th grade science at Mountain Home Public 
Schools, Mountain Home, Ark. The couple 
lives at Route 5. Box 317, Mountain Home, 
12653. 
••• 
Amy McLain Harriman (BA) is cash clerk 
at E-Z Serve, Inc., Abilene, Texas. Her 
husband, Randall, is a student at Abilene 
Christian University. The couple lives at 859 
E.N. 12th, Abilene, Texas 79601. 
••• 
Terry Lynne Heffington (BA) is an 
elementary teacher with Central Arkansas 
Christian Schools. She lives at 8405 A 
Woodview, Sherwood. Ark. 12116. 
••• 
Harry L. Talbott III (BA) is sales manager 
for Talbott Dodge-Chrysler-Plymouth. His 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
wife, the former Melissa Gay '(BA), is a 
homemaker. The couple resides at 701 
Chatham Trail, Jonesboro, Ga. 30236. 
••• 
John David Long (BBA) is merchandise 
management trainee with J.e. Penney 
Company, Memphis, Tenn. He lives at 4381 
Calypso Court. Apt. 2. Memphis, 38118. 
••• 
Beverly Cole Kellar 'is employed with 
Polynesian Pool & Spas as data processor, 
Arlington. Texas. Her husband, Stephen 
(BA'79), is a salesman. The couple resides at 
905 West Sanford, Arlington, 76012. 
•• * 
Suzanne Jones works for American 
Dental Laboratories (crown and bridge 
work). Memphis, Tenn. She lives at 2711 
Kelmscott Cove, Memphis, 38119. 
• •• 
Dana Hughes Wallace is a homemaker; 
her husband, Mike, is high school social 
studies teacher at Gosnell, Ark. They reside 
at 1109 Sarah Drive, Kennett, Mo. 63857. 
.** 
Karoline S!}e Kennison is a receptionist 
. with Company Development, Salt Lake 
City, Utah. She also attends the University 
of Utah. Her address is 214 South 8th E, No. 
1, Salt Lake City, 84102. 
*** 
Richard Crump (BBA) is a management 
trainee with Brookshire's Grocery Como' 
pany. Shreveport, La. He is married to the 
former Marci W:illiams (BA), who is teacher 
and coach at Shreve Christian Schools. The 
couple lives at 8200 Pines Road, No. 2905, 
Shreveport, 71129. , .*. 
Mavis Jen~en (BA) is employed with the 
Mid-North· Mission Program as secretary. 
This is an.evangelist mission program in the 
Minneapolis. ,Minn. area. Mavis lives at 
5601 21st Avenu,e South, Minneapolis, 
55417. 
• •• 
Rhonda Rose Foster (BBA) is assistant 
manager of \Val-Mart. Stores in Nashville, 
Tenn. Her husband, Paul, is employed with 
Target Stores as merchandise specialist-
camera and sound. The couple resides at 
411 Annex, Apt. K-3. Nashville, 31209. 
••• 
Jeffrey G. Tennyson (BBA) is an ac-
countant with Arthur Andersen, Tulsa, 
Okla. He is married to the former Kathy 
Jenkins (BA). who is a learning disabilities 
teacher at Edison Middle School. They are 
at home at 1912' North Cypress, Broken 
Arrow, 74012. 
••• 
Sherri Kay Barber (BA) is a substitute 
teacher in the Springfield Public Schools, 
Springfield, ~o. She lives at 4032 Western, 
Springfield, 65807. 
••• 
Linda Lea Huffman (BA) is elementary 
teacher at Springfield Public Schools, 
Springfield. Mo. She lives at 4032 Western, 
Springfield, 65807. 
••• 
Randy Stephens (M.Th.) serves as 
minister for the Sulphur Well Church of 
Christ, Springville, Tenn. He has been 
accepted to Fuller Theological Seminary, 
Pasadena, Calif. His wife, Donna, works for 
Commercial Bank & Trust Company, Paris, 
Tenn. They reside with their two sons, Kyle 
and David, at Route 1, Box 44, Springville, 
38256. 
••• 
Keith Hodges (BBA) is attending 
Mississippi State University working toward 
the M.B.A. degree. He lives at 13 Oriole 
Drive, Starkville, Miss. 39759. .*. 
Timothy A. Thrasher (BBA) is auditor 
with Arthur Young accounting firm, 
Charlotte. N.e. His wife. the former Jana 
Davis ('85), is an elementary teacher with 
Charlotte Academy. The couple lives at 
1118 Scaleybark Road, Apt. 216-C, 
Charlotte, 28209. 
• •• 
James W. Owens (BBA) is employed with 
General Dynamics as engineering ad-
Dedication presentation - Track and cross-country coach Ted Lloyd accepts a copy of the 
1985 Petit Jean, dedicated to him by the senior class. from editor David Wall. 
~ 
ministrative assistant, Ft. Worth, Texas. He 
resides at 3205 Mesquite Road, Ft. Worth, 
76111. 
• •• 
Tammy Titlow Ivey is a housewife and 
mother. Her husband, Michael Ray, is field 
representative with National Federation of 
Independent Business. The couple lives with 
their twins, Ginny Lynn and Nicholas Louis, 
at 44 Magnolia. No. A, Sulphur, La. 70663. 
iBIRTHS 
Daughter, Sarah Jane, to Jack and Jane 
Wade (BA'71) Reynolds July 27, 1984. The 
family lives at 401 Audubon, EI Dorado, 
Ark. 71730. 
Daughter. Kendall Day, to Derek (BA'78) 
and Trish Day ('78) Pfeifer November 4, 
1984. She joins brother, Bret Michael. 
Derek serves as minister for the Melrose 
Lane Church of Christ, Hope, Ark. The 
family lives at Route 1, Box 11 1', Hope, 
71801. 
Son, James Michael, to James (M.Th.'79) 
and Sherri Ferguson ('78) Draper Sep-
tember 12, 1984. The family resides at 
Route 1, Box 237, Ripley, Miss. 38663. 
Son, Brooklyn Terrance, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Alan Stine ('87) March 3. The family lives at 
West 921 Nora, No.6. Spokane, Wash. 
99205. 
Son, David Kyle, to David (BA'82) and 
Mary Ann Kellar ('82) Presley March 12 in 
Russellville, Ark. The family lives on Star 
Rt. 2, 'Box 34A, Morrilton, Ark. 71770. 
, Daughter, Jana Michelle, to Alan (BA'82) 
and Brenda Hounsel (BA'BO) Pearson, 
March 16 in EI Dorado, Ark. The family 
resides at Rt. 1, Box 287, EI Dorado, Ark. 
71730. 
Son, Adam Wade, to Hubie (BA'82) and 
Lisa Powers (BA'82) Smith March 18 in 
Memphis, Tenn. The family resides at 7936 
Terry Franklin, Memphis, Tenn. 38134. 
Son, Andrew Noble, to Dennis and Leslie 
Noble (BA'78) Irwin October 11, 1984 i'n 
Memphis, Tenn. The family resides at 6394 
Trillium Trail, Memphis, 38115. 
Daughter, Courtney Logan. to Ray 
(BA'78) and Sandy Hanson (BS'79) Hunter 
January 6. Ray teaches third grade in the 
public school system in Ft. Worth. Texas. 
The family lives at 624 Canyon Drive, Ft. 
Worth, 76179 . 
Daughter. Mary Ellen, to Terry (BA'12) 
and Ellen Potter (BA'71) Brumley March 6. 
She joins brother, James Terry II. The 
family is at home at Route 4. Box 253F, 
Columbus, Miss. 39702. 
Son, Andrew Scott, to J.H. (BA'79) and 
Wanise Brewer (BS'79) Lemmons February 
27 in Freehold, N.J. Andrew joins sisters, 
Jennifer and Amanda. Jay works as com-
puter programmer for Bell Communications 
Research with a transfer to Mountain Bell 
in Denver, Colo. to take place in Mayor 
June. Wanise is a homemaker. They live at 
Route I, Box 232, New Egypt. 08533. 
Son, Adam Douglas, to Robin (BA'74) 
and Claudine Gray (BA'12) Moss January 2 
in Danville, Ill. He joins sister, Karen. The 
family resides at 911 Shasta. Danville, 
61832. 
Son, Luke Steven, .to Lance ('84) and 
Cheryl Eslick ('84) Holsonbake January 28. 
They also have a son, Micah. Their address 
is Box 981, Station A, Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
Son, Matthew Allen. to Mike (BBA'81) 
and Ginny Daniel (BA'79) Howen March 3 
in North Little Rock, Ark. They reside at 
107 Kingpine Road, Sherwood, 12116. 
Son, Luke, to Terry (BBA'83) and Carol 
Green ('82) Rusk March 6 in Searcy, Ark. 
The Rusk family lives at 209 N. Grand St., 
Searcy, 12143. 
Daughter, Heather Michelle, to Nicky 
(BA'83) and Tonya Smith (BA'81) Valls 
March 7. They reside at 110 Bowman Dr., 
Dardanelle, Ark. 12834 . 
Son, Adam Clayton, to Clay (BA'84) and 
(continued on page 11) 
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Lori Sturgeon March 8. The family's ad-
dress is 6900 E. Camelback, Suite 405, 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 8525l. 
Son, Nathan Ross, to Ken (BS'79) and 
Molly Crain (BS'80) Turner March 24. The 
family lives at 8220 Winterwood Dr., Little 
Rock, Ark. 72209. 
Daughter, Cara 10, to Phillip (BA'77) and 
Rebecca Carrell (BA'76) McCormick 
October 23, 1984 in Oak Ridge, Tenn. She 
joins brother, Brad. Phil works at the 
DuPont run Savannah River Nuclear Plant 
which is a DOE facility. He works as a 
systems analyst in a consulting capacity. 
The family lives at 143 Gatewood Drive, 
Aiken, S.c. 29801. 
Daughter, Chantelle Arnett, to Everett L. 
(BA'79) and Debra Arnett ('79) Confer 
February 19. She joins Denver and Brielle. 
Confer serves as minister for the Church of 
Christ, Punxsutawney, Pa. The family 
resides at SOl Pine St., Punxsutawney, 
15767. 
Daughter, Elaine Marie, to Craig (BA'77) 
and Jan Aly (BA'76) Jones February 7. She 
joins brother, Rees. Craig is chorus director 
at Harding Academy in Searcy, Ark. The 
family's address is Box 775, Station A, 
Searcy, 72143. 
Son, Slade Prock, to Lee ('73) and Mona 
Prock (BA'75) Daniel January 18 in Sulphur 
Springs, Texas. He joins sister, Summer. 
The family resides at 1100 Lemon Drive, 
Sulphur Springs, 75482. 
Daughter, Jennifer Leigh, tl) Jerry (BA'81) 
and Vivian Brown (BA'82) McCorkle 
January 22 in Houston, Texas. 
Son, Heath Stuart, to Neville (BA'84) and 
Jana Altman (BS'81) Adams January 21 in 
Searcy, Ark. 
Triplets - daughter, Jodi Rene, sons, 
Jess Eugene and Jeffrey David, to David 
(BS'75) and Karalene McKinney (BA'79) 
Jordan January 30. The family resides at 
Route 1, Box 74-C-l, Roland, Ark. 72l35. 
Son, John Benjamin, to Van (BBA'81) 
and Rachel Davenport (BA'SO) Simpson 
July 7,1984. The family resides at 411 East 
Market .. Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
Son, David Paul, to Tom (BBA'SO) and 
Pat Bradish (BSN'SJ> Kloske February 2. 
Tom is buSiness developer for Independence 
Federal Bank and Pat is assistant director of 
nursing at St. Joseph Hospital. The family 
lives at 119 Ranchester Dr., Hot Springs, 
Ark. 71913. 
Daughter, Tara Elaine, to Tim (BA'81) 
and Kathy Hudson ('81) Haddock January 
22. The family lives at 165 Mobile Home 
Park, No. 26, Monroe, La. 71201. 
Daughter, Hollye Susan, to Siegfried and 
Patti Lovell (BA'80) Bill February 8. She 
joins sister, Heidi. The family resides at 120 
Woodlawn Drive, Madison, Ala. 35758. 
Daughter; Courtney, to Steve ('76) and 
Carolyn French (BA'77) Lemm July 13, 
1984. Courtney has a SIster, Carrie. Carolyn 
teaches physical education and is the gi.rJls 
track coach at Northla1)d Christian School 
Houston, Texas. The family lives at 1035 
Lemm Road, Apt. I, Spring, 77373. 
Son, Wayne Alan, to Alan and Shirley 
Rae White (BS'78) Kaye June 28, 1984. The 
family is at home at 303 West Lake Drive, 
Statesboro, Ga. 30458. 
Daughter, Shanna Leigh, to John and 
Nanci Martin ('78) Wilson September 8, 
1984. The family lives at 8605' Grandview 
Drive, Temple Terrace, Fla. 33617. 
Son, Jacob Michael, to Michael (BA'82) 
and Jeanne Janan Darrow (BA'78) Spillman 
April 21, 1984. MichaeJ-is youth minister for 
the Mill Street Church of Christ in Cassville, 
Mo. The family resides at Route I, Box 
364B, Cassville, 65625. 
Son, Phillip, to Phillip and Martha Spikes . 
(BA'72) Rampey June 30, 1984. He joins 
Elizabeth. The family lives at 207 Acadian 
Street, New Iberia, La. 70560. . 
Son, Dustin Jack, to Dennis (BS'79) and 
Pamela Dianne Goodman (BA'77) Wells 
November 5, 1984. Dennis is a dentist, and 
the family lives at 808 North 14th Street, 
Nashville, Ark. 71852. 
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June Yeager (BBA'84) to Alan Martin 
March 2 in Little Rock. 
Gail Setliff (BS'79) to Thomas Levan 
Deputy, III March 9. They reside at 3014 
Flagstone, Garland, Texas 75042. 
Vickie Keener ('84) to Chris Davis 
December 29, 1984 in Harrison, Ark. Vickie 
is a dental hygienist at the Keener Dental 
Clinic. Her husband, Chris, is a student at 
School of the Ozarks. Their address is Box 
718, Point Lookout, Mo. 65726. 
Paula Frances Dozier (BSN'83) to 
William Tyler Dutton June 23, 1984 in 
Memphis, Tenn. Paula is a registered nurse 
with the Arkansas Children'S Hospital, 
Little Rock, Ark. Tyler is in exe'cutlve sa.les 
with MCI Telecommunications. The couple 
is at home at 4710 Sam Peck Road, Little 
Rock, 72212. 
Lori Lynn Henley (BA'84) to Dr. Rod 
Kruse' December 29, 1984 in St. Louis, Mo. 
Lori teaches special education in the public 
schools. Rod is a physician at Kosack Clinic, 
Inc. The couple resides at 201 Country Fair 
Drive, Apt. 9, Champaign, Ill. 61821. 
Elizabeth Ann Hurd (BBA'84) to Roger 
Evans December 1, 1984 in Neosho; Mo. 
Beth is employed with First National 
Mercantile Bank, Joplin, Mo. Roger is self-
employed as a contractor of houses. They 
live at Route 7, Box 137, Neosho, 64850. 
Kevin D. Hager (BBA'84) to Judy Ann 
Merrill (BA'84) July 7,1984 in Ballwin, Mo. 
Kevin is a retail accountant with Apex Oil 
Company, Richmond Heights, Mo. Judy is 
assistant bookkeeper and accounting clerk 
with Arthur Young & Company, a CPA firm 
in St. Louis, Mo. The couple makes their 
horne at 4034 Wright Avenue, St. Ann, 
63074. 
Elizabeth Kay Maynard (BS'84) to 
Marcus Lane Vaden (BA'84) June 2, 1984 in 
Lubbock, Texas. Kay teaches math at 
Harding Academy in Memphis, Tenn. while 
Marcos attends Harding Graduate School 
of Religion. Tbe couple resides at 3691 
Carn~, Memphis, 38111. 
DWight David Driskell (BBAJ84) to Mary 
lane Wamaok (BBA'84) July 14, 1984 tn 
Birmingham, Ala. David is employed wit.h 
South Central Bell as management assistant 
for financial systems. Mary is a homemaker. 
The couple resides at 4731 Chestnut Ridge 
Lane, No. 604, ' Birmingham, 35216. 
Lori Lynn Richards (AA'84) to David 
Paul Black December 20, 1984 in Searcy. 
Lori works at Wendy's and the couple lives 
at 1409 E. Moore AVe., Searcy, '72143. 
Anthony MarshallGross ('87) toXaten S. 
Peebles ('83) August 18, 1984 in Port-
smouth, Va. Tony is a student at Freed-
Hardeman College. Henderson, Tenn. He 
has received three scholarships while there: 
Alumni Scholarship, Preachers Sch91arShip, 
and Academic SChOlarship. Karen is em-
ployed with the Tennessee Department of 
Health and Environment .as physical 
therapist. Thc:y res~de at 309 Crook Ave., 
Henderson. 38340. 
Scott D. Conner (BA'8t) to Karen Riehl 
April 13 in Abilene, Texas. Scott is em-
ployed with Therapeikos, tnc., a counseling 
agency, as marital and family therapist, 
Abilene. Texas. He received a graduate 
assistantship with Paul Faullcner, Marriage 
and Family Institute, Abilene Christian 
University. 
Scott and Karen reside at 2056 South 
Clack, Apt. 689, Abilene, 79601. 
Wade McKay ('84) to Deborah Anne 
Bode February 9 in Harper, Texas. Wade is 
owner-operator of McKay's Auto Service; 
Deborah is serviCe representative with 
Kerrville Telephone Company. Their ad-
dress is P.O. Bolt 161, Harper, 78631. 
Harry Bawcom ('97> to Judy Junion 
March 9 in Scottsdale, Ariz. The couple 
resides a;t 624 East Wesleyan Drive, Tempe, 
85282. 
Douglas B. Stewart (BBA '84) to Sherry 
Lynn Canfield (SA '84) Jury 20, 1984 in 
Rogers, Ark. Doug is an insurance agent 
with Canfield Insurance. Inc., Rogers, Ark. 
Sherry is a resource room teacher in the 
Rogers Public Schools. They reside at 907 
West Maple, Rogers, 72756. 
Ellen Michelle Pilkenton ('84) tIY Peter A. 
Costello III May 27, 1984 in Woodbridge 
England. Lt. Costello is a fighter pilot in the 
U.S. Air Force. Their address is P.O. Box 
4619, APO New York 09755. 
Melinda Kay Whitlow ('86) to Ed Elliott 
February 16 in Minco, 01cJa. Melinda works 
-at Poor Boy'sBw:~ Barn in Seatcy. Ed is 
computer programmer with Sims Groce~ 
Warehouse. They live at 1104 East Race, 
Apt. 22, SearCy, 72143. 
Jani Lynn Orr (BA'82) to David Biggs 
March 30 in Little Rock. 
, Ben Bunnon ,(BA '7.,7) to Barbara 
Peterson October 31, 1984 in Roswell, Ga. 
She is the office manager for a local dentist. 
Ben works at WVNF (talk radio 14) as news 
and sports director. The couple lives near 
WOO(lst~, Ga. with Barbara's two sons, 
Scott. 14"and Erik. 11. The family!s address 
is P.O. Box 373, Roswell, 30017. 
Joanna Lynn Watts (BA'83) to David 
Wayne Owens (BBA'83) November 9" 1984 
in Dallas, Texas. Joanna is a substitute 
teacher in the elementary schools. David is a 
programmer with Bell ' Helicopter. The 
couple resides at 9040 Sun Ridge Circle, No. 
116, Fort Worth, Texas 76112. 
Teresa Kay White (BA'82) to John 
Thomas Parrish April 12 in Madison, Tenn. 
Lisa Kay Uhlich ('83) to Steve Hopkins 
April 17 in Enid, Okla. Lisa is an 
elementary teacher at Enid Christian 
School; Steve is self-employed as a 
petroleum landman. The couple l'esides at 
21lS East R81)dolph, Enid, Okla. 73701. 
Christine Helen Jewett (BA'79) to Richard 
Weber September 7. They live at 737 
Columbia, Berkley, Mich. 48072. 
Bridget . Denise Glass ('87) to Mark 
William Smith (BBA'84) March 23 in 
Maryland Heights, Mo. Mark is vice 
president of sales with SwingMaster, Inc., 
Columbi81)a. Ohio. He was prev:iously vice 
president of sales for Wilson Trophy 
Comp81)y, St. Louis, Mo. The couple resides 
at 7059 West Blvd., No. 227, Boardman , 
Ohio 44512. 
SYMPATHY 
Our Sympathy To 
The family of Mrs. A.S. · Croom, the 
former Margaret Harris ('23), who died in 
Searcy March 21. She is the mother of John 
A. Croom ('45), Dr. William S. Croom ('47) 
and Mrs. Sarah Hatch ('52). 
Sue Ellen Maxey Cottingbam (BA'72) in 
the death of her husband, Auburn. who died 
December 3, 1984. He is also survived by 
two chHdten, Cameron, six, and Courtney, 
two. The family lives at 8185 ~9th Street, 
North, Lake Elmo. Minn. 55042. 
Sammy Sue Mason 'Watts (BA'47) whose 
husband, Clyde ('41), died in January. He is 
the father of Sue Watts ('63). Mrs. Watts 
and Sue reside at 3708 Hendricks Circle, Ft. 
Smith, Ark. 72903. 
Nova May Capps Springer (BA '34) in the 
passing of her husband, Burton (BA'31), 
March' 19 in Bedford. Te.xas. Mrs. Springer 
lives at 10 Devonshire Street, Bedford, 
Texas 76021. 
Mr$. Louise Ganus, with her hU$band, Dr. Clifton L. Ganw Jr., watcmng proudly, te& the history of A WH $hortly after receiving a $pecuu 
Certificate of Appreciation for 20 yean of dedic~ted $ervice to the organization. (photo by Brad Watson) 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
Harding Experiences Record Fliiid~Raising Year h,"'84 
Significant increases in the top three 
categories of donors in 1984 resulted in a 
record fund-raising year for Harding, ac-
cording to Floyd Daniel, Vice President for 
University Relations. 
During 1984, donations by individuals, 
corporations or organizations reached a 
record 53,652,228. In 1983 the contributions 
were 53,395,842. The .1984 donations 
represent 4,020 different donors or donor 
units as is the case of a husband and wife 
who are both alumni, 
There were 2,935 of these 1984 donors 
who qualified for membership in Harding's 
Donor Recognition Program. Participation 
in these seven gift clubs accounted for 
53,628,081 in gifts. 
The Donor Recognition Program includes 
the Founder's Fund, Trustees' Circle, 
- President's Forum, Heritage Fund, 
University Fund, Century Club, and 
Harding Friends. 
Fifty-two donors were members of the 
Founder's Fund in 1984. Their con-
tributions totaled 52,290,504. Membership 
at this level is for individuals or 
organizations contributing 510,000 or more 
during the calendar year. In 1983 there were 
44 members contributing 52,024,270. 
TJte Trustees' Circle enrolled 49 donors 
during the year. This group contributed 
5305,786. In 1983- there were 44 donors 
contributing 5275,842. Membership in the 
Trustees' Circle requires gifts between 
Founder's Fund 
MRS. KARY ARRINGTON 
DR. &MRS. DEL R BELDEN 
DR. &MRS. RICHARD ERVIN BERRYHILL 
MR.&HRS. EDGAR BULLARD 
DR. &MRS. JAMES RUSSELL BURCHAM 
HR. &MRS. PAUL R CARTER 
COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
WITE STATION CHURCH OF CHRIST 
DR. &MRS. HAROLD N COGBURN 
MR.&MRS. DALE COLEMAN 
MR. &MRS. JAMES HUBERT CONE 
MRS. R R COONS 
MR. &MRS. RALPH ERNEST DIEHL 
,· MR.&MRS. ALBERT DUI(E 
EXXON 
MR. &MRS. HOUSTON T EZELL 
FRAZIER FDN 
MR. &MRS. RICHARD GIBSON 
MR.&MRS. J D GRINDER 
GUFFEY DRILLING CO 
MR.~S. BRIAN RANDOLPH BARRIS 
MR. &MRS. OLEN HENDRIX 
JOHN HUNTER ESTATE 
55,000 and 59,999 annually. 
Membership in the President's Forum 
reached 304 in 1984. DonQrs in this group 
contributed between 51,000 and 54,999. In 
1984 donors at this level contributed 
5544,481. In 1983 President's Foru.m 
members contributed 5498,870. . 
Members of the Heritage Fund gave 
S143,533 during 1984. There were 230 
donors at this level giving between 5SOO and 
5999. Donors giving between 5200 and 5499 
were designated as members of the 
University Fund. Those in this gift club gave 
S197,538. There were 743-members in this 
club during 1984. In 1984 there were 855 
participants at the Century Club level. 
Those giving between 5100 and 5199 are 
members of the Century Club_ In 1984 this 
group contributed SI03,495. 
Harding Friends is the designation for 
those giving 5SO to 599 annually. This group 
gave 542,040, and there were 702 members 
in 1984. In addition to the gift club 
members there were another 1,085 in-
dividuals or organizations in 1984 who 
contributed 524,147 in gifts between 51 and 
549. 
The purposes of the Donor Recognition, 
Program 'are to encourage an active interest 
in the University by alumni and friel}ds, to 
increase Harding's recognition of devoted 
financial supporters, and to maintain and to 
increase substantially the level of giving by 
alumni and friends. 
Alumni Gifts Exceed $800,000· 
Contributions by alumni in 1984 dipped 
slightly to $862,889 according to the annual 
report made by David Crouch, Director of 
Alumni Relations. 
It was the third consecutive year that 
alumni contributions had topped the 
5800,000 mark. In 1983 alumni had con· 
tributed 5892,691 and in 1982 5835,303 was 
given. 
During 1984, 3,707 alumni donors were 
recorded. For the year, 19 percent of the 
University's active alumni made a gift to 
their alma mater. During the year 25.4 
percent of all graduates and 11.9 percent of 
aU non-graduates contributed. 
National statistics for 1984 alumni giving 
have not been compiled yet, but Harding's 
19 percent should rank the school slightly 
above the national average. 
The average gift in 1984 was 5233 which 
was a significant increase over the 1983 
average of 5183. 
Since 1982 a special effort has been made 
to have 30 percent of the alumni in each 
class make a contribution to Harding. In 
1984 two classes had 30 percent Or more 
Editor's Note: Alumni contribu-
tions provide vital support to 
Harding. Each year a list of 
donors is published for the pre-
vious year. The following is a list 
of those who contributed to 
Harding University in 1984. 
Every effort has been made to 
ensure an accurate and complete-
listing. However, if for some 
reason your name has been ex-
cluded, please contact the Devel-
opment Office, Station A, Box 
932, Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
members of the class making a con-
tribution. Those reaching the goal were the 
classes of '25 and '37. It was the third 
consecutive year for these' two classes to 
surpass the 30 percent mark. 
In 1984 there were 18 other classes which 
topped the 20 percent mark. Included in 
this group were the classes of '30, '31, '32, 
'33, '34, '35, '36, '40, '41, '42, '43, '45, '46, 
'48, '49, 'SO, '52, and '59. 
HR. &MRS. DAVID BOYD 
HR. &MRS. CHRIS ErNARD BREWER 
HR.&MRS. JACK BREIIER 
HR. &MRS. HERMAN BROlIN 
HR. &MRS. SETH DALE BRUMFIELD 
MR. &MRS. JESS BUCY 
MRS. EVER BURNHAM 
HR. &MRS .• JAMES ED BURT 
HR. &MRS. THOMAS LYNN BUSH 
CAPPS MOTOR CO 
HR. &MRS. LESLIE CARMICHAEL 
CARVEL DARI-FREEZE INC 
HR.&MRS. J IIARREN CASEY 
MR. &MRS. GUY C CASTLEBERRY 
HR.&MRS. ERHAL EUGENE CATl'ERTON 
CHANCE FDN 
HR.&MRS. LEONARD DARRELL CHI1TY 
BEECH HILL CHURCH OF CHRIST 
BETHLEHEM CHURCH OF CHRIST 
CARROLLTON AVE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
CLOVERDALE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
FLOYD AVE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HAMILTON CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HARDING ST CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HIGHLAND ST CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HILLSBORO CHURCH OF CHRIST 
~ 
I C F A 
IBM 
LEHAN AND RUTH JOHNSON ESTATE 
MR. &MRS. HAROLD L KEATHLEY 
HISS HAY KELLER 
ROT SPRINGS VILLAGE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
LOcUST BAYOU CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MR. G PRESTON KENDALL 
G R KENDALL FDN 
KERSEY KINSEY ESTATE 
MRS. FLORENCE LOSAK 
JE & LE MABEE FDN 
DR. FLOYD MANN 
MR. &MRS. JACK II HCN\J'IT 
EARLENE MOORE ESTATE 
MRS. POLLY R MOORER 
MURPHY OIL CORP 
HISS CAMILLE LAREE PETREE 
MR. &MRS. STEPHEN CLIFTON PHILLIPS 
MR. SImEY L RAGLAND 
MR. JACK SHEIIHAKER 
MR. &MRS. DON SHORES 
MR. &MRS. DANNIE VERNON staPPER 
DR. &MRS. DAVID EUGENE SKITH 
DR. &MRS. EUGENE SIOOEY SKITB 
MR.&MRS. JOSEPH II STAFFORD 
TEXAS EDUCATIONAL ASSN 
GILBERT H & KILDRED S TUCI(ER ESTATE 
JOHNNIE DONAGHEY IIALLACE FI»l 
MR.&MRS. RICHARD KENr VORl{ 
MR. &MRS. SAMUEL CHESl'ER YEAGER 
Trustees" Circle 
DALLAS A II H 
ARK POVER 5. LIGHT 
ARMCO STEEL CORP 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
AR'l1IUR YOUNG FDN 
MR. STRO ASQUITH 
MR.&MRS. JOHN D. BALDIlIN 
ZANETA EAGER BEATTY ESTATE 
MR. &MRS. BUDDY BOYCE 
DR.&MRS. RICHARD EARL BURT 
MR. &MRS. TAYLOR B CARR 
CHURCH OF CHRIST FDN 
MAGNOLIA CHURCH OF CHRIST 
PINECREST DR CHURCH OF CHRIST 
CONSOLIDATION COAL CO 
MRS. CARRIE LOU LITTLE DAVIS 
DR. &MRS. DALE E DOUGLAS 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
FIRST SECURITY BAM< 
DR.&MRS. JAMES 0 FREDERI(l(. 
DR.&MRS. CLIFTON LOYD GANUS 
MR. G BURTON GOOCH 
MR. &MRS. LOUIS E GREEN 
MR. &MRS. GLENDOL C GRIMES 
MR. &MRS. RALPH L HARVEY 
MR. TONY D HOOl(ER 
HOUSTON ENDOlIMENl' 
HR. &MRS. S. R. JOHNSTON 
tIt.&tms. JAClt. LEllIS 
HR. &MRS. LARRY G LIPSCOMB 
MRS. KILIIU!D B LONG 
HR. &MRS. Jam R HEADOVS 
MERRILL LYNCH 
MR.&MRS~ L T HOSS 
MR. &MRS. ROBERT R ONSTEAD 
MR. DAVID F OSBORNE 
MR. &MRS. J 0 PATTERSON 
PHILLIPS FDN 
MR. &MRS. GEORGE E PIERCE 
MR·.&MRS. VERNON PORTER 
MR. &MRS. A EARL PRIEST 
MR.&MRS. ROY H SAIIYER 
DR. &MRS. CLYDE GAYU»f SKITB 
SOUTHIlESTERN BEW. 
MR. H J SUDBURY 
MR.&MRS. GEORGE D TIPPS 
IIAL KART STORES INC 
MRS. ROBERT IIARNOCK 
GRACE IlELLS ESTATE. 
MR.&MRS. GERALD D YATES 
President's Forum 
AT&T 
HARRISON A II H 
BOO" SPRINGS A V H 
JONESBORO A II H 
LITTLE R~ A V H 
MEMPHIS A II H 
MOUNl'AIN HOME A II H 
NEIIPORT A II H 
RUSSELLVILLE A II H 
S. E. MISSOURI A II H 
SEARCY A V H 
MR. &MRS. FREDRICK EARL AIlUNS 
AFFILIATED FOODS 
MR. &MRS. IIALLACE EDVIN ALEXANDER 
DR.&MRS. JAMES RALPH ALLEN 
ALLSTATE FOUNDATION 
MRS. VIRGIE ALTMAN 
AMERICAN AIRLINES INC 
AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY 
HR. &MRS. JAMES M ANDERS 
ANONYMOUS 
ARK RADIOLOGY GROUP 
ARKANSAS POIIER & LIGHT CO. 
ARTHUR ANDERSEN FND 
DR. &MRS. GEORGE EDVARD BAGGE'l'T 
MR. &MRS. \/ILLIAH DAVID BAKER 
MR.&MRS. CECIL M. BEQ( 
DR. MILIIU!D LECY BELL 
MR. &MRS. PAT J. BELL 
MRS. ROBERT S BELL 
DR.&MRS. GEORGE S BENsm 
MR. &MRS. JOSEPH A BESENYBI 
BISON BOOSTER CLUB 
DR. &MRS. GLEN TROY BUll 
tit. &MRS. LEON ROBY BLUE 
MAUD CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MIDDLE EAST CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HT HOME CHURCH OF CHRIST 
NEIlPORT CHURCH OF CHRIST 
PEA RIDGE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
PORTLAND CHURCH OF CHRIst 
RALEIGH CHURCH OF CHRIST 
RICHARD ST CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SOUTH NAT'L CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SOUTHVEST CHURCir OF CHRIST 
UNION AVE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
IlEST END CHURCH OF CHRIST 
\lEST MEMPHIS CHURCH OF CHRIST 
1l0000ALE CHURCH OF CHRIST , 
HR. &MRS. HARRY CHURCHILL 
CmES SERVICE 
crrrZENs BAM< & TRUST 
DR. &MRS. JIMKY CHARLES CITl'Y 
MR.&MRS. ROGER STEPHF.N CLARY 
MRS. REBA COBB 
COCA COLA BOTl'LING COL 
DR.&MRS. BOBBY LEE COKER 
DR. &MRS. JAMES VANCE COX 
MR. &MRS. CHARLES F. DANIEL 
tit. &MRS. DAVID E DARRAH 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES \/ILLIS DAVIS 
HR. JAY E DAVIS 
DBIW.B AG RESEARCH INC 
HR.&MRS. BRADLEY RAY DELL 
BLLAli(»f DOIINS TRUST 
HR. &MRS. ALVA GENE DOOGER 
HR. JIlt A ()(ICE 
HR. JOlIN STEPHEN OlD 
'. , 
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HRS. NED DUMAS 
DR. &MRS. JAKES DON ENGLAND 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAM ENGLAND 
EQUITABLE LIFE 
HR.&HRS. ELBERT ElJBANl(S 
HR.&HRS. ED E FAU/ELL 
FANNING ORPHAN SCH 
FARMERS INS GROUP 
HR.&HRS. JAKES FERNANDEZ 
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER CO 
HR.&HRS. JAY FOREMAN 
DR.&HRS. THOMAS A FORMBY 
HR.&HRS. C ALVIN FO\ILER 
HRS. V C FRANCE 
MR.&MRS. JOHNNY CLARK FREEMAN 
MR. &MRS. HOMER 0 GAINER 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES AUSTIN GANUS 
DR. &MRS. CLIFTON LOYD GANUS 
HR. &HRS. LESTER 0 GARDNER 
MR.&MRS. ELMER T. GATHRIGIIT 
MRS. V C GAVIN 
GETI'Y OIL CO 
MR.&MRS. DONALD J GILL 
HR.&MRS. JAKES KENNETH GLASS 
DR.&MR,S. JAKES HENRY GOLLEHER 
V R GRACE & CO 
DR.&MRS. WILLIAH R GRAY 
MR. A E GREEN 
MR.&MRS. JAKES ERNEST GREEN 
GTE 
GULF OIL FDN 
GULF STATES UTILITIES CO 
DR.&HRS. TIMOTHY JOE HAa<ER 
HALLIBURTON CO 
HR.&MRS. DON E HAHBRICE 
HR.&MRS. BILL HARRIS 
HRS. BARBARA HASKINS 
DR. &MRS. DAVID LEE HATFIElD 
HR.&HRS. II CHATFIElD 
DR. HAROlD HAZELIP 
DR.&MRS. BILL F HEFLEY 
DR.&MRS. DON J HELHS 
DR. &HRS. JOHN C HENDERSON 
DR.&HRS. THOMAS '.lAYNE HENDERSON 
MRS. MAX HERBST 
MR. &MRS. PHIL L. HERRINGTON 
HEVLETT PAa<ARD 
HR.&HRS. MAYNARD LINDY HIA'l"l' 
HR.&HRS. ARTIIUR E HlLU4AN 
HR. &MRS. V.D. HOBBS 
DR.&HRS. GEORGE ALVIN HOBBY 
HR.&HRS. JEFFREY THOMAS HOPPER 
HR. &MRS. DAVID VARNER HOUSE 
MR.&HRS. VERNA E. HOIlARD 
DR.&HRS. RONAlD IIAYNE· HUDDLESTON 
DR.&MRS. T. JAKES HUMPHREYS 
INl'ERNATIONAL PAPER 
JOHN F. IRWIN 
MR.&MRS. MORRIS JAKES 
DR.&HRS. DAVID M JOHNSON 
JOHNSON & JOHNSON 
HR. &MRS. ALBERT G JOLLY 
MR.&HRS. DAVID CLAUDE JONES 
MR.&HRs. HAROlD D JONES 
MR.&HRS. JOE DALE JONES 
MR. BOB JORDAN 
JOSTEN'S FDN INC. 
MR.&MRS. THOMAS G JOYCE 
DR.&MRS. MICHAEL GENE JUSTUS 
HR. &MRS. CHARLEY J KAHMERDIENER 
MRS. L B KAYLOR 
DR.&MRS. JIMMY IIAYNE I<EE 
DR. &MRS. ROHN TYSEN KENNINGTON 
MR.&MRS. DENTON LEE KERNODLE 
DR. &MRS. D A KILLEN 
MR.&MRS. FLYNN C KINMAN , 
MR. &HRS. LOVELL RALPH KIIOO!lUDE 
MR. &MRS. CAUDELL LANE 
MR. &HRS. ROBERT F LAIIYER 
MR. HARRY PAUL LAY 
MR. H CLYDE LElIIS 
MR. SCOTT LITTLE 
MR.&MRS. JOHN S.K. LIU 
MR. &MRS. F \l LODEN 
DR. JAKES P LODEN 
MR. C C LOVERY 
MR.&MRS. GEORGE R LYLES, 
MAD BUTCHER 
MR.&MRS. WILLIAM ROGER MADDOX 
MR.&MRS. CALVIN HANNEN 
MR. H J MASSIE 
DR. &MRS. S DUANE MCCAMPBELL 
MR. &MRS. DAVID LAYTON HCCOIIN 
MR. &MRS. BRUCE MCFADDEN 
DR.&MRS. JIM BILL MCINTEER 
MR. &MRS. JAKES ROIlAN MCLEOD 
MR. &MRS. KEITH \lAYNE MCMULLEN 
MR.&MRS. MICHAEL ROSS MEADOVS 
MR.&MRS. RUSSELL 'V MEADO\lS 
MR. &MRS. CARL G MITCHELL 
MRS. JOHN F MONTAGUE 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT M MOON 
DR. BERNIE H MOORE 
MR. &MRS. ARTIillR MORRIS 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT G MULLINS 
NABISCO BRANDS INC 
MR. WILLIAM V L NATIONS 
MR.&MRS. WILLIAM P NEAL 
MR.&MRS. HUGH 0 NEWCOMB 
DR.&MRS. HARRY D OLREE 
ORBIT VALVE CO 
MR.&MRS. ROY OSBORNE 
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HR.&HRS. BARRY DEAL PACIG:R 
HR. H LYNN PAa<ER 
DR.&HRS. CHARLES H PAINE 
ROBERT L PARKER FDN 
HR.&HRS. JAKES BOYD PATE 
PEAT HARWICK MITCHELL pm. 
DR.&MRS. LARRY HASON PEEBLES 
DR.&MRS. SAMUEL II PEEBLES 
J C PENNEY FDN INC 
MR.&MRS. L V PFEIFER 
THE REESE PHIFER JR HEHORIAL TRUST 
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CO 
MR. &MRS. JAKES V PI'l"l'S 
POLAR STAINLESS PRODUcrS 
MR. &MRS. L II PORTER 
MR.&MRS. LEON PRICE 
DR.&MRS. JOSEPH E PRYOR 
DR. &HRS. NEALE THOMAS PRYOR 
DR.&HRS. A B PYLAND 
MR. &MRS. PORTER C RAGSDALE 
HR. DAVID RALSTON 
RANSOM-KOCH CLINIC 
DR. NANCY FAYE RECTOR 
HR. J C REDD 
DR.&HRS. ROBERT H REELY 
HR. &MRS. GOTTFRIED J REICHEL 
VK B REILY & CO INC 
RESEARCH CORP 
HR.&MRS. CLARENCE L RICHMOND 
J A RIGGS TRACTOR CO 
HR.&HRS. HARRY B RISINGER 
HR. THOMAS DANIEL ROBINSON 
HR. &MRS. EDVARD WINSLOIl ROCIGIELL 
KISS CATHERINE ROOT 
BILL ROUSSELL & ASSP 
DR. &HRS. D E RUSSELL 
SCHADT FDN INC 
HRS. LEAH M SCOTT 
DR. &MRS. JACK VooD SEARS 
MR.&HRS. JAKES DAVID SEARS 
DR. LLOYD CLINE SEARS 
SEARS ROEBUCK FDN 
DR.&HRS. EDIlARD G SEVELL 
MR. ARNOLD SHAPPLEY -
HR.&HRS. CECIL EDVARD SHORES 
DR.&HRS. JOHN OURSLER SIMMONS 
MR. &HRS. CLAUDE V SIMPSON 
MR. &MRS. JOHN H SIMPSON 
HRS. 1<ATHERINE SHITH 
SOUTH CFNl'RAL BELL 
. SOUTHVESTERN BELL 
MR.&HRS. JOHN SOVELL 
SPEED QUEEN 
SQUIBB 
DR.&HRS. DAVID LARRY STAGGS 
SUZANNE POMIER STARK 
DR.&HRS. THOMAS R STATOH 
STERLING DRUG INC. 
MR. &HRS. KENNETH STORY 
HR. SHANE SULLIVAN 
DR.&HRS. SIIAID NOFAL SVAID 
DR.&HRS. SIDNEY \lAYNE TATE 
HR.&HRS. II BURL TATE 
HR. &HRS. G F TERPENNING 
TEXAS EASTERN TRANSMISSION CORP 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS FOO 
DR.&MRS. JACK THOMAS 
MR.&HRS. HERBERT RYAN TOUCHTON 
MR. &MRS. BUFORD DEES TUCKER 
MR. &MRS. G D TUCKER 
HR. &HRS. WIT R TUCI<ER 
DR. &MRS. ROBERT STEPHEN TUCKER 
MR. &MRS. VILLIAH HENDON TUa<ER 
DR. &HRS. ERIC OVEN TYLER 
DR.&MRS. EVAN ULREY 
DR.&MRS. JOHN GILL UNDERVooD 
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES 
HR. RAY L VANNOY 
HR.&MRS. MAX LEIGH VAUGHAN 
MR.&HRS. HUGH IlAGNON 
MRS. LAMBERT VALLACE 
MR.&HRS. RODNEY LEONARD VALLER 
HR.&HRS. THOMAS LEE VARHACK 
HR. &MRS. '.lAYNE VARREN 
HR.&HRS. JOHN MICHAEL VATERS 
VESTERN ELECTRIC FUND 
VEYERHAEUSER FND 
WILLIAM & JONES 
HR. &HRS. LARRY D WILLIAHS 
DR. &MRS. ARTHUR N WILsON 
DR. &MRS. EDKOND II WILSON 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAM L VOODRUPF 
VORIn TRAVEL INC 
DR.&HRS. WINFRED 0 WIGHT 
YARNELL ICE CREAM 
Heritage Fund 
ASHDOIIN A V R 
BARTLESVILLE A V H 
EL DORADO A II H 
HR. &MRS. FLANOY ALEXANDER 
HR. &MRS. THURHAN LEON ALEXANDER 
HR. &HRS. VERNON OAKLEY ALEXANDER 
DR. &MRS. VYA'l"l' ROBERT AU;EE 
DR. &MRS. TED M. ALTMAN 
HR. &MRS. CARTHEL MAC ANGEL 
ARK CANTEEN SERV 
HR.&HRS. BOYCE HENRY ARNJm' 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT NORRIS BAGGE'l"l' 
DR.&HRS. KARYL VAUGHAN BAILEY 
DR.&MRS. RONAlD LYNN BAKER 
HR.&HRS. DAVID LAVRENCE BALDRIDGE 
HR. DEVEY BARBER 
MRS. HARY OPAL BAXTER 
DR.&HRS. ROBERT ALAN BEASLEY 
HR. &HRS. VIRGIL M BECKE'l"l' 
DR.&HRS. HORACE VADE BEDVELL 
HR.&HRS. PAUL HAINELLA BElDEN 
KISS WINNIE ELIZABETH BELL 
HR. JOHN ELVIN BERRYHILL 
DR.&HRS. GARY DEAN BLAKE 
HR. &MRS. JOHN E BLOOMBERG 
BOEING CORP 
BOLTON-VAUGHAN HTR CO 
BORG-VARNER FDN 
HR. &MRS. JOE BOYD BRADBURN 
HR.&HRS. DOYLE VELDON BRADSHER 
HR. GEORGE E BREAZEAL 
DR.&MRS. HARMON CARlL BROlIN 
HR.&HRS. JAKES RAY BROlIN 
DR.&MRS. DAVID BASIL BURKS 
DR.&HRS. JAKES F CARR 
HR. O'l"l'IS CARTER 
,DR. &MRS. LANNY M CASEY 
DR.&HRS. G SUMMERS CHAFFIN 
MS. EUNICE CHIlDERS 
DUNCAN CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH 
ANTOINE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
APLIN CHURCH OF CHRIST 
CLINTON CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HOPE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
JACKSONVILLE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
LOGAN ST CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HARTIN CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HT VIEV CHURCH OF CHRIST 
VYNNE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MR.&HRS. CLYDE T COATS 
' DR.&MRS. EARL '.lAYNE COBILL 
HR.&HRS. RONALD LEE COBLE 
MR.&HRS. JAMES H CONE 
HR. &MRS. THOMAS DANIEL CONVAY 
COTHERN'S HEN'S STORE 
HR.&HRS. A L COIlAN 
MR. &HRS. CHARLES \lAYNE CREASON 
DANIEL FUNERAL HOHE 
DR. &MRS. KENNETH DAVIS 
HR.&MRS. VARNA L DAVIS 
HR.&HRS. VON V DAY 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAM GARTH DILES 
DR.&HRS. OVEN DEE DILLARD 
DR. &MRS. JOHN RICHARD DUKE 
HR. VICTOR L DURRINGTON 
MR. MICHAEL HOIIARD EMERSON 
HISS JACQUELIN EMOGENE ENOCHS 
ERNST & WINNEY 
HR.&HRS. VALTER DONALD FIKE 
HR.&HRS. KEVIN JOHN FISHER 
HR.&HRS. PERCY A FRANCIS 
HR.&MRS. DAVID L GARDNER 
HR. &MRS. THEDNEL R GARNER 
HR. DEVON GOSNELL 
DR. DEE KINTON GREEN 
HR. JAMES H GUNTER 
JANE HAGOOD 
MR. JACK L HARKER 
HR. BOYCE HARMON 
_ HR. JACK DAVIS HARRIS 
DR.&HRS. DAVID BENNE'l"l' HARVEY 
MR. &MRS. THOMAS EDVARD HAVKINS 
HR. &MRS. JAKES LElIIS HEARN 
HEBER SPRINGS WLS GRO 
HR.&MRS. VILLIAH DOYLE HELMS 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT L HELSTEN 
HR.&MRS. OLEN DARWIN HENDRIX 
HR. &MRS. IIILLIAH ROBERT HIGBEE 
DR.&HRS. A EDVARD HIGGINBOTHAM 
HR. HENRY T HOGG 
HRS. ROBERTA HOLLIS 
HR. &MRS. RICHARD PEERY HORNER 
HR.&HRS. HOMER RAY HORSMAN 
DR.&HRS. THOMAS I1EDFORD HOVARD 
HR. &MRS. HARK HOVELL 
MR. &MRS. JAKES ROBERT HUMPHREY 
HR. &MRS. GERALD 0 HUNNICUTT 
HR.&HRS. LOUIS HURST 
IFF FOUNDATION 
DR. &MRS. ALLAN LLOYD ISOM 
MRS. RANDALL JACKSON 
DR.&HRS. FRED JEVELL 
DR.&HRS. JOEL IRVIN JOHNSON 
MR.&HRS. RICHARD A JOHNSON 
HR.&HRS. ALVIS JONES 
HR.&HRS. JAMES DOYLE JONES 
HR.&HRS. JAKES V JONES 
HRS. OUIDA B JONES 
DR. &HRS. THOHAS GLENN JUSTUS 
MISS ELLEN KARNES 
HRS. JULIA M. KARNES 
HR.&HRS. DONALD EDIIIN I<EE 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT EUGENE KEITH 
HR. &MRS. JAKES L KELLEY 
DR. &MRS. DAVID RAY KERNODLE 
HR.&HRS. JAKES L KIDDER 
KING'S INN 
HR.&HRS. DEWIE R KIRBY 
HR.&HRS. CARL S KUVITZKY 
K\1CK 
HR.&HRS. DAVID MORGAN LACEY 
HR.&HRS. J. V. LAKE 
HR.&HRS. BILL LAMBERT 
HR. &MRS. WILLIAH EDWIN LAND 
HR.&HRS. C VALFRED LANrZ 
MISS PEARL LATHAM 
HR. &MRS. THEODORE REES LLOYD 
MR. &MRS. WILLIAM LONG 
HR.&HRS. DAVID LUNCEFORD 
DR.&MRS. JAKES E MACI<EY 
HR. &MRS. CARL F MADDOX 
HR. GEORGE L MALLORY 
HR. &MRS. DONNIE MANGRUM 
MARATHON OIL CO 
HR. RONNIE NEIL MCCLEARY 
HR. &HRS. RANDALL ALLEN MCCORD 
HR.&HRS. DURVARD MCGAHA 
HR. J L MCKINNEY 
HR. &MRS. JOHN T MCKINNEY 
MR. V B MCLAUGHLIN 
MISS BE'l"l'Y NELL MCRAE 
MERRITT EQUIPMENT 
MR.&MRS. C RAY MILLER 
HRS. COLLEEN S MILLER 
HR.&HRS. PAUL K MILLER 
MR.&HRS. JOSEPH IIILLIAH MOORE 
MR. &MRS. HARLIN KEH MOORE 
MR. MAX L MOORE 
HR. &HRS. PAUL E MORGAN 
DR.&HRS. DALE HORRIS 
DR.&HRS. RAYMOND MUNCY 
THOMAS E NEVBERRY 
MR.&HRS. BRUCE A. NUNNALLY 
MR.&HRS. JOHN VARREN NUNNALLY 
MR.&MRS. CHARLES \lALTON OLREE 
DR.&HRS. DENNIS MICHAEL ORGAN 
OVATONNA TOOL CO 
MISS EDWINA PACE 
HR. JON SIMPSON PARHAM 
MR.&HRS. BOBBY PARKS 
DR. &MRS. NORMAN A PARRO'l"l' 
HISS GLADYS E PATTERSON 
MR. CLARENCE A PEARCE 
MR. V T PEARSON 
HRS. MILTON 'H PEEBLES 
HR. LYLE POINDEXTER 
MR.&HRS. J LINDBERGH PRESSON 
DR.&HRS. DEAN B PRIEST 
MR. &MRS. MERLIN REX PRIOR 
PROCTER & GAMBLE 
PURYEAR LUMBER CO 
PYEATT AND CO 
RAZORBACK CONCRETE CO 
HR.&HRS. JAMES MAX RElBOIDr 
MR. &MRS. ALLEN '.lAYNE RICHMOND 
MR.&HRS. DAVID M RIDINGS 
HR.&MRS. CARL C ROACH 
HRS. EMMETT ROBERSON 
MRS. VERNICE RODERICK 
HR.&HRS. BILLY CROSE 
HR. BYRON ROVAN 
HR.&HRS. JOHN ROZZELL 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAM FAY RUSHTON 
HISS LOIS RUTHERFORD 
DR. &MRS. JOHN H RYAN 
SAMUEL BINGHAM CO. 
HR.&HRS. LOUIS EDVARD SANDERS 
HR.&HRS. VYA'l"l' SAVYER 
DR. &MRS. STANLEY S SCHIlARTZ 
SEARCY L-P GAS INC. 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT DON SHACKELFORD 
HR.&MRS. JOE MEREDITH SHAVER 
HR.&HRS. MORRIS SHELTON 
HR.&HRS. FORREST SHMIDL 
HR.&MRS. RUSSELL E SHOVALTER 
HR.&HRS. JWILL HENLEY SIHS 
HR.&MRS. DEAN STANLEY SMITH 
HR. &HRS. HERMAN SMITH 
DR.&HRS. STEPHEN VooDROV SHITH 
HR.&HRS. FRANCIS ROY STEVENS 
HR.&MRS. CLARENCE H STEII'ART 
HR. &MRS. MACO C STEII'ART 
HR. &HRS. WILLIAM A SUMMERS 
TENNECO FDN 
THE DAILY CITIZEN 
HRS. ELLA LEE TODD 
HR. &MRS. C. E. TOLAND 
HR. DEROL TREAT 
HR.&HRS. J DAVID TUCKER 
HR.&HRS. LAVRENCE V VINTHER 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES RAYVAU<ER 
OR.&HRS. RICHARD II VAU<ER 
HR. &MRS. '.lAYNE M VALLACE 
HR. &MRS. WILLIAM T VALLAcE 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAM HARK VALLIS 
HR. &MRS. WILL ED VARREN 
HR.&HRS. HENRY JACKSON VATERS 
HR.&HRS. ZEARL DAVID VATSON 
tR.&HRS. ROBERT STANLEY VELLS 
tR.&HRS. JOHN MICHAEL VHITB 
CUFFORD C WITSIn"l' 
HR. T L WIDEMAN 
HR. &MRS. JAKES RAY WILBURN 
MR. CHESTER E WILLIAMS 
DR.&HRS. WILLIAM 0 IIILLIAHS 
lB.&HRS. GEORGE VooDRUPF 
HR. &HRS. EUlER DALE YANCEY 
MR.&HRS. JAMES P YOWG 
KISS PATRICIA SUE YOut«; • 
DR.&HRS. STEVEN KELLY YOUNGER 
University Fund 
HOPE A V H 
AAA RENT ALL 
HR. &MRS. JOE H ADAMS 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD LESTER ADAMS 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT CHARLES ADAMS 
ADAMS PEST CONTROL 
AIR PRODUCTS 
CLASS OF 1952 ALACHUA HIGH SCHOOL 
MR.&HRS. DWIGIIT A ALBRIGIIT 
DR. &MRS. BRIAN VA'. LACE ALEXANDER 
HISS F LYNN ALLISI)N 
MRS. BETTY LOU ALSTON 
HR.&MRS. HARVIN ALY 
AMOCO FDN INC 
DR. &MRS. CHARLES R. ANDERSON 
HR.&MRS. CURTIS NEIL ANDERSON 
HR. &MRS. HOHER LEE ANDERSON 
HR.&MRS. GARY DALE ANDREVS 
HR. DENNIS \lAYNE ARD 
MR. &MRS. ROBERT ARGO 
NORTH CENTRAL ARK PERSONNEL ASSN 
HR. &HRS. JOHN PAUL ATHANASIOU 
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD FDN 
HR.&HRS. GAYLAND TIMOTHY AVANCE 
HR. &MRS. -BILLY BURAL AVEN 
B & B OIL CO INC 
HR.&HRS. LEAFORD G BABCOCK 
HR. &MRS. LUCIEN BAGNETTO 
MISS NANCY LOIlISE BAILEY 
MS. HELEN M Bi.IRD 
HR. DAVID BAKE'!. 
MR. GEORGE FARi~ BAKER 
HR.&HRS. PHIU.IP RANDALL BAKER 
BAKER PHOTOGRiYHY 
MR.&MRS. LESTFR MERLE BALCOM 
DR. &MRS. JAMES DAVID BALES 
HR.&HRS. JAKE~ HOUSTON BANKS 
MR. ROBLEY THEE BARBER 
DR.&HRS. JEROIrE HEDWICK BARNES 
HR.&MRS. LAVRENCE ALVIN BARR 
MR.&MRS. BILLY VooDFORD BARRON 
MR. &HRS. GLE:Nr. IlAYNE BARRON 
BATES/PEARSON AUTO 
HR. &MRS. DWIGI T MCNEIL BA\lCOH 
HR. &MRS. VENI( N E. BEACH 
HR. &HRS. VERN( N DALE BEACH 
MS. JANE BEASlEY 
HR. &MRS. KEN J LLEN BECK 
HR.&MRS. BILL BEDGOOD 
MR. &MRS. THOMAS G BEENE 
HR. &HRS. L R BERRY 
HR.&MRS. MASON OTIS BERRYHILL 
BEVERLY ENTERPRISES 
DR. IlAYNE BIGGS 
HR.&MRS. AFTON VANDELL BILLINGSLEY 
HR.&HRS. EDVARD NEAL BLACKSHEAR 
HR.&HRS. EARL BLACKVELL 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
DR. &MRS. ROBERT E BLATTNER 
HR. &MRS. J. G BLEDSOE 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT MARVIN BLEDSOE 
HR. &MRS. TROY J BLUE 
HR.&HRS. JERRY LEE BOLLS 
HR.&HRS. JOHN V BOLTON 
BON4NZA SIRLOIN PIT 
HR. SOEI S BONG 
DR. &MRS. JAMES BROOKS BORDEN 
HRS. ROBERT J BORMANN 
HISS ELAINE JOY BOSWELL 
HR. JOHN G BOUSTEAD 
HR.&HRS. HOVARD GLENN BOYD 
BOYE'IT & MORGAN 
HR.&HRS. JOSEPH HENRY BOYLE 
HR. &MRS. HICHAEL LEE BRADBURN 
DR.&HRS. C.L. BRADLEY 
HR.&HRS. ANTHONY HARRELL BRADY 
HR. &HRS. GERAlD D BRANDS 
HR. R S BREDLOV 
HRS. HIlDA JEAN BRENNEMAN 
HR.&HRS. RANDAL FORD BREWER 
HR.&HRS. RODGER LEE BREWER 
HR.&MRS. WILLIAM E BRIJX;ES 
HR. &MRS. O.J. BROADVATER 
HR.&HRS. JAMES ROBERT BRODNAX 
HR. &MRS. HARRY L BROOKS 
HR. LEE R BROYN 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT HORGAN BROYN 
HR.&HRS. DENNIS BRUNETT 
HR. &MRS. ALAN BRAN!' BRYAN 
HR.&MRS. f!NTHONY LEE BRYANI' 
HS. ELSIE H BUCKNER 
BURGER KING CORPORATION 
HR.&HRS. RONNIE BURKE'IT 
DR.&MRS. JOE VAYNE BURKS 
HR.&HRS. GERAlD RICHARD BURROV 
HR. &MRS. LOUIS F BUTTERFIElD 
HR.&MRS. RONAlD P BUTTERFIElD 
HR. CLAUDE J BYRD 
HR.&HRS. FINIS JAY CAlDWELL 
HR.&HRS. LEO BRAN!' CAMPBELL 
HR.&HRS. MIKE CANrERBIJRY 
HR. &MRS. JOHN PAW. CAPPS 
DR. &HRS. DAVID GERAlD CARRI1l'R 
HR. &HRS. WILSON LAVON CARTER 
HR.&HRS. JAMES V CATLETT 
HR.&HRS. KAY CAVIN 
CELANESE CORP 
CENTRAL AND SOUTH WEST Pm 
CERTAIN-TEED CORP 
HR. L N CHAIN 
HR.&HRS. MICHAEL E CHALENBIJRG 
HR. JAMES HAURICE CHAMBERS 
HISS TERESA GAIL CHANEY -
MISS LISA DAYN CHAPMAN 
CHASE MANHAttAN BANK 
MISS ALTA LUNA CHEEK 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAM R CHISK 
HRS. CHARLES V. CHRISTMAS 
CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 
CHARLESTON CHURCH OF CHRIST 
CLINTON CHURCH OF CHRIST 
FAYE'ITE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MELROSE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
NASH CHURCH OF CHRIST 
NEll' BOSTON CHURCH OF CHRIST 
NORTHSIDE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
OVERLAND PARK CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SOUTHSIDE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HR. &MRS. WILLIAM ELLIS CLANTON 
HR. &HRS. BILL CLARK 
HR. &HRS. CLIFFORD DAVIS CLARK 
DR.&HRS. JOSEPH CECIL CLEMENTS 
HR. &HRS. PHILLIP J CLEMENTS 
MISS AGNES CLI£TT 
HR. &MRS. KEVIN GARDNER CLINE 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES EDWARD CLOER 
DR.&MRS. CHARLES DOUGLAS CLOUD 
HR. KENNETH PAUL CUmER 
HR.&HRS. D. A. COCHRAN 
HR. &MRS. WILLIAM WALTER COFIElD 
HR.&HRS. JOHN R. COLEMAN 
HR.&HRS. WAYNE COLLIER 
HR. &MRS. WALLACE VAYNE COLSON 
HR.&MRS. HATTHEV WILLIAM COMOTl'O 
HR. &HRS. ARTHUR BAYARD CONARD 
CONOCO INC 
DR. &MRS. CHARLES MORRIS COOPER 
MS. JOHNNIE COOPER 
COOPER TIRE & RUBBER, 
HR. BRUCE EDWARD COPE 
DR.&HRS. NEIL B. COPE 
MR. &MRS. BOB CORBIN 
HR. R DAVID CORDER' 
MR.&MRS. JOHN P CORN 
MR.&HRS. ANTHONY 'E CORNINE 
MR.&HRS. EDDIE S COX 
HR.&MRS. JAMES ALLEN COX 
HR. JESS L COX 
Kathy Cox 
HR. &MRS. RONAlD BLAKE COX 
MR. &MRS. TRAVIS COX 
CREDIT BUREAU-WlTE CO 
CROSSETr CO 
HR. &MRS. DAVID CURTIS CROUCH 
MR. OPAL CROW 
HR.&HRS. NUHA V CROIIDER 
HR. &MRS. TERRY NORMAN CRUCE 
MR. RAYMOND GONZALES CUKPIAN 
HR.&HRS. OLIVER CUNNINGHAM 
MR. &MRS. PAUL P. CURRY 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
HRS. ERA CURTIS 
HR. &MRS. MURRELL DACUS 
HR. &MRs, KEVIN D DALAFAVE 
MRS. 'DORIS DALTON 
HR. &MRS. GERAlD D DANENBAUER 
MR.&HRS. BOBBY L. DANIEL 
HR.&MRS. WILLIE LEE DARDEN 
DAVIES ELECTRIC CO 
HR.&HRS. BILLY R. DAVIS 
HR.&MRS. JOHN V DAVIS 
HR. KENNETH DAVIS 
DR.&MRS. TERRY DAVIS 
DAVIS FURNITURE 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD THOMAS DEAN 
HR. R G DEENER 
HR.&HRS. HENRY DALE DEETER 
HR.&MRs. EUGENE RANDALL DELAET 
MR. &Has. CHRIS ALAN DELL 
MS. JANICE DEVORE 
HR.&HRS. RAY DICKSON 
DR. &MRs. DON P DIFFINE 
HR.&HRS. JACK DEMPSEY DILLARD 
HR.&HRS. LYNN STROUD DIXON 
HR.&HRS. PHILIP RUDOLPH DIXON 
MR.&HRS. F B DOOLEY 
ADRON DORAN 
HR.&MR8. RONAlD HARRY DORAN 
HR. JOHN D. DOTSON 
DOli' CHEMICAL USA 
HR.&HRS. LARRY WAYNE DUNLAP 
HR. &MRS. 'KENNETH R DUNN 
MRS. : SYLVIA DURHAM 
HR. &MRS. WILLIAM BRUCE DYE 
HR. &tfRS. J L DYKES 
MISS, LATINA C DYKES 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAM E. EARNHART 
HR. &MRS. JOHN JOSEPH EASTLAND 
HR.&HRS. TOH EDDINS 
DR. tIAX HAURICE EIlUNGTON 
DR. &MRS. HUGH R. EDWARDS 
MR.&HRs. PHILIP EDWARDS 
HR. itOBERT EDWARDS 
HR.&HRS. ALLAN RAY ELDRIJX;E 
HR.~. GEORGE W EHPTAGE 
DR. PAUL C ESTES 
HR.&HRS. EVERETT W. EVANS 
HR. &MRS. WILLIAM J EVANS 
MS. CHARLINE E FAGONE 
HR. PAUL FAIRLEY 
DR. ROBERT DAVID FANT 
HR.&JIRS. BOB F FARIES 
HR.&MRS. JOlIN FRANCIS FARMER 
HR. &HRS. DONAlD GENE FINLEY 
HR.&t4RS. THOMAS GRAY FINLEY 
FIRS1' NATIONAL BANK 
HR. UENDELL,E FISH 
DR.&kRs. BILL V FLATT 
MRS. ~ BEATRICE FLOYD' 
FORD; MOTOR CO FUND 
HR.&JIRS. PERRY JAY FRALEY 
HR. LARRY DERUS FRANKE 
ROBERT K FRANKLIN Pm 
MR. JAMES D FREEMAN 
FROsTYAIRE FROZEN FOODS 
DR.&MRS. WILLIAM N FRYER 
DAM« L FUQUA 
MRS. PAULINE GAITHER 
MR.&HRs. WALTER GALE 
HR.&MRS. KEITH ELVIN GANT 
HR.&HRS. JAMES VINDELL GANUS 
C L GANUS FOUNDATION 
HR.&MRS. DAVID JOEL GARDNER 
HR.&HRS. JACK EUGENE GARDNER 
HR.&HRS. JASPER H GARDNER 
HR.&HRS. NELSON R GARDNER 
DR.&HRS. PAUL H GARDNER 
MR.&HRS. HOWARD DUANE GARNER 
HR.&HRS. LATHAN MAX GARNETT 
HR. &MRS. DANA LYN GARRETT , 
HR.&HRS. JACK NORMAN GATHRIGHT 
HR. &MRS. HARTIN A GAY 
MISS 'MARY RUTH GIBBONS 
HR. &MRS. RONAlD LINN GIBBS 
DR. J P GIBSON 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT LEON GIBSON 
HR.&!iRS. KENNETH N. GILBERT 
HR. &MRS. JAMES F. GILFlLEN 
HR.&/4RS. LEON GLEASON 
HR.&tffiS. LARRY IRVIN GODBY 
HR. &MRS. ELLIS EUGENE GOODE 
HR.&kRs. BENNY LOWELL GOODEN 
HR. DONAlD C. GOODVIN 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT PAXSON GORDON 
HR.&i1Rs. RONALD EUGENE GOUDEAU 
HR. &kRS. DALE GEORGE GOULD 
HR.&lmS. JAMES TERRANCE GRADY 
HR. ilILLIAM DOYLE GRAHAM 
GRAHAHS FASHIONS' 
GREAT NORTHERN NEKOOSA CORP 
HR. &MRS. RAYMOND HARlON GREm 
HR.&HRS. ELMER H GREENLEE 
DR. &!iRS. MARTIN L GREER 
- DR. )lILLIAM A GRIEB 
HR.&HRS. HUGH M GROOVER 
HR.&HRS. FRANK LAMONTE GROVES 
HRS. GUS GUFFEY 
HR. PETE GlHl 
HR. PETE T GUNN 
11 CARL GUNTER 
MISS BRENDA JO GUNTHARP 
DR.&}ffiS. WILLIAM JOE HACKER 
HR. &MRS. ELDON HAGER 
HR. &MRS. SAM HAGGARD 
HR.&MRS. JAMES HENRY HALL 
HR. &MRS. DAVID LANE HAMILTON 
HR.&HRS. IKE HAMILTON 
HR. KENNETH HAMILTON 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAM H HANDY 
HR. &MRS. E A JWI(S 
HRS. D I HARMON 
DR.&HRS. MIKE HASSELL 
MRS. HELEN HATCH 
MRS. IMOGENE OLENE HAWKINS 
HR. &MRS. JOHN WILLIAM HAIJl{WS 
HR.&MRS. E CONARD 'HAYS 
HRS. JAMES A HEDRICK 
HR. &MRS. CAMPBELL ANDREV HENDERSON 
HR.&HRS. JAMES R HENDERSON 
HR.&HRS. HERMAN HENDON 
HERCULES INC. 
HR.&HRS. JOE W HIGGINBOTHAM 
HR.&HRS. GARY WAYNE HILL 
HR.&HRS. NEIL COLLIER HILL 
HR.&MRS. HARRY HODGES 
HR. &MRS. JERRY W HOGAN 
HR.&HRS. TYRUS VERN HOGAN 
HR. &MRS. GERAlD WAYNE HOGGARD 
MISS JULIE D HOLCOMB 
HISS KAREN LYNN HOLLAND 
HR.&MRS. VH LLOYD HOLLAND 
DR. WIlUAM W HOLLAWAY 
HR.&HRS. RANDAL KENT HOLLOVAY 
HR. &MRS. RICHARD GLENN HOLLOVAY 
HR. &MRS. ROGER ALANHOOl'EN 
HR. &MRS. CLARENCE CLIFTON HORTON 
HR.&HRS. A. JOIlNATHAN BOVARD 
MRS. JAMES T HOVARD 
HaS. FORREST -A HOWELL 
HR.&HRS. JOHN MICHAEL HUDDLESTON 
HR.&HRS. MYRON HUDSON 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES E HUEBNER 
MISS CAROL HARlE HUEY . ' 
HR.&HRS. DONAlD R HUFFMAN 
HR. &MRS. ROY HUNl'ER 
HR. &MRS. JOHN D HURLEY 
HR. &MRS. PAUL E HUSTON 
HR.&HRS. DANIEL LEROY HUTCHERSON 
-. HR. BARRY LYNN HUTCHISON 
DR. J H IJAMS 
HR;&HRS. DVIGHT IRELAND 
HR.&HRS. MICHAEL WAYNE IRELAND 
HR. MICHAEL STEPHEN ISENBERG 
'HR.&MRS. TAYLOR D lSOH 
MISS ROBIN CLAUDETTE ISTRE 
HR.&HRS. WILLIAM HURRY IVEY 
HR.&MRS. JOSEPH E JACKSON 
HR.&MRS. RANDALL ROY JACKSON 
DR.&HRS. RICHARD DUKE ~
HR. &MRS. DARRYL L JINKERSOtI 
STEVE S JOHAlfi 
JOHN DE2RE,' FDN 
HR. &MRS. DAVID HARK JOHNSON 
HR. JAMES WALLACE JOHNSON 
DR.&HRS. KENNETH L JOHNSON 
HR.&MRS. RICKY LYNN JOHNSON 
HR. &MRS. STEVEN SCOTT JOHNSON 
HR.&MRS. THOMAS L JOHNSON 
HR. GARY JOHNSTON 
HR. HATTHEV DOUGLAS JOHNSTON 
MISS KAREN ~ JONAS 
HR.&HRS. AUBREY T JONES 
HR. DAVID RYAN JONES 
HR. &HRS. RANDY ALAN JONES 
DR.&HRS. WYATT H JONES 
HR.&MRS. BILLY CHARLES JORDAN 
SYLVIA JUD~ 
HR. &MRS. GREGORY ALAN JUSTICE 
HR.&HRS. JACK JUSTUS -
HR.&HRS; GLENN EDVARD KAYS 
HR.&HRS. JOHN KEADY 
KEEBLER CO 
HR. &MRS. DELNO WAYNE KELLAR 
HR. &MRS. CARL RANDOLPH KELLER 
HR.&HRS. DAVID KELLER 
HR.&HRS. DON KELLER 
HR. &MRS. CHRISTOPHER KELLEY 
HR.&HRS. JOlIN- EDWARD KELLEY 
HR.&MRS. KENNETH WAYNE KELLEY 
DR.&HRS. ROBERT JOE KELLY 
KERR-KCGEE 
HR.&MRS; HICHAEL DALE KIEFFNER 
HR. &MRS. RICHARD C KIMBERLY 
HR'&MRS. WILBURN KINCANNON 
DR. RAY KINSLOV ' 
HR. &MRS. HARK ALAN KIRK 
HR. &MRS. GREELY C KIRKPATRICK 
MISS FLORENCE F KLEHH 
HR.&HRS. JAMES RAY KNIGHT 
KROGER CO 
HR. &HRS. JERRY KUCERA 
HR.&HRS. JOHN RANDEL LACAZE 
DR. &MRS. PRESTON E LAFERNEY 
HR.&HRS. DAVID K LAMB 
HR.&MRS. GUSSIE LAMBERT 
HR. &MRS. JOHN LASATER 
DR. &MRS. DAVID G LAVELLE 
HR. RALPH LAIlRENCE 
HR.&HRS. HAURICE L J,.AVSON 
DR.&MRS. RICHARD COLVIN LAVYER 
HR. &MRS. VIRGIL LAVYER 
HR.&HRS. BILL LE FAN 
HR. &MRS. DRAKE ZACHARY LEE 
DR.&HRS. KERBE BRUCE Ia 
HR. &MRS. COLEMAN LAFAYETTE LEHHONS 
MISS LUCILLE LEONARD 
HR.&HRS. HUGH KENNETH LEOPARD 
HR.&MRS. JOE LEVIS LESLIE 
HR. &MRS. RONAlD HERL LEVIS 
HR. J E LIGHTLE 
MR. HARRELL Q LILLY 
HR. HAL A LIPSEY 
MISS KATHRYN ANN LODEN 
DR. BILLY V. LONG 
HR. &MRS. JEFFREY LOREN LONG 
DR.&HRS. LARRY R LONG 
HR. &MRS. JERRY LOUTZENHISER 
HR. &MRS. ROGER ADRIAN LUALLEN 
HR.&HRS. llAYNE A LUALLEN 
HR.&HRS. JIH MIKE LUCAS 
HR. &MRS. JERRY KEITH LUKE 
MRS. MARGARET JANE LYNN 
HR.&MRS. ROBERT KILPATRICK LYON 
MRS. MARY K HACHEN 
HR. RANDALL BERT HADDOX 
MISS PAtlELA ANN HALLERY 
HR.&HRS. AVONHALONE 
HR. &MRS. MERLE D MANLOVE 
HR. &MRS. LOWELL MARCHANT 
MR. &HRS. BRIAN CHARLES MARTIN 
HR. KENNETH C. MARTIN 
HR.&HRS. RALPH L MARTIN 
DR.&HRS. WILTON YATES MARTIN 
DR.&HRS. FRED M HASSEY 
HR. JAMES D HASSlE 
HR. &HRS. ONEAL KENNETH HASTERS 
HR.&HRS. JOE HALL HATHIAS 
HR.&MRS. MARSHALL R MC REE 
HRS. J H HCCALEB 
HR. &HRS. HAZE LEVERN MCCLARY 
DR. JAMES R HCCOY 
HR.&HRS. HUBERT HCCRAY 
HISS FREEDA T MCELROY 
HR. &MRS. ElDRIJX;E E HCFADDEN 
HR.&HRS. HERMAN A MCHAN 
HR. &HRS. HARK MARTIN HCINTEER 
DR. V. ROBERT MCKELVAIN 
MISS BARBARA KAY MCKINNEY 
HR.&HRS. FREDERICK E HCLEOD 
DR. RON M MCMINN 
DR. KENNETH R MEACHAM 
HR.&HRS. RAYMOND LAVERNE HEADOVS 
MEDICAL CENTER PHARMACY 
HR. GEORGE R MELVIN 
HR. &MRS. JACK C MEREDITH 
HISS MARY ONETHA MILLARD 
HR. &HRS. CHARLES ROBIN MILLER 
HR.&HRS. CLARK KREYLON -MILLER 
HR. CLYDE M MILLER 
HR. &MRS. JULE L HILLER, 
MILLER OIL CO 
HR. &MRS. ROGER Q MILLS', 
HR. BARRY THOHAS KILTON 
HR.&HRS. EDVARD R MIHS 
HISS HELEN VERNETTE MINNS 
HR.&HRS. S H MINOR 
HR.&HRS. JOSEPH HENRY MITCHEN 
HOBIL FOUNDATION 
HRS. HARlAN HOLNAR 
HR.&HRS. JAMES H HONG 
MONSANI'O 
HR.&HRS. JOHNNY LEO MONTGOMERY 
'HR.&HRS. MICHAEL G MONTGOMERY 
HISS CATHY JILL HOORE 
HR. &HRS. ERNEST MOORE 
HR.&HRS. JESSE W MOORE, 
DR.&HRS. LEVIS L MOORE, 
HR.&HRS. OSCAR MOORE : 
HR.&HRS. BILLY REX HOORER 
HR. &HRS. BRUCE ROBERT KORGAN 
HR.&HRS. GERAlD GLENN HOitGAN 
HR. &MRS. WILLIAM LAWRENCE HORGAN 
,$S. HUGH MORRIS 
HR. &MRS. RAYMOND S HORRIS 
OR. &MRS. WILLIAM ALFRED MORRIS 
HR.&MRS. VIRGIL MORRISON 
HR. &MRS. DWIGHT P MOWRER 
HR.&HRS. FLETCHER C HURPHY 
HISS MARGARET ANN HURPBY 
DR. &MRS. MICHAEL ALAN HURPBY 
HR.&HRS. LAMBERT EDWARD HURRAY 
HR. &MRS. LAWRENCE R HURRAY 
HR.&HRS. THOHAS F MURRAY 
MUTUAL OF OMAHA 
HR.&HRS. JERRY Ri\Y HYHAN 
HISS PATRICIA JO NARRY 
HR. &HRS. CHARLES ROBERT NEAL 
HR.&HRS. CLEAON NEELY 
HR.&HRS. GERAlD T NEVINS 
HR. LUCIAN DWIGHT NOBLE 
HR.&HRS. GARY JOHN NORTHAM 
HR.&MRS. DAVID NORTON 
HR.&HRS. HAROlD E NORVOOD 
HR.&HRS. JOHN W NUNNALLY 
HR. DWIGHT O'BRIEN 
HR. &MRS. WILLIAM T O'BRIEN 
HR.&HRS. KEVIN O'LEARY, 
HR. &MRS. FOY THOMPSON O'NEAL 
OHIO POYER CO 
DR.&HRS. BILL WAYNE OLDHAM 
HR. &MRS. TIMOTHY ALAN OLREE 
MR.&HRS.BRETT DAVID ORGAN 
HR.&HRS. GLENN E ORGAN 
HR.&HRS. BERNARD ORZEcH 
HR.&HRS. LARRY DANIEL OSBORNE 
HR. RICHARD OSTER 
HR. &HRS. SOLOHON HORGAN Ol1I'LAW 
HR. &MRS. EUGENE THOHAS, OUZTS 
MISS DEBORAH JO OVENS I 
MISS VICTORIA HARDING PAINE 
HR. &MRS. ERVIN ODEAN PARKER 
HR.&HRS; R CLIFFORD PARKER 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES E PARKS 
MISS MARY ANN PARRISH 
PARRISH JEWELRY , 
HR.&HRS. THOHAS STEWART PARSONs! 
HR.&HRS. WESLEY PATCHELL 
HR. &MRS. JIMMY E PAUL 
HR. &HRS. STANLEY PEARSON 
HISS GllENDOLYN KAY PEDIGO 
HR. &MRS. A POWELL PENDERGRAFT 
HR. WILLIAM DAVID PERKINS 
,HR.&HRS. WILLIAM H. PERKINS 
HR.&MRS. HORST ALFRED PETJUCH 
HR.&MRS. JOHN CLARK PETrIT 
HR. &MRS. BILLY WALKER PETTY 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES PHILLIPS 
PITTSBURGH DES MOINES STEEL 
DR. &MRS. MICHAEL VAN PLUMMER 
DR.&HRS. J PAUL POLLARD 
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HR. ODELL POLLARD 
HR.&HRS. DAVID PORTER 
HR. &HRS. DAVID JEROME PORTER 
HR.&HRS. JERRY DEAN PORTER 
DR.&HRS. IIALTER PORTER 
POTLATCH 
HR.&HRS. JOE A POIlELL 
HR. JACK POIlELL BROS. INC 
HR. &HRS. CLEO PRIBA 
HR.&HRS. CARL PRICE 
HR.&HRS. GEORGE PRICE 
HR.&HRS. SAMMY DOYLE PRICE ' 
HR. &MRS. JOEL GRAY PRITCHE'IT 
HR. &MRS. JOlIN PROCK 
PROVIDENT LIFE INS 
MISS BEVERLY JO PRYOR 
MR. &MRS. JOEL DAVID RAGLAND 
MR.&MRS. AMBROSE KNOX RAMSEY 
MRS. ADDIE RAY 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT M REDDING 
MR. &MRS. GERALD II REED 
MISS SANDRA KAY REED 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT H REELY 
MR. THOMAS II REES 
DR.&MRS. LESLIE GENE REYNOLDS 
REYNOLDS METALS 
MR.&MRS. DANNY CLARK RICH 
MR. &MRS. JAMES ROBERT RICKAIIAY 
RIDOUT LUMBER CO 
MRS. ALICE RIGGLE 
DR.&MRS. liARD BRYCE ROBERSON 
MR.&MRS. CLIFI'ON D ROBERTS 
MR.&MRS. H II ROBERTSON 
MR. &MRS. MARVIN H ROBERTSON 
MS. BARBARA J ROBINSON 
MR. DONALD ROBINSON 
MR. NOBEL ROBISON 
MR. ROBERT M ROBISON 
MR.&MRS. JAa<EY L RODGERS 
MR. &MRS. JOSEPH CHARLES ROE 
MR.&MRS. JAMES V ROGERS 
MR. &MRS. JOHN L. ROGERS 
ROHH & HAAS CO 
MR.&MRS. DAVID E(x;ENE ROLL 
MR. &MRS. HARRY EUGENE ROSE 
DR. ROTH CHIROPRACfIC CENTER 
ROYAL INSURANCE 
DR.&MRS. IlILLIAH MICHAEL SADLER 
MR.&MRS. RUSSELL F SAHHIS 
MR •. &MRS. JOHN DElITER SAHHONS 
MR.&HRS. GARY HARk SAHUELSOO 
HR. &MRS. DONALD E SANDERS 
SANTA FE INDUSTlUES 
MR. &MRS. ANDREl/' F SAUNDERS 
HR.&MRS. C GLENN SCARBOROUGH 
MS. LOIS JEAN SCHRAHH 
DR. CARL LINCOlN SCHIIBINFURTH 
MR. &HRS. DAVID \/EBB SCOBEY 
HR.&MRS. PATRICK JAMES SCOTT 
DR.&MRS. ROBERT IIAYNE SCOTT 
HR.&MRS. TRUMAN LAVERNE SCOTT 
MR.&MRS. JOlIN ROBERT SCROGGINS 
SEARCY BUILDERS SUPPLY 
SEARCY LAUNDRY 
SEARCY VAN & STORAGE 
MISS ELIZABETH CLINE SEARS 
MISS PATTIE SUE SEARS 
MR.&MRS. JOE TOLBERT SEGRAVES 
MR. &MRS. KENNETH ROBERT SEllELL 
MR. &MRS. ROBERT II SEIlELL 
MR.&MRS. BILL SHAFFER 
MR. &HRS. MORRIS IIAYNE SRAPPLEY 
MR. &MRS. CLIFFORD E SHARP 
HR.&HRS. BOB SHAll 
MR.&MRS. ARTHUR LLOYD SHEARIN 
MR.&MRS. PATRICK H SHEEHAN 
SHELL OIL CO 
MR.&MRS. JOHN ANTHONY SHELLY 
MR.&MRS. CLIFFORD LEE SHELTON 
SHERIlIN IlILLIAMS 
MISS GLORIA SHEIIMAKER 
MR. &MRS. J .C. SHEIIMAKER 
MR. &MRS. OTT F SHEIIMAKER 
MRS. DEllEY SHIRLEY 
MR.&MRS. DONALD LEIlIS SHORES 
MR.&MRS. IlILLIAM H SHORT 
MR.&MRS. STANLEY SHU 
DR.&MRS. SAM L. SHULTZ 
MR. &MRS. PHILIP KEITH SHUNK 
MR.&MRS. TERRY BOYD SIVERD 
MR.&MRS. BOBBY G SKELTON 
MR. CARROLL II SMITH 
MR. &MRS. DONALD II SMITH 
MR.&MRS. DOYLE E SMITH 
MR.&MRS. MICHAEL J SMITH 
MR. &MRS. RANSOM SMITH 
MR. &MRS. T G SMITH 
SMITH-VAUGHAN 
MR. &MRS. RALPH K SMOOT 
MR.&MRS. EDIlIN G SNO\l 
SOUTHIIESTERN LIFE 
MR.&MRS. PHILLIP SPRUILL 
MR. &MRS. HERMAN BUEL SPURLOCK 
MISS SUZANNE FRANCES SPURRIER 
STANDARD OIL 
MR.&MRS. JIM ERNEST STANLEY 
MR.&MRS. JAMES STANTON 
MRS. THOMAS STATOM 
MR. CECIL STERLING 
MRS. CORENE STEVENS 
MR. &MRS. BARRY STEVART 
STOTT'S DRUG STORE 
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HR. JAMES F Sl'ROTHER 
STROTHER ABSTRACf 
HR. PAUL CLAYTON SUHHITT 
SUN COMPANY INC. 
HR. &MRS. ROGER LOUIS SI1l'HERLIN 
MR.&HRS. HAMDEN EARLE S\lAIN 
HR. &MRS. JIM S\IINK 
HR. CHESLEY \I SIlINNEY ' 
HR.&HRS. ALSTONE L TABOR 
HR. VAN TATE 
GORDON TAn.oR 
HR. &HRS. JODY TAn.oR 
MR.&HRS. JOE TAYLOR 
HR.&HRS. RIawID NEALE TAYLOR 
HR. TERREL TAn.oR 
HR.&HRS. IlILLIAH H TAYLOR 
HR.&HRS. KENNETH PAT TEAGUE 
TELEDYNE CHARITABLE FLfi 
HR. &HRS. B HENRY TERRILL 
HR.&HRS. JOHN P THOMAS 
MR.&HRS. RODERICK E THOMASSON 
HR.&HRS. CHRISTOPHER ALAN THOMPSON 
HR.&MRS. GUY M THOMPSON 
HR.,&MRS. TED THOMPSON 
THOMPSON CO INC 
MR. &MRS. DARRYL \lAYNE THRASHER 
MR. &MRS. THOMAS \I TOMLINSON 
MR.&MRS.'CLYDE RICHARD TRAVIS 
HISS \/ILMA SUZANNE IlILBURN 
HR.&HRS. J. K. IlILLIAHS 
MR.&HRS. A GEORGE IlILSON 
MR. &MRS. CARL B IlILSON 
HR. &MRS. LARRY LESTER IlILSON 
HR. STEVEN LYNN IlILSON 
HR.&HRS. IlILLIAH MICHAEL IlILSOO 
HR.&HRS. \/ELDIN IlIMBERLY 
HR. &MRS. KENNETH \IINNETT 
HR. RAYMOND F \lINTERS 
HR. ROBERT ALVIN \/ISENBR 
HR.&MRS. DOYLE \I \looD 
HR. &MRS. V J \looD 
HR. &MRS. GLENDA \/OOOALL 
MR.&HRS. JAMES S \/OOIltooP 
HR. &MRS. STEPHEN BRUCE \looLEY 
MR.&HRS. PAUL JOSEPH \I()()T(If 
HR.&HRS. JAMES LEE \lORD 
HR.&HRS. RAY ALVIN \/RIGHT 
HISS LOIS JUNE WYATT 
MR. &MRS. SHERMAN \lYNN, 
XEROX FiJI '. 
HR. E 0 YANCE'Y , 
HR. &MRS. CURTIS YATES 
MR. &MRS. JAMES 0 YINGLING 
MR. &MRS. 0 J YOUNG 
MR. &MRS. ROBERT CARY ZARBAUGH 
MR.&MRS. CARROLL TRENT . ' C t CI b 
MR. &MRS •. JAMES B TRIBBLE . en u ry u 
MR.&MRS. IlILLIAM GILBERT TROLLINGER 
MR.&MRS. J B TROTTER MR. &MRS. CULLEN ADAIR 
DR.&HRS. JAMES BRUCE TROTTER MR.&HRS. ALLEN ALTON ADAMS 
DR. &MRS. MARK RANDALL TROTTER MR. &MRS. CECIL ADAMS 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT TROUTMAN MR.&MRS. GEORGE F ADAMS 
TR\I INC MR.&HRS. RONALD JOEL ADAMS 
MR.&MRS. JAMES TYLER MR.&MRS. ROLAND \lALTER ALDRICH 
MR. ALVA RAY TYNER MR. &MRS. BILL ALEXANDER 
MR. &MRS. CHARLES ROBERT UNDER\looD MR. &MRS. HAROLD DALE ALEXANDER 
UNION PACIFIC CORP MR. &MRS. \lARREN GLENN ALKIRE 
USF&G INSURANCE HR.&MRS. DANNY \I. ALLEN 
MR.&MRS. ED\lARD F VAMPOLA ALLIED CORPORATION 
MR.&MRS. C MARK VAN RHEENEN MR. &MRS. HARVEY DALE ALLISON 
MR.&HRS. JESSE LEE VANHOOSER DR. JOHN DAVID ALSTON 
MR.&MRS. JOHNNY RAY VAUGHAN AMERICAN MOTORS 
MR.&HRS. BILLY D VERKLER AMERITRUST 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD QUENTIN VETETO MR.&MRS. JAMES IlILBUR ANDERSON 
HRS. ODESSA VINEYARD MR.&HRS. ROBERT HO\lARD ANDERSON 
\I & \I FORD SALES MRS. REED ANDREII 
MR. JAMES STEVEN \lALDEN ALPHA B. ARMSTRONG 
MR.&MRS. JOE R \lALDROP MRS. ADLAI ARNOLD 
HR. J U \lALKER HR. &MRS. MARVEY MCRAE ARNOLD 
HR. &MRS. ARVEL LEON \lALL HR.&HRS. JACK IlILLIAM ARNOLD 
DR. &MRS. ROBERT C \lALLS MISS LINDA GAIL ARNOLD 
HR.&HRS. JAMES C \lALTERS HR.&MRS. RICHARD E' ARTHUR 
MR. &MRS. FELIX BURRELL \lALTON HR.&HRS. TONY AUTREY' 
HR.&HRS. GENE liARD HR. LARRY JOE AVERETT 
HRS. DADIE \lARREN ~AMILY SHOE B & C SHOES 
HR. &MRS. GENE ALLAN \lATERS HR.&MRS. DENNIS RAY BACON 
HR.&HRS. LELAND R \lATERs HR. &MRS. RICHARD FREDERICK BAGGETl 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES DALE \lATSON MR. &MRS. C D BAILEY 
HR. FINN \lATSON DR.&MRS. JOHNNY \/RIGHT BAINES 
HR.&MRS. HARRY LESLIE \/EBB HR.&HRS. CHESTER CLINTON BAIRD 
HR.&HRS. JOHN MONTGOMERY \IEETER HR.&MRS. TIMOTHY BYRON BAIRD 
HR. &MRS. LE'IlIS K IlELCH MISS PEGGIE LOUISE BAKER 
fojR. &MRS. GEORGE \I \/EU<ER MR. &MRS. \I BRUCE BAKER 
HR.&HRS. THOMAS LEE IlESCHE MR.&HRS. IlILLIAM ORVILLE BAKER 
MISS RUBY JEAN \/ESSON MRS. AUDEAN LOLA BALDIlIN 
HR. &MRS. HERMAN IRA \/EST HR. &MRS. JERRY BALLARD 
HR. STANLEY RAY \/EST HR. ROBERT E BALLENGER 
DR. \I B \/EST MR.&HRS. JOlIN HUGH BANISTER 
MISS ETTA MAE \/ESTBRooK HR. &MRS. FRED B BANKSTON 
MR.&HRS. GERALD C \/ESTJOHN HISS JANET KAY BANTA 
MR. ED\IARD llHITE HR. &MRS. FRANK MORTON BARKER 
MR.&HRS. JOHN CAMP \IHITE MR. JOE F BARNER 
HR. S D \/HITE MS. PATRICIA BARRETT 
MR.&HRS. STEVEN DALE \/BITE DR. &MRS. RUFUS BIGGS BARTON 
CATERPILLAR FDN 
MR.&HRS. GREGORIO CERMINARA 
MR. &MRS. \lALTER M CHADIlICK 
HRS. ETTA BELLE CHANDLER 
HR.&MRS. IlILLIAM R CHAP"'.AN 
MR. DARREL ED\lARD CHAVEZ 
MR. FRANK L CHEATHAM 
MISS DORIS MING CHENG 
CHEVRON 
MR. &HRS. KENl' LEE CHILDRESS 
CHUCKS TOP SHOP 
George C. Chumney 
CHURCH OF CHRIST 
BEEDEVILLE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
CHARLESTON CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HAMILTON CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MARKS CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SAND HILL CHURCH OF CHRIST 
SATURN ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST 
MR.&HRS. DAVID M CLARK 
MR. TIM CLARK 
HR. &MRS. CLARKSTON 
MR.&MRS. L. B. CLAYTON 
MR.&MRS. ERMAN J CLEMENT 
~S. SHERRY CLEMMONS 
HR. BURTON COFFMAN 
MISS ROBERTA JEAN COHEA 
MR. &MRS. CHARLES R COIL 
MR. E' B COKER 
DR.&MRS. MICHAEL STEVEN COLE 
MS. RUTH E COLE 
MR.&MRS. JAMES K COLEMAN 
MR. CLINl' COLES 
Hughbert Collier 
MR. &MRS. DANIEL DAYTON COLLINS 
HR.&MRS. VERBAL ALTEN BARTON HR. &MRS. J M COLLINS 
MR. &MRS. DO(x;LAS GRANT BASHAII COLONY SHOP 
HR.&MRS. PATRICK ALAN SASHAV MR.&HRS. ROGER THOMAS COLVIN 
HR.&HRS. TIMOTHY BRIAN BASS MRS. SARAH ALICE COLVIN 
HR. &MRS. TIMOTHY RAY BASSING ~. EUGENE CONNER 
MR.&HRS. CLAUDE A BATES MRS. MAUD CONNOLLY 
MISS MARGARET J BATE'Y HISS JENA CONRAD 
HR.&MRS. JEFFREY A BAUGHN CONTINENTAL BANK 
HR. &MRS. TIMOTHY KEVIN BAUR HR. &MRS. BILL JEAN COOK 
HR.&HRS. GREGORY LOYF BEAM HR.&HRS. JERRY \lAYNE COOK 
MR.&HRS. JAMES CONNER BEAK HR.&HRS. KEN COOK 
MISS MARY M BECICETT MRS. LOUELLA COOK 
HR. &MRS. JAMES DAVID BEBEL HR.&HRS. \/BAVER BRUCE COOK 
HR.&HRS. JAMES R BELL HR.&HRS. JAMES RALPH COOI(E 
MR. &MRS. JAMES BERTON BELLC()(X HR. &MRS. DAVID A COOMBS 
MR.&MRS. PAUL NORMAN BBNNE'lT HR.&HRS. RAY COULSON 
HR. RICHARD BLAKE BENTLEY MRS. NANCY COVERr 
HR. J F BERRY MRS. MARGARET E COX 
MRS. RHEBA BERRYHILL HR.&MRS. DAVID H CRAIG 
HR.&MRS. GEORGE lAMAR BESSENT MR. , J T CREN\lELGE 
HR. &MRS. SAMUEL M BILLINGSLEY MR. &MRS. CALVIN ROY GRIM 
HR.&HRS. MICHAEL DOUGLAS BINNS MR.&HRS. JIHMIE IIAYNE CROa<ETT 
HR. &MRS. MAURICE BLACKMAN MR.&HRS. ROBERT B. CROMPTON 
MR.&HRS. JOHNNY IlILSON BLACK\IELDER MR.&MRS. ROBERl' M CRONIN 
MR.&MRS. BRADEN MONROE BLAIR MS. CONSTANCE CROSBY 
DR.&MRS. KARL RICHARD BLANKENSHIP MS. GRACE CROSS 
MR.&MRS. JAMES ANDRE\I BLANSETT HR.&HRS. RANDALL ALVIN CROll 
HR.&MRS. RALPH ANDREl/' BLANSETT MR.&MRS. ALAN D CROWNOVER 
MR.&MRS. JAMES ROBERT BLEDSOE MR.&HRS. JERRY CULBERTSON 
MR.&MRS. \/ENDELL H BLOOMINGBURG HR. &MRS. FRANCIS BURL CURTIS 
MR. &MRS. TRAVIS PO\/ELL BLUE, HR.&HRS. DANNY DANIEL 
MR.&MRS. JACK T BOAZ MR.&HRS. JAMES \lADE DANIEL 
MR.&HRS. PAUL BOCHNIAK MR.&HRS. ROBERT H. DAUGHERTY 
DR. VIRGINIA LEE BORDEN HR.&MRS. LARRY ALLEN DA(x;HETY 
MR. &MRS. J. E. BOS\lORTH MR.&MRS. BRUCE ALLEN DAVENPORT 
MISS ALICE ELAINE BOYCE MR.&HRS. DOYLE DAVENPORT 
MISS RUBY GAIL BOZARTH ODALE DAVENPORT 
MR.&HRS. D.R. BRADDOCK MRS. BONNIE UPTON DAVIS 
HR.&HRS. JOHN BRADLEY HR.&HRS. JOHN MILTON DAVIS 
MR. &MRS. TERRY LEE BRADY MR.&HRS. KIRK \/ESLEY DAVIS 
MR. JACK BRAGG MR. &HRS. IlILLIAM V DAVIS 
MR.&MRS. JOHN CHARLES BRAZAS DAVIS CLOTHING 
MR. &MRS. LOMER CALVIN BRES~ MR.&HRS. SCOTT P DA\lKINS 
MR.&MRS. GARY LEROY BRE\IER MR.&HRS. DAVID ALAN DA\lSON 
MR.&MRS. THOMAS DAVID BRISTER MR.&MRS. LAIlRENCE DEAN 
MR.&MRS. DEL MASON BROCK DR.&MRS. RAY DEAN DEARIN 
DR.&MRS. GARY LYNN BROCK MR. &MRS. R. A DEMPSEY 
MR.&MRS. D II BROOKS MRS. LA GRANDE DILLE 
MR. &MRS. EARL RUSSELL BROOKS MR.&MRS. RAY CLAYTON DILLER 
MR. &MRS. REECE M BROOKS MR. &MRS. DEENER DOBBINS 
DR. &MRS. ARNOLD ROBERT BROWN DOBBINS INS INC 
MR.&HRS. JAMES L BROWN MR.&HRS. DAVID EUGENE DOCKERY 
MR. MICHAEL C BROWN MISS CAMILIA S DODGIN 
MISS RUTH ELLEN BRO\INING MR.f,MRS. CARTER DORRIS 
MR.&HRS. IlILLIAM J BRUIELLY MR.&MRS. KENNY LARUE DORSEY 
MR. CHUCK BRYANT HR.&MRS. TROY PATRICK DORSE'Y 
BRYCE CORPORATION DR.&MRS. JAMES A DOVE 
MRS. BURNICE BRYLES MR. &MRS. ROBERT BRENl' DOVER 
MR.&MRS. \lALTER F BUCE DR. MARIBETH DO\INING 
MR.&MRS. GLEN \I BUCHANAN DR.&MRS. CAL \I DOWNS 
MR.&MRS. \I. LARRY BUFFALOE MR.&MRS. ANTHONY BRUCE DOYLE 
MRS. ONA D BULLOCK MR. &MRS. THOMAS ED DOYLE 
MR.&MRS. R K BURKE MR.&HRS. DENNIS DRIVER 
MR.&HRS. JEFFREY JESSE BURTON HR. J.S. DUVALL 
MR. &MRS. DANIEL JAY CALD\IELL MR. &MRS. JOHN HO\lARD DYKES 
MISS LINDA DARNELL CALVERT MR. &MRS. LARRY JOE DYKES 
MR. &MRS. DAVID RAY CAMPBELL MISS MICHAL LYNN EARNHART 
MR.&MRS. EDDIE RAY CAMPBELL MR. &MRS. MAURICE EASTERLING 
MR. &MRS. LAMBERT CAMPBELL MR.&MRS. JAMES CURTIS ECKERBERG 
MR. &MRS. MlLOUS H CAMPBELL HR. &MRS. JAMES QUINl'ON EDMONDS 
MISS MELISSA ANN CW\lAY MR. &MRS. E C ED\IARDS 
MR.&MRS. JIMMY DON CARLILE MR. JAMES H. ED\lARDS 
MR. A L CARLOCK MR.&MRS. RICK DONALD ELDRED 
DR. JAMES IlILLIAH CARR MR. &MRS. GENE A ELLIOTT 
MS. JOANN M. CARR MR.&HRS. ROGER FRANKLIN ELLIOTT 
MR.&HRS. ORVILLE J CARR MR. &MRS. GENE A ELLMORE 
MR. &MRS. MICHAEL L CASE MR. GREGORY GUY EMERSON 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
MR.&MRS. BERT ENGUSB HEADLEE DRUG STORE 
MR.&HRS. ALAN DALE EVANS MISS TERESA LYNN HEATON 
MR. CHARLES HARK EVANS MR.&HRS. ERNEST RAY HEIlGECORTB 
MR.&HRS. HUEL D. EVANS HR.&HRS. JAMES DAVID HElD 
HISS MADGE EVANS HR.&HRS. HUGH' VAYNE IIEHINGIlAY 
HR. STEVEN L EVANS HR.&HRS. ADRIAN B HENDERSON 
Villiam J. Evans HR.&HRS. GARY VAYNE HENDERSON 
HR.&HRS. RANDY EVERETT MISS JULIA 0 HENDERSON 
HR.&HRS. JOSEPH HOVARD EllING HISS REBEKAH HENDERSON 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT DENNIS FANT HR.&HRS. RICHARD VAYNE HENLEY 
HR. F STEPHEN FERRELL MRS. Ar«iIE HENRY 
HR.&HRS. RANDEL S FlNCB HR.&MRS. V TAn' HENRY 
HR. RON FINLEY MRS. RtmI NIDA HENSLEY 
MISS LORA LEE FLEENER MR.&HRS. AMOS L HENSON 
HR.&HRS. CLAUDE L FLETCHER MISS CARLA FAYE HERREN 
HR.&HRS. ALTON VAYNE FONVILLE HR.&HRS. KERRY LANCE HESSELRODE 
HISS CONSTANCE FORD DR. &MRS. JOE V. BIGlITOVER 
MR.&HRS. DALE FOSTER HRS. VERDA HIGHTOWER 
HR.&HRS. LYNDELL FOSTER HR.&HRS. HAROLD HILGERS 
HRS. LOUIS H FRALEY HR.&HRS. HARUN DENSIL HILTON 
HR.&HRS. MARVIN DALE FRANCISCO HR.&HRS. RANDY ARTHUR BINER 
HR.&HRS. LLOYD FRASER FRASER FURNITURE lING FOUNDATION . 
DR.&HRS. LOYD 0 FRASBlER HR.&HRS. CHARLES BEE HODGE 
HR. &MRS. GARY L FRAZIER HR. &MRS. BIWE JOE HODGES 
HR.&MRS. JOHN FRENCH HR. HERBERT HOFFMAN 
HR. &MRS. LARRY WOODS FRENCH HOFFMAN INS .CO 
HR.&MRS. SHELBY R FRENCH HR. &MRS. DENNIS MICHAEL HOGAN 
HR.&HRS. AQUILLA FOX FUCHS MR.&HRS. THOMAS V HOLLAND 
HR. &MRS. I<ENl' BRIAN FIJlJ{S MR.&HRS. JERRY BRADSHAIi BOWS 
HR.&HRS. HARRY LANE FULLER MISS KATHLEEN LEIGH HOOD 
HR. HUGH FULLER HR. &MRS. HARK RAY HOOPER 
CANDY L FUQUA MRS. B L HOOTON 
HR.&MRS. A. L. GAGNEUX HR.&HRS. DONALD EUGENE HORSMAN 
HR.&HRS. HARK AARON GALEAZZI HISS HAiILYN RI1l'H HORSMAN 
HR. CARL HICHAEL GALLOVAY HR.&MRS. JAMES B HOUSE 
HR. JERRY P. GALLOVAY DAVID HOVARD 
HR.&HRS. BILLY GAMMEL MR.&HRS. MICHAEL ALLEN HOVELL 
HR. &MRS. JOHN ~ MISS HELEN ELAINE HOVERY 
HR. ARVIS DALE GANUS HR.&MRS. VESLEY HO\IK 
HR.&MRS. MELVIN WENDELL GANUS HR.&HRS. JOHN HITCHELL HOllLETT 
HR. &MRS, ALBERT L GARDNER HR. E M HUBACH 
HR.&MRS. JEFFRY D GARDNER HR. DAVID HUBBARD 
MR.&HRS. IIAYNE IIALDEN GARDNER MR. J II HUBBARD 
HR.&HRS. JACK GARNER HR.&HRS. J CUFFORD HUDDLESTON 
DR.&HRS. PATRICK 'HOVARD GARNER HR.&MRS. RICHARD LEE HUFFMAN 
HR.&MRS. JAMES H GASKILL DR.&HRS. IIALTER NORMAN HUGHES 
HR.&HRS. THOMAS GASKINS HUGHES AIRCRAFl' CO 
KISS SHARON KAY GEDDES MISS DEBORAH KAY HUNT 
GENERAL ELECTRIC HR.&HRS. LYNDEL N HURLEY 
HR. &HRS. LLOYD IIAYNE GENI'RY HON. LELAND HYDE 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT DANNY ,GERLACH IDEAL SHOP 
HR. STAN GIBSON HR.&MRS. DICKIE LYNN ISOH 
HR.&HRS. DON GILBERT MR.&HRS. BRADLEY DEE JACKSON 
HR.&HRS. DENTON A GILLEN HR.&MRS • . CHARLES THOMAS JAacsON 
HR.&MRS. JAMES TURNER GlWAH HR.&HRS. JEFFREY A JACKSON 
HR.6.l1RS. JOSEPH HANLY GILPIN MRS. VELDON JACKSON, 
HR. ART GIVENS MARVIN L JACOBS .' 
MR.&HRS. HAROLD D. GLASS ' MR.&HRS. PAUL ALLEN JAcOBY ,K. 
MR.&HRS. WENDELL FRED GLASS HR.&HRS. DEIIAYNE D JAMES 
HR.&HRS. DAVID MILTON GLENN MRS. DOROTHEA JAMES 
MR. BILLY G. GLOVER HR.&HRS. MICHAEL LYNN JAMES 
MISS MAZZIE GOIN MR. &HRS. RICHARD ALBERT JAMES 
HRS. JACK GOLDEN MS. ROSE LEE JAMES 
HR.&HRS. JOE GOLDMAN HR.&HRS. JOHN HAROLD JAMESON 
HR.&HRS. CLARENCE E. GOOCH HR.&HRS. JOHNIE N JENKINS 
MR.&HRS. LOVELL GOODEN MISS BONNIE LOUISE JENSEN 
HR.6oHRS. TOM ED GOODEN HR.&HRS. DAVID RANDELL JERNIGAN 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD GOODENOUGH MRS. REX JOHNS' 
B F GOODRICH CO HR.6oMRS. ANDREII VALDREP JOHNSON 
HR.&HRS. CARL B GOODIIIN DR.&HRS. CALVIN LEONARD JOHNSON 
GOODYEAR TIRE. & RUBBER C9 HISS DEBBIE JOHNSON 
HR.&HRS. LUCIAN PAXSON GORDON HR. &MRS. DONALD F JOHNSON 
MISS CATHERINE REBECCA GOULD HR. FRED N JOHNSON 
H. R. GOULDER HR.&HRS. GLENN I JOHNSON 
MR.&HRS. JAMES RAIILINGS GOVEN HRS. HERBERT J JOHNSON 
MRS. BETI'Y GOYNE HR.&HRS. RAYMOND HARTIN JOHNSON 
MR.&HRS. DANIEL JOESPH GRADY MR.&HRS. VAYNE RICHARD JOHNSON 
HR. EDVIN GRAHAM HR. &MRS. CARL EIWARD JOHNSTON 
HR.&HRS. ROGER B GRAVES HR.&HRS. JAMES 0 JONES 
HR. VERNON E GRAY DR.&HRS. JOE KEITH JONES 
HR. &MRS. KENNETH E GREEN HR. &MRS. KUREL JONES 
HR.6oHRS. STANLEY GREEN HR. PERRIN JONES 
MR.&HRS. JOHN P GRIFFIN HR. RICKY DON JONES 
HR.6oHRS. JOHN R GROSS HR.&HRS. CHARLES EDIIARD JORDAN 
HR.&HRS. JOHN STEVE GRUBBS HR.&HRS. JOE KAY , 
HR. ROBERT E GUNTER HR.&MRS. LARRY KEISER 
HR.&HRS. GERALD LEE GIlIN HR.&MRS. JOHN EDVIN KELLER 
MR.&HRS. RICHARD A HAQ<HAN DR. AGRIPPA S KELLUM 
MR.&HRS. JAMES E HAGE MR.&HRS. RAYMOND TUCKER KELLY 
HR.&HRS. CLAUDE LEWIS HAGER HR.&HRS. KELLY K KEMP 
TRAVIS HAGGARD MR.&HRS. JOHN E KERLEY 
HR.&HRS. THOMAS DANIEL HAINLEY HR. JOHN IlINZEL KIIHNL 
MR.&MRS. LOVELL HAINLINE MISS SUSAN T KILLEN 
MISS SARAH HALBROOK HR. &MRS. J D KING 
DR. J BASIL HALL HR.&HRS. RICHARD DONALD KING 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT L. HALL KING & NIER 
HAU.HARK CARDS INC HR.&MRS. BILLY DEAN KIRBY 
DR.&HRS. VESLEY C BAHILTON HR.6oHRS. RANDALL NEILL KIRBY 
MR.&MRS. ROBERT L HARE HR.&HRS. JERRY LEE KLEIN 
HR.&HRS. DALLAS H HARRIS HR. &MRS. ARNOLD DAVID KLEHH 
HR.&HRS. LARRY ALAN HARRIS HR.&HRS. LUDIIlG A KUNKE 
MR.&HRS. LUTHER DELBERT HARRIS HR.&HRS. CECIL KNIGHT 
MR.&HRS. ROBERT II HARRIS HR. &MRS. ORAN VIRGIL KNOX 
HR.&HRS. LARRY R HARRISON HR.&HRS. MYRON D KOLB 
HR.&HRS. HAROLD R HART HR.&HRS. DAVID KRATZER 
HR.&HRS. RALPH DALE HARTMAN HR.&HRS. DONALD CHARLES KUMPF 
MR.&MRS. JAMES R HASLEY HR.&HRS. D CHARLES LABRIOLA 
HRS. ANNA MAE HAIITHORNE LACKIE BLDG CONTRACTOR 
MR.&HRS. DON HUGH HAYES LAOOE TILE CONTRACTOR 
HR. &MRS. FREDRICK EUGENE HAYES HR. KENNETH PBIWP LAKE 
HAYES TYPEllRITER CO MR.&MRS. DANNY LEE LAMB 
HR. &MRS. PAUL HAYNES HR.&MRS. ERNEST C LAMPHERE 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
HR. &MRS. VILLARD LANCE 
MR. LEONARD J LANDRY 
HR. &HRS. STERUNG LANE 
HRS. HUBERT LANGLEY 
MISS CYNTHIA LOUISE LAPP 
MISS DEBORAH JEllELL LATHAM 
DR. &MRS. JIMMIE DON LAIiSON 
HR. ROBERT HICHAEL LAVYER 
HR. TERRY HICBAEL LEE 
HR. &HRS . ALBERT GEORGE LEMMONS 
HR. BARRIES LEUNG 
,HR. VIWAH BENFORD ~ 
HR. &MRS. VINSTON BRUCE LEWIS 
UFE & CASUALTY INS CO 
HR.&MRS. LARRY JOE UGHT 
HR. &MRS. DAVID RANDOLPH LILLARD 
HR. &MRS. ELMORE 0 UMBAUGH 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT CHARLES UHBURG 
MISS NANCY JANE LLOYD 
DR. JOHN LOCKENOUR 
HR. &MRS. GARY VIWAH LONG 
HR. &MRS. DANNY EARL LOUGH 
HR. &MRS. JEFFREY A LOVITl' 
HISS KAREN JOANNE LOV 
HR. ClfRIS A LOIIE 
HR.&ItRS. HILT<* ~ MALcIK 
MALI.INaatoM 'FUND INC. 
HAM'SELLE SHOPPE 
HR. JOHN H MAPLE 
HISS LOIS MAPLE 
HR.&MRS. STEVEN LAHAR MARDIS 
HR.&HRS. JOE HAROLD HARUN 
MISS BEVERLY ANN HARTIN 
HR.&HRS. BOBBY JOE MARTIN 
MR.&HRS. JAMES T MARTIN 
HR. &MRS. NORMAN MARTIN 
MR.&HRS. GARUN T HASSEY 
HR.&MRS. VERNON VIATT HASSEY 
HR.&MRS. JACK D MASTERSON 
HR.&MRS. JAMES K MATIIIS 
HR. &MRS • . NOAH JACOB MATTIfEllS 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES D HAlM:LL 
HR. JOE MAY 
HIt. EVERETT LEE HC CAIN 
HR.&HRS. MC KENNEY SUPPLY INC 
HR. &HRS. IVAN MC KINNEY 
MRS. VILUE G HCADOO ' 
MR. J C MCCALEB 
MRS. V. E. MCCARTER 
MISS MARIAN ELAINE MCCLAREN 
HR.&HRS. ARTHUR E MCCLELLAN 
HR.&HRS. DAVID ESTEL MCCLUGGAGE 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD F MCCLURG 
HR. ROBERT ROSS MCCORMICK 
MR.&MRS~ JOE LEE MCDANIEL 
MR.&HRS. GARY EDVARD MCDONAlD 
MS. LERA MCDONALD 
HR.&HRS. RANDAL B MCDONALD 
HS. VERA MCDONALD 
HR.&HRS. D L. HCENTIRE 
HR. &MRS. RICHARD ALLEN MCGOUGH 
HR.&HRS. CYRUS BOOTH MOONNEY 
HRS. BLANCHE MCKNIGHT 
MCI(NlGHT FARMS 
HR.&HRS. BRUCE D MCLARTY 
HRS. HOVARD MCNATT 
HR. &MRS. KYLE E MCNEESE 
MRS. IVA MCNIEL 
HEAD CORPORATION FDN 
HR.&HRS. BARRY DONALD HEDLEY 
MR. DONALD R MELTON 
HR. &MRS. DONALD L MEREDITH 
DR. PHIUP HAYDEN HERRELL 
HIDCON CORP 
HR . &HRS. BILLY E MILLER 
HR. GLENN RICHARD MILLER 
MR.&HRS. J HALE HILLER 
HR. &HRS. SAM HILLER 
MR.&HRS. JAMES II MILLS 
MR.&HRS. VIWAH MICHAEL HILOM 
MISS MARTA CAROL HONl'GOHERY 
HR.&HRS. ALFRED EUGENE HOORE 
MISS MARTHA JEANNE MOORE 
HR.&HRS. NORMAN DAVIS MOORE 
HISS DIANE MARIE MOREY 
MR. EUGENE ROBERT MORRIS 
HR.&HRS. JOHN LEE MORRIS 
HR. ROSCO HORRIS 
HR.&MRS. DARRELL MORRISON 
HR.&HRS. JOSEPH R MORTON 
HR. &HRS. E HARLAN MOSS 
HR.&HRS. ALVIN F MOUDY 
MR. BERT MULLENS 
DR.&HRS. MARCUS KEITH MUNCY 
HR.6oMRS. MALCOLM HURRAY 
HURRAY CONSTRUCTION CO INC 
HR. &MRS. EDIIARD L HYERS 
HR.&HRS. LLOYD HYERS 
HR. &MRS. THOHAS R NANCE 
HR. &MRS. B BYRUN NAPIER 
MR.&MRS. A V NASH 
THE NCR FOUNDATION 
HR. &MRS. CONLEY NEAL 
HR. ROBERT G NEIL 
HR. &MRS. HOVARD NEITZERT 
DR.&HRS. 0 BURKETT NELSON 
HR. &MRS. TIMOTHY ROBERT NICHOLS 
SAMUEL ROBERTS NOBLE FDN 
HR.&HRS. BOBBY J NOLES 
MR.&HRS. JACK FRANCIS NORRIS 
DR.6oHRS. KENNETH TIMOTHY NORTH 
NORTH AMERICAN PHIUPS CORP 
HR. &MRS. MAURICE KENNFl'B NORTON 
DR. &MRS. HIKE EU<INS O'NEAL 
MR. &MRS. P V O'NEAL 
HR. &MRS. HANK MITCHELL OAKES 
HR. &MRS. OLEN 0 ODEN 
HR.&MRS. DON OELZE 
MR. &MRS. HARK J OGDEN -
MR. OVEN DVIGHT OLBRICH! 
DR.&HRS. FRANK OLDHAM 
HR.&HRS. JAMES GLENN OLREE 
MR. &MRS. LARRY LUDVICK OLSEN 
HR. &MRS. JOE ORVELO 
MR. EDVARD CHARLES O~VALD 
HR. &MRS. DAN J OTTINGER 
HR. &HRS. STEVE OVENS 
HISS ANN LOUISE PACE 
MISS NANCY GAY PACE 
HR. VILLIAH H PAGE 
HR. 6oMRS. JAMES PATTERSON PARKER 
HR.&MRS. VELOON H PARKINSON 
MR.&HRS. BRINY PARHENrER 
MISS KATHRYN KAY PARTAI~ 
HR.&HRS. GREGORY G PAULEY 
MR.&MRS. JEFFREY FORD PAYNE-
MR. 0 JOHN PAYNE 
MR.&HRS. R V PAYNE 
HR.&HRS. JIM PEACOCK 
J C PENNEY CO INC 
HR.6oHRS. EDIIARD LEE PENNINGTON 
PENNZOIL CO ' 
HR. JAMES HOMER PERDUE 
HR. &MRS. JOHNNY LEE PERMENTER 
HR.&HRS. BERT M PERRY 
PERSON FURNITURE CO 
HR.&HRS. JOHN R PETREE 
PHELPS DODGE FDN 
MR.&HRS. JERRY RAY PHILLIPS 
HR.&HRS. EDIIARD LEE PIERCE 
MISS CATHY CAROLYN PIGG 
HR. &HRS. BRUCE JOHN PILLER 
HR. &HRS. HARK LELAND PILLER 
HR. &HRS. PAUL HARTIN PITT 
HR.&MRS. CHARLES PITTMAN 
MR. &MRS. GEORGE H PLEDGER 
HR.&MRS. GILBERT S. PLUMMER 
HR. &MRS. R C POll( 
HR. &HRS. ERNEST E POTTER 
HR. LEE F POVELL 
MR.&MRS. RALPH CLAYTON POIlELL 
HR.&HRS. JOHN POYNOR 
PRUDENTIAL FDN 
MR. SIDNEY QUATTLEBAUM 
HR.&HRS. BRIAN A QUINl' 
HR. CHESTER RACHEL 
MR. 6oHRS. ROBERT E RADER 
RAINIER BANK 
RALSTON PURINA CO 
MR.6oHRS. PHIWP H RAMPEY 
HISS ANNA FAYE RAMSEY 
HR. GLOVER L RAMSEY 
HRS. GEORGE R REA 
MR. &MRS. ROY ALLAN REAVES 
HR.&HRS. BOB REEDER 
HRS. SIBYL REESE 
HR.&HRS. GEORGE LYNN REEVES 
HR.&HRS. B L REGISTER 
MISS REBECCA EUSE REID 
HR.&MRS. E D REYNOLDS 
HR.&HRS. PAUL KENT RHODES 
MR. JAMES LAVERN RICHEY 
HR.&HRS. LARRY HARK RICHMOND 
DR.&HRS. JOHN DELBERT RICKETT 
HR. HARVEY II RIGGS 
HR. FRED RILEY 
HRS. KATHRYN RITCHIE 
HR. &HRS. I J ROARK 
HR.&MRS. CHARLES M ROBERSON 
MR. JACK ROBERSON 
MR.&HRS. ALVIN THOMAS ROBERTS 
HR. ARTHUR ROBERTS 
MR.&MRS. J DALLAS ROBERTS 
HR. LLANO ROBINSON 
HR.&MRS. HARRY EDIIARD ROE 
HR.6oMRS. 0 DALE ROEHRHAN 
HR.&MRS. TOM ROLL 
HR.6oHRS. ROBERT ROOT 
HR.&HRS. JOE DAVID ROPER 
MR. VILLIE ROllE 
MRS. HO~ . ROIlLET1 
MISS TEREsA ANN RUSHTON 
HR.&HRS. DAVID EARL SAIN 
HR. VILUAM N SANDERS 
MISS ALMA LUCILLE SANDERSON 
HR. L 0 SANDERSON 
HR.&HRS. WALTER C SANDERSON 
MR.&MRS. DANNY DEAN SCALES 
SCHERING-PLOUGH 
HR. VILLIAM J SCHIEFFEUN 
MS. PATTY S SCHIRO 
HR. JOHN M SCHRADE 
HR.&HRS. DONALD IIAYNE SCOTT 
MR. &HRS. HERI1AN SCOTT ' 
HR. JAMES F SCOTT 
HR. HARK ALAN SCRIBNER 
MR.&HRS. LARRY KENNETH SCROGGS 
G M HARDING SEALRIGHT OSVEGO FALLS m· 
SEARCY FROZEN FOODS 
DR.&MRS. JAMES KERN SEARS 
HR.&HRS. FREDRICK M SELBY 
JOSEPH SELF 
HR. &HRS. RONALD VIWAH SEKANEK 
HR. ROGER A SHAKE 
HR.&HRS. VARON J SHANKLIN 
HR.&HRS. pAUL B SHANKS 
HR.&HRS. ROY GENE SHARP 
HR.&HRS. LARRY MACK SHEEHY 
HR. JODY GENE SHEETS 
HR. &MRS. TODD L SHELDON 
MR. ALEX DALE SHELTON 
MISS MARY RUTH SHOCK 
MS. PATRICIA ANN SHURLEY 
HR.&HRS. MARION PATRICK SIDES 
HR.&MRS. DONALD T SIMMONS 
HR.&HRS. KURT BARRY SIMMONS 
MR.&HRS. VIRGIL L SIMMONS 
MR.&MRS. BOOTH OBED SIMPSON 
MR.&HRS. J R SINK 
HR.&MRS. JOHN PAUL SLATTON 
HR. &HRS. BOBBY R SMART 
MR.6oHRS. RAYMOND SMEDLEY 
MS. RAMONA MARIE SMELSER 
HR. &MRS. BUEL SMITH 
HR.&MRS. CHRISTOPHER SMITH 
MISS DEBORAH GAIL SMITH 
MR. EUGENE SIDNEY SMITH 
G. Raymond Smi th 
HR. &MRS. JAMES MICHAEL SMITH 
HR.&MRS. JOHN T SMITH 
MISS KAY LORRAINNE SMITH 
KEITH II SMITH 
HISS MARY KATHRYN SMITH 
HR.&MRS. OREN LAIlRENCE SMITH 
HR. &MRS.. PAUL E SMITH 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT C SHITH 
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HR. &MRS. STEPHEN JAY SHITH 
HR.&HRS. VILLIAH STEPHEN SMITH 
HR. THOMAS GROVER SNYDER 
HR. &HRS. , CLEO H SORRELLS 
SOUTHERN BELL 
MR. &MRS. SHANNON EARL SPEARS 
MR. lI'ALLACE FRANCIS SPENCER 
SPERRY VICKERS 
HR.&HRS. ROYCE ALLAN STANFORD 
HR. &MRS. CLARENCE E STANLEY 
HR. JOHN RANDAL STANLEY 
HR.&MRS. RALPH L STARLING 
HR. II R STEPHENS 
HR. VILLIAH STEPHENS 
STEPHENSON OIL CO 
DR. &MRS. VILLIAH CLARK STEVENS 
HR.&HRS. DANNY DAVID STEllART 
HR.&MRS. TONY LEE STEllART 
HR.&MRS. BRUCE QUEINTON STIDHAM 
HR. &MRS. MARSHALL STITES 
HR.&HRS. JAMES TRUMAN SToNE 
HR.&HRS. C. JOSEPH STORK 
HR.&HRS. FRED HUBERT STRASSER 
HR. ROBERT STUART 
HR.&HRS. JOHN M. SULLIVAN 
HR. &MRS. VILLIAH RUSSELL SUHHERS 
MRS. IlINONA SUHHITT 
HR.&HRS. F DAVID SUTHERLAND 
HR. &MRS. THOMAS 0 SUTTLE 
HR. JEFFREY PAUL SUTTON 
HR. &HRS. JERALD DEAN SYKES 
HR. &MRS. JAMES F TAUCINGTON 
HR. JIM TARKINGTON 
HR. JERRY FRANKLIN TATE 
HR. &MRS. ALAN RAY TAYLOR 
HR. BRENT R TAYLOR 
HR. II J TAYLOR 
TENNECO INC 
HR.&HRS. JOHN HENRY THEE 
HR. ROY F THOMAS 
HR. &MRS. J B THOMPSON 
HR.&HRS. JAMES A THOKPSON 
DR.&HRS. II. TRAVIS THOMPSON 
HR.&HRS. ENOCH B THIlEATT 
HR. &HRS. BILLY FLOYD TOMLINSON 
HR.&MRS. C ROLAND TOHLlNSON 
MS. LOLA JANE TOHLINSON 
TRAVELERS CORP 
HR. EVEREIT TUCKER 
DR.&HRS. AARON LYNN TURNER 
MISS DONNA RENEE TYNES 
HR. ROBERT EVAN ULREY 
HR. &MRS. RALPH DAVID UNDERVooD 
UNION CARBIDE CORP. 
UNION ELECTRIC CO 
UPS 
HR. GLENN GULDHAR VALENTINE 
HR.&MRS. HAROLD A VA1.F.NrINE 
HR. &MRS. IRVIN B VAN PATTEN 
HR. &MRS. IlILLlAH E VAUGHAN 
HR. &MRS. LESLIE V VAIXiHN 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT LEE VAGGONER 
HR.&MRS. BERNARD VAITES 
HR.&HRS. IlILLIAH MATHIAS VAITES 
HR. &MRS. JAMES F IIAKE . 
VAL MART RETAIL OUTLET 
HR. &MRS. JAMES RICHARD VAU<ER 
HR.&HRS. JOHN VYATT VAU<ER 
HR.&HRS. LESLIE VAU<ER 
DR. &MRS. ROBERT CHARLES VAU<ER 
MISS BETSY HAYNES WAlJ{UP 
HR. GLENN RAY WALL 
HR.&HRS. C CLAYTON ,lI'ALLER 
DR. I<EVIN VA YNE IIALLS 
HR.&HRS. TONY IIALTON 
HR. GENE liARD 
MISS GLORIA ANN IIARE 
lI'AREHOUSE FOODS 
MR . MURRAY EDIlIN lI'ARREN 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES L lI'ATKINS 
MR.&MRS. G PHIL lI'ATKINS 
MR.&MRS. PHILLIP C lI'ATSON 
HR. REX IIATSON 
HR. &MRS. RICHARD HAROLD VATSON 
HR. IRA IIATTS 
DR.&HRS. ROBERT BRADLEY \/'EBB 
HR . &HRS. VILLIAH STANLEY ImBB-
MR. &MRS. CLARY H IlELBORN 
MR. &HRS. VILLIAH BREIIER IIELLS 
HR. &MRS. EARL 1. IlEST 
HR. &MRS. EDD IlEST 
MR. &MRS. GRANVILLE B IlESTBROOK 
IlESTVACO 
HR. &MRS. DOUGLAS H WHEELER 
DR.&MRS. RONALD A \/'HEELER 
MR. &MRS. LARRY JOE WISENANT 
WITAKER MFG CO 
MR. &MRS, CHESLEY LEON WlTE 
MR. &MRS. ROBERT LEE WITE 
DR. &MRS. VILLIAH D WlTE 
MR. &MRS. RONNIE GLENN IlHITFIELD 
MR. &MRS . DANIEL P WITTY 
MR. &MRS. JERRY EDIlARD 1IIIIT\l0RTH 
MR.&MRS. CECIL BURT VIU<ERSON 
MR. CHARLES ASHLEY VIll<ES 
MR.&HRS. DENNIS EUGENE IlILLARD 
MR.&HRS. ALVIN C IlILLIAHS 
MR.&HRS. GARETH IlILLIAHS 
HR.&HRS. JACKIE DEAN IlILLIAHS 
, HR.&MRS. JAMES R IlILLIAHS 
MR.&MRS. NEIL D IlILLIAHS 
MR.&HRS. RANDALL S VILLIAHS 
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MR. &MRS. ROGER G VILLIAHS 
MR.&MRS . JAMES CEPHAS IlILLIS 
MR. &MRS. E B IlILLOUGIIBY 
DR.&MRS. JOHN F IlILSON 
MR. &MRS. MURREY lI' IlILSON 
DR. VILLIAH LEE IlINTERS 
MISS AMANDA CLAIRE IlINZER 
HR. &MRS. V. J IlITHERSPOON 
MR. LEONARD M 1I0LTMAN 
HR. &MRS. DANNY llooD 
HR.&MRS. JAMES CHARLES lI'ooDSON 
HR.&HRS. DOUGLAS H lI'OOTEN 
MR. &HRS. ROGER VOOTEN 
HR.&MRS. KENNETH W VRIGHT 
HR. V F VRIGHT 
HR. &MRS. JON HARK \/RYE 
HR.&HRS. HAROLD YARBROUGH 
MRS. HILLIE M YARBROUGH 
YARBROUGH OIL CO 
HR. C E YINGLING 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT LLOYD YINGLING 
MISS JANINE LYNNE YOUNG 
• YOUNGS WOLESALE TIRE 
HR.&MRS. GEORGE SUI-SHANG YUE 
ZETZ BOTTLING CO 
MRS. DON ZIMPFER 
HR. &MRS. STEVEN PAUL ZIMPFER 
MISS DONNA GRACE ZINSER 
MISS DAlIN MICHELLE ZOLLER 
Harding Friends 
MRS. SUE ABLES 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT F ACRE 
HR. &MRS. GARY LAYNE ADAHS 
HR.&MRS. JAMES RUSSELL ADAMS 
HR. &HRS. RALPH L. ADCOCK 
HR. RANDAL HARK ALBERS 
HR. &MRS. AMOS LOIlELL ALLEN 
HR. JIHKY HOVARD ALLEN 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT J AMIS 
HR. &MRS. JOHN RANDEL ANDERSON 
MS. MARY ELIZABETH ANDERSON 
HISS DANA LOU ARNOLD 
HISS JACKIE SUE ARNOLD 
HR.&MRS. PRENrICE ARY 
ASHLAND OIL Fm 
DR, &MRS. TIMOTHY DALE ASHLEY 
HR.&MRS. BRUCE EUGENE AUGSBURGER 
Martha B. Austin 
MR.&HRS. STEPHEN ASA BABER 
HR. &MRS. EDVIN OTIS BAa< 
MRS. E B BAGGETT 
HR. &MRS. FRED JAMES BAIlEY 
HR.&MRS. JIHKY B BAILEY ' 
DR. &MRS. RICHARD CHRISTIAN BAITBElI 
DR. &MRS. CARL EARL BAKER " 
HR. &MRS. JEVEL C, BAKER 
HR. CARROL VAYNE BAlDING 
HR. &MRS. V LARRY BALDVIN 
HR. &MRS. LAlIRENCE E BARCLAY 
HR. &MRS. VILLIAH R BARDEN 
HR.&MRS. NORMAN BARKER 
HR. &MRS. BILLY BARNES 
DR. &MRS. GARY RAY BARTHOLOMEll 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT LEE BATSON 
HR. &MRS. KENNETH E BEcKLoFF 
HR. VAYNE T BELL 
HR. &MRS. IlILLIAH BELL 
BENEFICIAL INSURANCE ,AGENCY 
HR. JOHN BENNETT 
HR . &MRS. MICHAEL BENNETT 
HR.&MRS. SHERRILL BENNETT 
HR ' &HRS, SAMMIE LEE BERRY 
HR'&HRS, J V BEST 
HISS REBECCA LOUISE BETTS 
HR.&HRS. RODNEY BRYAN BETTS 
HR.&HRS. JAMES T BIGGERS 
HR.&HRS. LARRY HORRIS BILLS 
HRS. LILA J BJORK 
DR.&MRS. RONALD JAMES BLACHLY 
HR. JOHN THOMAS BLACK 
MRS. PAMELIA BLANKENSHIP 
HR.&HRS. JAMES A BLEVINS 
MR. &MRS. NED THOMAS BOAZ 
HR.&HRS, JAMES ARTHUR BOBBITT 
HR.&MRS. LOUIS DEAN BOND 
HR.&KRS. CARL VAYNE BONDS 
HS. RUTH A BOREN 
HISS VERNA DEE BOST 
MR.&MRS. ROGER EUGENE BOYD 
MRS. LOUISE BRADFORD 
MR.&HRS. DAVID RAYMOND BRADLEY 
MR. &HRS, JAMES BRANYAN 
MR.&HRS. JON HARK BRASHER 
HR.&MRS. NORVIN VAYNE BREVER 
MISS RHONDA LYNN BRIDGES 
MR'&HRS, GLEN A BRIGGS 
MISS MARIAN LOUISE BRIM 
MR.&MRS. JAMES BARRY BRISTOL 
BROOKSHIRE TIRE 
MISS LAURA LYNN BROlIN 
HR. &MRS . IlILLIAH LORAN BROWN 
HR. BOYD BRYAN 
MR.&HRS. THOMAS M BRYANT 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD L BULLOUGH 
HR.&HRS. PETER WAYNE BUMPASS 
HR. CURTIS BURCH 
DR.&HRS. JAMES RUSSELL BURCHAM 
HR. &MRS. RODNEY CORNELIUS BURKE 
HR'&HRS' JOHN MARC BURKETT 
HR.&HRS. JOHN DOUGLAS BURNS 
HR.&HRS . KENNETH R BURRESS 
MR. A H BURTON 
MR. &MRS. D P BURTON 
HR.&HRS. KENNETH WADE BURTON 
HR. PHILIP BURTON 
HR. &HRS. CUE V. BUTLER 
HR. &MRS. JIMMIE V BYNUM 
HR.&MRS. ROBERT LEE CAISON 
HRS. ELOISE H CALDllELL 
. MRS. DOROTHY CAUCINS 
CAMERON IRON VORKS 
MR. &MRS. H.B. CAMP 
HR. RAYHON BYRON CARLOCK 
MISS PEGGY SUE CARROLL 
MR. &MRS. EDlIARD DONALD CARTER 
HS. LINDA CARTER 
HR. ALAN CASEY 
HISS VINONA GAYLE CAVE 
EDK\JND J CENEDELLA 
HR. &MRS. GARY LYNN CHAFFIN 
HR. &MRS. JAa< CHAFFIN 
HR. &MRS. RALPH NELSON CHAIN 
HISS ' PATRICIA ANN CHEATHAH 
HISS JANIn' CAROL CHESTER 
DR.&HRS. JAMES B. CRILDS 
HR. &MRS. GARY LYNN CHITTY 
CENl'RAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 
HR. &MRS. STANLEY JAKES CI.ANT(l1I 
HR. &MRS. HARRY CLARK 
HISS MARLA CAYE CLARK 
HR. HICHAEL HURRY CLEM 
HR. &MRS. DARRELL COBB 
HR. VERNON COBB 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES FRANKLIN COCHRAN 
HR. &MRS. JOHN H COGBURN 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES PRESl'ON COILE 
MS. BARBARA E COLLINS 
HR.&MRS. VALLACE VA. COLSON 
HR. JOSEPli COOK ' 
HR. &MRS. RIa< V COOK 
HR. &MRS. THOMAS EARL COOK 
HR. &MRS. DAVID CHARLES COOICB 
HR. JOHN V. COPELAND 
HR. &MRS. RONALD R COPELAND 
HR. RANDOLPH C. CORNELL 
HR. &MRS. TIMOTHY LAlIRENCE COSTELLO 
HR.&MRS. JAMES TIHOTHY COUCB 
HR.&MRS. GARY L COVINGTON 
HR. &MRS. LUTHER D COVARD 
HR. &MRS. JAMIE HORRISON, COVLBY 
HR.&MRS. EVERETT HALL COX 
DR. &MRS. VILLIAH L. CRAB1'REB 
HR. JIM CRAPT 
HR.&MRS. VAYNE LEIlIS CRAIG 
HS. MARY E CROCKETT 
HR.&MRS. LARRY J CRONE 
HR. &MRS. CLIFFORD CRONIN 
HR.&HRS. JOlIN STEPHEN CROSS 
HR. HERBERT CROSTHll'AITE 
HR.&HRS. CARL CRO\INOVER 
HR. &MRS. DAVID COLEMAN CUNNINGHAH 
HR. &MRS. MICHAEL R CUNNINGHAM 
HR. &HRS. VERNON L. CURD 
HR.&MRS. FRANK B CURTIS 
HR'&HRS, JOlIN ALBAN CURTIS 
HR. &MRS. LARRY DABBS 
HR.&HRS. H EDIlARD DAHAN 
MISS PAULA KAY DANNER 
HR. &MRS. KENNETH DARNELL 
HR. &MRS. JOSEPH IlILLIAH DARRAH 
DR.&HRS. D DEVAYNE DAVENPORT 
HR.&HRS. JEFFREY IlILLIAH DAVIES 
MS. BETTY M DAVIS 
HR. GEORGE H DAVIS 
HISS JUANITA KAY DAVIS 
MRS. NANCY DAVIS 
MR.&HRS. PHILLIP LEE DAVIS 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT LEE DAVIS 
HR. &HRS. lI'ENDELL BRYAN DAVIS 
HR. BILL DEATON 
DAN DENTON 
HR. DON RICHARD DENTON 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES VILLIS DEVORE 
MS. HELEN DIAL 
HR'&HRS' RON A DICKEN 
HR.&HRS. GLENN LEE DILLARD 
MR. &MRS. GEORGE RUSSELL DILLIN 
HRS. LOTTIE DINIlIDDIE 
HR.&HRS. RALPH TALMADGE DIXON 
MRS. VERA DOUDNA 
MR.&HRS. THOMAS ALLEN DOUGLAS 
HR. VILLIAH P DOZIER 
DR. &MRS. DERYL V DRUM 
MR'&HRS, JAMES PAUL DUBOIS 
HRS. MAX E DUER 
HR. &HRS. MARION K DUNAVANT 
HR.&HRS. HERSHEL L DYER 
HR. &HRS. DONALD EADS 
MR.&HRS. JAMES VOODARD EASON 
MRS. GENEVIEVE EASTERLING 
HISS MARY ALICE EASTERLING 
MR.&MRS. EARL EDIIARDS 
HR. &MRS. PHILLIP LEE EICHMAN 
HR.&MRS. DAVID TILLMAN ELLIOTT 
HR.&HRS. HORRIS RAY ELLIS 
DR. &MRS. DONALD CARHICHAEL ~ 
HR. &MRS. JAMES A ENGLAND 
HR.&HRS. IlILLIAH SCOTT ENGLISH 
HR. &MRS. CARL R FAITH 
HR. &MRS. JAKES FIELDER 
HR. &MRS. DAVID LEE FINCHER 
HISS MARLA L. FINLAY 
HR. &MRS. GARETH DEAN FLANARY 
MISS HONDA LEE FLETCHER 
HR. &MRS. J.D. FLIPPO 
HISS BETTY ANN FLOYD 
HR. HILTON FLOYD 
HR.&MRS. RONALD DALE FONVILLE 
MRS. BOBBYE J FORBES 
DR. &MRS. JAMES L FORGASON 
HR. ROBERT A FOSTER 
HR. &MRS. GEORGE I<ENNEDY FRENCH 
HR. &MRS. H H FULBRIGHT 
HR.&MRS. CHARLES FULTZ 
HR. &MRS •. JOHN FURGASON 
HR. HENRY R GANN 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT IIADE GANUS 
HR. &MRS. LEVESTER GARJN:R 
MISS MINNIE GARDNER 
DR. &MRS. DONALD PAUL GARNER 
HR. &MRS. JIMMY RAY GARNER 
HR. &MRS. MARVIN GARNER 
DR. V LOY GARNER 
HR. &MRS. PHILLIP V GARNE'lT 
HR. &MRS. AUGUST J GARVER 
HR. &MRS. DAVID BARNETT GA\Il1'LETT 
MISS DEBORAH RAHELLE GIBBS 
HR.&MRS. TIMOTHY GIBBS 
HR. &MRS. JAMES FONI'AINE' GIBSON 
HR-.&MRS. JOHN DAVID GIBSON 
HR. MARCUS GIFFORD 
HR.&MRS. RANDALL LEE GILL 
HR. &MRS. ROGER K. GLASS 
DR. &MRS. JERRY DON GLEASON 
HR.&MRS. ROBERT T GLENN 
HR. &MRS. JOHN ROBERT GLOVER 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT ALAN GLOVER 
HR. S VOODROV GLOVER 
HR. &MRS. JERRY GOEN 
HR.&MRS. DON GOIN 
MR.&MRS. RANDALL GLENN GOIN 
MR. &MRS. JAMES A GOLLEHER 
C H GOOCH FOUNDATION 
MRS. JAY GORENFLO 
MR. &MRS. ALLEN DALE GOULD 
MRS. AUDA GRADDY 
HR. &MRS. STAN EARL GRANBERG 
HR. &MRS. JAMES H GRAY 
MR. &MRS. RICHARD DALE GREEN 
HR. &HRS. JACOB H GREGERSEN 
MISS ANDREA L GRIMES 
HR. &MRS. HITCHELL DONELSON GRUBB 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES ROBERT GUILD 
DR. &MRS. GEORGE P GURGANUS 
HR'&HRS' AVERY S GUTHERY 
HR. ORVILLE S GUTHREY 
HR. PAUL EUGENE GUTHRIE 
HR. HARK RANDALL GUY 
HR. &HRS. TIMOTHY BLAINE HADDOCK 
HR. &HRS. DAVID MARSHALL HADIlIN 
HR. &HRS. NEHON HAGLER 
MRS. HELEN HALE 
HR. JAMES HAMLIN 
MR. &MRS. KEVIN NEIL HAMMOND 
HR. &MRS . KENNETH HANCOCK 
HR. &HRS. PEARSON HANEY 
HISS ALEXINE HANKINS 
HR. JAMES R HANNAH 
HARDING UNIV AGENCY FUND 
DR. &MRS. ALAN IIADE HARRIS 
HR.&MRS. BILLY CLAY HARRIS 
HR. &MRS. DOUG BARRIS 
HR.&HRS. H R HARRIS 
HR.&HRS. KENNY 'lAYNE HARRIS 
HR. ROBERT RAY HARRIS 
MRS . SUSAN HARRIS 
HR.&MRS. PHILLIP IIARREN HART 
MR. &HRS. MARVIN II HASTINGS 
MR. RICHARD HATFIELD 
DR. &MRS. JAN HILTON HAUSMANN 
MRS. VIDA HAVENER 
MR.&HRS. RICHARD KEITH HAVKINS 
HR. FRANKLIN D HAYES 
HR.&HRS. DUDLEY P HAYS 
HR.&HRS'. C T HEADRIa< 
HR. &MRS. RON HEIYl'KE 
HELENS CLEANERS 
HR. ROBERT BRYAN HELTON 
HR. BASEL HENDERSON 
HR.&MRS. JOHN RAY HENDERSON 
HR.&HRS. LARRY BERNARD HENDERSON 
HR. &MRS. JAMES HENDRIX 
HR. PETER J. HENNESSEY 
HRS. FLORENCE HENRY 
HR. &MRS. PETE BROlIN HENRY 
HRS' LOUIS II HERDLIa<A 
HISS DELTA JOY HERNDON 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT J HERNDON 
MISS EDNA RUTH HERRING 
HR. &MRS. BLAINE EDVARD HESCHT 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT H HESSELRODE 
HR. &MRS. JOHN D HEIlITT 
HR. &MRS. EDIlIN EUGENE HIGHTOIlER 
HR. GEORGE DAVID HIGHTOIIER 
HR. &MRS. ALAN L HILBURN 
HR. &MRS. ARVIL E HILL 
HR.&MRS. DAVID HICHAEL HILL 
HR. &MRS. KEITH HILLIS 
HRS. V E HINKLE 
HR.&HRS. EVERETT HINl'ON 
HR.&MRS. KEVIN HIXSON 
HR. &MRS. J ALVIN HOBBY 
HR. ~HRS. GEOFFREY HOLMES HODGES 
KR.&MRS. DAVID ALAN HOGAN 
HR. &MRS. ALVIN HOLMAN 
HR. LARRY L HOLMAN 
HR. CHARLES HOLT 
HR. &MRS. JERRY DALE HONEA 
HONEYIIELL FND 
HR.&MRS. KREGG RUSSELL HOOD 
DR. &MRS. J MORRIS HORN 
HISS GLENDA JEAN HORTON 
HR. JOE HOUSE 
HR.&HRS. BILLY FORREST HOIIELL 
MR. &MRS. BRYANT C HOIIELL 
HR.&HRS. HAROlD RICHARD HRUSKA 
HR. &MRS. IlILLIAH R HUCH 
HR. &MRS. JAMES EDVARD-HUGHES 
HR.&HRS. RONAlD R HUGHES 
HR. &MRS. DAVID HAYS HURD 
HR. RONNIE DALE HUTCHISON 
HR. &MRS. VAYNE IKERD 
HR.&MRS. JIM INGLE 
HR.&MRS. DAVID BRYAN ISENBERG 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES EDDIE lSOM 
HR. &MRS. H C ISOH 
HRS. T D 15011 
DR. &MRS. CHARLES DAVID JAa<SON 
HR. CHRISTOPHER CARL JAa<SON 
HR.&HRS. DON JAa<soN 
MS. KAY A. JAa<SON 
DR. O. M. JAMIESON 
HR. &MRS. H J JARVIS 
HR. &MRS. ALLAN T JAVELLANA 
DR. &MRS. TRAVIS WAYNE JENKINS 
HR.&MRS. ,JAMES RICHARD JENNINGS 
HR. &MRS. BRUCE KEVIN JERAlDS 
HISS HARALEE CORA JEVETT 
mildred johnston 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD M JOHNSTONE 
MR. &HRS. KEVIN LEE JONAS 
HR. J DOUGLAS JONES 
HR.&fo!RS. JOE HERRELL JONES 
HRS. MARGARET A JONES 
MR.&HRS. HICHAEL HELBORN JONES 
MR. MIKE JONES 
MR.&HRS. BARRY JONESHILL 
HR.&HRS. JESSE NORRIS KEATHLEY 
DR.&MRS. LAUREL DARVIN KEICHLINE 
DR.&HRS. VILLIAH GERALD KENDRIa< 
KEN1'UCI<Y FRIED CHICKEN 
HR.&HRS. TERRY LYNN KERNODLE 
• HRS' CRYSTAL I<ILBRITH 
HR.&MRS. DAVID G KILMAN 
HRS. CLARA KIMBALL 
MR. &MRS. RICHARD JAY I<ING 
HR.&HRS. KENNETH KEITH I<INNEAR 
HR'&HRS, JAMES LAVON KINSER 
HR. VILLIAH 1<NAPP 
HR'&HRS' GEORGE D KNEPPER 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT DARRELL KNIGHT 
HR.&HRS. JOHN H KNIPPEN 
HR. &HRS. GENE KOKEN 
MR.&HRS. DOUG KOSTOVSKI 
HR.&HRS. KEITH I<REH 
MR.'&MRS. RICHARD ALLEN KRUSE 
Larry La<·H><·H>Rice 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT ALLEN LACY 
HR. &MRS. J B LANCASTER 
MR. &MRS. TOMMY SCOTT LANGHAM 
MR.&HRS. JAMES C LANKFORD 
HR. &MRS. H L LAVHON 
HR'&HRS, ALVIN LEACH 
DR. &HRS, IlILLIAH N LEDBETl'ER 
LESLIE'S JEllELERS 
HR. &HRS' FRED P LESTER 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
HR.&MRS. NOAH THOMAS LEVIS 
HR.&HRS. TIMOTHY CLAUDE LEllIS 
HR.&MRS. JAMES R LIPE 
HR.&MRS. HARRY ALBERT LISLE 
MR. &MRS. F VOODY LODEN 
MRS. VINNIE B LOE 
MR. &MRS. DONALD EVAN LOmS 
HR.&MRS. RONALD DALE LOmS 
HR. &MRS. GERAlD F LONG 
HR. &MRS. SAMUEL HAX LONG 
MRS. A B LOUDERHIlJ{ 
MS. A LUCILE LOVELL 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT LUK 
HR. &MRS. TERRY LUPPLACE 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT S LYLES 
HR.&HRS. RICHARDSON FRANK LYNN 
HR. &MRS. NORMAN E I1ADDEN 
DR.&HRS. JERALD M MANION 
DR. &HRS. THOMAS H HARCROM 
HRS. VILLIAH F HARSH 
HR.&HRS. DAVID JAMES HARSHALL 
HARTIN HARlE'ITA 
HRS. ALBERT S MASON 
HR. &MRS. JAMES VERNON MASSEY 
MIKE MATHENY 
HR. &MRS. CECIL RICHARD HAY 
HISS SARAH JANE MC PII<E 
Mrs. Villie McAdoo 
HR. &MRS. DOUGLAS MCARTHUR 
HR.&HRS~ MICHAEL MCCAGE 
HR.&HRS. VILLIAH THOHAS MCCAULEY 
HR. GARY NEAL MCCLANAHAN 
HR.&HRS. ESTEL M MCCLUGGAGE 
HR.&HRS. RALPH M. MCCLUGGAGE 
HR. CLELL MCCLURE 
HR. &MRS. DAN R MCCLURE 
HR.&MRS. KERRY LYNN MCCLURG 
HR. &MRS. HARVEY T MCELROY 
HR.&HRS. DAVID BRUCE MCELVAIN 
HR.&MRS. MICHAEL D MCGAHA 
MS. JERRY R MCINTYRE 
HR.&HRS. HARK THURSTON MCLEAN 
HR.&HRS. CLYDE EUGENE MCHURRAY 
HR.&HRS. STEPHEN HOW.LY 
HR.FDMrnl1IT 
HRS. PEARL MCQUIDDY 
HR.&HRS. GUSTAVO MENENDEZ 
MERCHANT SHOPPER 
MERCK CO FOUNDATION 
HR.&MRS. HAROID FLOYD MEREDITH 
MIDDLE SOlTl'H SERVICES INC 
DR. EUGENE MIEKLEY 
HR.r.HRS. ANDREV K MILLER 
MRS. DENISE HILLER 
HISS LISA JILL HILLER 
\41\.. MARK ANrBON'l MILLER 
HR.&HRS. STEAVEN E MILLER 
HR. &MRS. RALPH J MIRANDA . 
HR. MINTER MICHAEL HOLELLO 
ALBERTA G. MONTGOMERY 
HR.&HRS. DAVID HARK MOORE 
HR.&HRS. G H MOORE 
HR. &MRS. MICHAEL srEVEN KOORE 
HR. JAMES L MORGAN 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD DOUGLAS HORGAN 
HR. J HOVARD MORRIS 
KISS DENISE A MOSBY 
HR.r.HRS. ROBIN LEE MOSS 
MRS. HOPE HOULTON 
HR.r.HRS. JACKIE V MULLINS 
HR. J Z MUNN ' 
DR. CHARLES ALLEN MURPHY 
H. A. HURRAY 
HR.&HRS. TAKAHARU NAKANO 
HR. &MRS. VESTER NANCE 
HR. &HRS. BARRY ALAN NAPIER 
HR. &MRS. ROGER NEU 
DR.r.HRS. DAVID ROBERT NEVELL 
HR. &MRS. C S NEVHAN 
HR. JOE D NEVHAN 
MRS. HAZEL NICHOLAS 
HR. JAMES NICHOLS 
MRS. HARY RlTl'H NOFFSINGER 
HR.&HRS. KENNETH H NOLAND 
HR. BRUCE ROBERT NORMAN 
HR. H A NORRIS 
HR. RAYMOND V NOTGRASS 
HR. &MRS. JERRY DON NOIlLIN 
HR.&HRS. JEROME DAVID O'CONNELL 
HR. VILLIAM EDGAR O'DANIEL 
HR.&HRS. DELKER DOUGLAS ODELL 
HR.&HRS. GLENN C OLBRICBT 
ORVIS K OLIVER 
HR.&HRS. BENNIE H ONKEN 
HR. FRED ORGAN 
HR. &MRS. BILL OSBORNE 
HR. &MRS. DOUGLAS EDVARD OVEN 
MRS. J~ OVEN 
HR. &MRS. RANDALL H OVEN 
HR.&MRS. BRODIE T OVENS 
MRS. MARGARET T PACE 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT PAU! 
HR. &MRS. JERRY ODELL PALMER 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES LESLIB PARKER 
HR.&HRS. DOUGLAS K PARKER 
MS. THELMA PATE 
HR.&HRS. VILTON RAY PATE 
HR.&HRS. V. V. PATI'BN 
HR. CLOMER C PATTON 
HR. &MRS. HARK OVAYNE PEACOQ{ 
MISS BETl'Y LEA PEEBLES 
HR. &MRS. EDVARD L. PEEBLES 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
HR. HILTON HARVEY PEEBLES 
HRS. BRENDA LEE PERCIFUL 
HR. LOVELL PERKINS 
HR.&MRS. VILLIAH L PERKINS 
HR.&MRS. JEFFREY ALAN PERRY 
MISS JUDY LENORA PERRY 
MISS DOROTHY JANE P~ 
HR. &MRS. ERNEST A PHILLIPS 
HR.r.HRS. MICHAEL M PHILror 
HR. &MRS. ROGER A PIa<ENS 
MISS JANICE ELAINE PIERCE 
HR.&HRS. JOlIN CARL PIERSON 
HR.&HRS. ALBERT V PIIl<INGTON 
HIS.S ANITA A. PORTER 
HR. &MRS. CARL EUGENE POVER 
HR.&MRS. GUY ANDREV POVER 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT HOUSTON PRATHER 
HR. &MRS. JEFFREY CARL PRICE 
HR. &MRS. TRAVIS N PROCl'OR-
HR.&HRS. K B PURYEAR 
HR. &HRS. SHELBY QUALLS 
HR. &MRS. VILLIAH A QUENELLE 
MRS. GRACE RAMSEY 
HRS. BLONDELL RASOR 
HR. GARY K RAYBURN 
HR.&HRS. TOM REAM 
HR. JAY BROOKS REESE 
HR.&HRS. DAVID ALAN REEVES 
HRS. T H REEVES 
HR.&HllS. RAYMOND REISS 
HR.&HRS. DAVID ERNEST REVES 
MR. &HRS. THEODORE GLENN REVES 
HR.&HRS. A J RHODES 
HR.&HRS. MARVIN CHARLES RICKETI' 
HR. &MRS. KELLEY RILEY 
HR. &MRS. EOVARD CULLUK RITCHIE 
HR~&HRS. JAMES DVIGBT ROBB 
HR. &MRS. JESSE E. ROBBINS 
MS. ARDELIA T. ROBERTS 
HR. &MRS. DENNIS ROBERTSON 
HR.&MRS. HARVY A ROBINS -
HR. &MRS. CARL V. ROBINSON 
HR.&MRS. PAUL DOUGLAS ROBISON 
HR. H V ROLLHANN 
HR.&MRS. KENT VILLIAH RO~ 
HR.&HRS. LOUREN R ROSS 
HR.&HRS. CLARK ALAN ROUSH 
HR. RALPH ROBERT ROVAND 
HR.&HRS. ROY A RUSSELL 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES V RlTl'H 
HR. &MRS. COURTNEY L RYLAND 
HR. &MRS. K. RICKY SAKHONS 
MISS MARY LOIS SAUL 
HR. r.HRS. GEORGE FREDERI(l( SAUNDERS 
MS. ROSEMARY ANNE SAUTER 
HR.&HRS. THOMAS SAVYER 
HR. CHARLES SCHMITT 
HR. &MRS. ERIC VILLIAH SCBOL 
HR. &MRS. KEITH ALAN SCIIRAMH -
HISS HELEN S SCIBEK 
HR.&HRS. BOB G SCOTr 
HR.r.HRS. JOHN A SCOTr 
SEARCY AUTO SUPPLY 
HR.&HRS. LEROY SELLERS 
HR. &MRS. HARVELL B SEVELL 
HR. &MRS. JOHN S SHAa<ELFORD 
HR.&MRS. cARL DAVID SHELBY 
MRS. LYDA SHELLEY 
HR.&MRS. F DOUGLAS SHIElDS 
MRS. DORTHA SHIRLEY 
DR. J V SHORE 
DR.&HRS. VERNIE KENNETH SBRABLE 
HR. &MRS. BILL B \lYNN SHUPB 
HR. DARRELL LEllIS SIU<HAN 
HR. &MRS. JOlIN BLLIOTr SILLS 
HR.&HRS. TIMOTHY K SIKKONS 
HR.&HRS. VAYNE SIMMONS 
HR. BILLY RAY SIMPSON 
MISS EDITH MELINDA SIMPSON 
HR. JIM SKELTON 
MISS LUDENE SLATTON 
HR. &HRS. BRIAN KEITH SMITH 
DR. &MRS. BRIAN RANDAL SMITH 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES DVIGBT SMITH 
HR.&HRS. CLYDE L SMITH 
HR.&MRS. DAVID JOE SMITH 
HR. &MRS. EUGENE F 'SMITH 
HR.&HRS. HUGH DICKENS SHITB 
HR. IVON SMITH 
HR. &MRS. JEFFERSON FOSTER SMITH 
HR.&HRS. KERVIN SHITH 
HR. &HRS. HARI{ ALAN SHITH 
HR.&HRS. TERRY S SHITB 
HR. VATSON SMITH 
KS. DEANNA LOLA SNOVDEN 
HR.&HRS. KENNETH V liNYDER 
HR.~S. GARY RAYMOND SPARKS 
HR.&MRS. JIMMY DELANE SPEER 
HR. &MRS. DANIEL CONRAD SPENCER 
HR.&HRS. BURTON SPRINGER 
MR. &MRS. NORVOOD SQUARE 
HR. &MRS. LARRY THOMAS STANLBY 
HR.&HRS. HARK R STANLEY 
HR. VILLIAH ANDY STARK 
HR. &HRS. PAUL ALLEN STARKS 
HR. &MRS. NORMAN IlAYNE STARLING 
HR. RANDY ALLEN STEGER 
HR.&HRS. ROOOEY KELLY STEGER 
HR. &MRS. FRED STEPHENS 
HR. &MRS. JOB S STEPHENS 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT V STEPHENS 
HR.&HRS. LEVIS MOORE STEVART 
HRS. T N STITES 
HR.&MRS. THOMAS ALLEN STOCIWELL 
HR.&HRS. VILLIAH E STOKES 
HR.&HRS. EDVIN KEITH STOTrS 
HR.&HRS. JESSE REEVES STROUP 
HR. &MRS. RODNEY JAY SUKMERS 
DR. &MRS. VILLIAH ROBERT SUKHITT 
HR. ARTHUR K SUTHERLAND 
HR. TIMOTHY ALAN SVAIN 
HR. BRUCE LEONARD TAYLOR 
DR.&MRS. JERRY VAYNE TEMPLER 
HR.&MRS. GRA~ TENNY.SON 
KISS BILLIE C THOMASON 
HR. &MRS. DAVID NEIL TiIoHPsON 
HR. &MRS. GAYLON REX THOMPSON 
HR. &HRS. GEORGE VILLIAH TBOHPSON 
MISS KITZI GAYLE THOMPSON 
HR. ROGER DALE THOMPSON 
HR. &MRS. TED srEVEN THOMPSON 
HR.&HRS. THOMPSON'S POOL AND SPA 
HR.&HRS. DAVID HERON TIOVELL 
HR. &MRS. cEcIL RAY TILLEY 
HR.&HRS • . ROBERT B TOLLEY 
MRS. KATHRYN TRAN 
HR. VENDELL DOUGLAS TRAYLOR 
HR. &MRS. MII<E TREAT 
HR. &MRS. ALBERT C TRENr 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT SCOTr TROUT 
HR.&MRS. RICHARD E TRULL 
HR. RICKY JOB TUOCER 
HR. DANIEL CLIFTON TULLOS 
DR. H K TURLEY 
HRS. ELBERT TURMAN 
DR. &HRS. KFmF:l'8 B TURNER 
MISS LYNN TURNER 
HR. &MRS. STEVEN A ULRICH 
HR. &MRS. L EUGENE UNDERVOOD 
-HR. ROBERT USREY 
HR.&MRS. NEIL ARIE VAN AELST 
HR. &MRS. ZACHARY ALAN VAN TASSEL 
HR. &HRS. Gm! VANCE 
HR.&MRS. JOHN R VANVINKLE 
HR. &MRS. ELVIS LEE VAUGHN 
HR.&MRS. EUGENE VICKREY 
V-R GLASS COMPANY 
HRS. FREDDIE VAGGLE 
Steven J. Vagner 
HR. HOMER V VALDEN 
MS. YV(H.IE VALL 
HR. DAVID THOKAS VALLACE 
HR. &MRS. JOHN C VALLACE 
VALLACE INC 
HR.&HRS. JAKES DEAN VAL TON 
HR.&MRS. JOSEPH KITCHELL VALTON 
HR.&MRS. VAYNE VALTON 
HR. &MRS. H D VARD 
HR.&HRS. HARRY LEE VARE 
HR. &MRS. JAMES BRYAN VARREN 
HR. &MRS. BRADLEY GUINN VATSON 
Hlt.&MRS. ERNEST B VEARE 
HR. &HRS. VIRGIL THEOPHIWS VEARE 
MRS. HAROID L VEDEKING 
HR. &MRS. DAVID LEE VELCB 
DR.&MRS. DENNIS JACK VELLS 
HR. &MRS. STEPHEN I/' VEST 
HR. &MRS. BILL VHEATLEY 
DR. &MRS. G J \/BEELER 
HISS ANITA JANE VHERRY 
HR. &MRS. JAMES OLIVER IIHIn'IEID 
HR.&HRS. RONALD D VIGGINTON 
HR. &HRS. EDVIN J VILLARD 
HR. &MRS. GLENN P VILLEFORD 
DR.&HRS. CURTIS VILLIAHS 
HR. R LINDSEY VILLIAMS 
HR. &MRS . STEVEN DONALD VILLIAHS 
HR. DANIEL H VILLISTON 
HR. CLARENCE VILSON 
MRS. FAY A VILSON 
HR. JOlIN A VILSON 
HR.&HRS. LARRY GENE VILSON 
HR. PHILIP. VILSON 
HR.&MRS. VOODROV L VILSON . 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT DALE VINGFIBID 
DR. &MRS. VYMER VISER 
HR. &MRS. DAVID SCOTr VOOD 
HR:&HRS. STEVEN V VOODHOUSB 
HR.&HRS. DAVID BRYAN VOODROOF 
HR.&HRS. ~Y JAY VOODVARD 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES EUGENE VRENN 
HR. R VURZBURG . 
MR. &MRS. KICHAEL ADRIAN YATES 
HR.&MRS. JOHN LAYNE YELDELL 
KISS ARA LEE YINGLING . 
KISS CHARLO'ITE LOUISB YINGLING 
HR.&MRS. CLAY A YOUNG 
KISS HATTIE LOUISE YOUNG 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT YOUNG 
DR.&HRS. ROBERT DALE YOUNGER 
MR. &HRS. ROBERT K YOUNGER 
HR.&HRS. TIMOTHY VAYNE YOUREE 
Other Friends 
A STAR REAL ESTATE CO 
ROGERS ' A V H 
LITTLE EGYPT A.V.H. 
HR. FRANK ELLIS Aa<ERS 
HR. &MRS. ALBERTO ACOSTA 
HR.&MRS. JOlIN K ADAMS 
HR. LEONARD ADKINS 
DR . &MRS. FRED J ALEXANDER 
HR. &MRS. HERMAN CLEO ALEXANDER 
HR. &MRS. JOE FREDERICK ALEXANDER 
HR. &MRS. SILAS J. ALEXANDER 
HR. r.HRS. ERVIN V AlJ{IRE 
HR. &MRS. DONAlD E ALLEE 
HR. &MRS. ARGYLL COVEY ALLEN 
HR. &MRS. C LEONARD ALLEN 
HR. &MRS. GEORGE F ALLEN 
HR;&MRS. HARVEY C ALLEN 
HR. &MRS. KIKE ALLEN 
HR. PAUL DAVID ALLEN 
KS. FRANCES ALSTON 
KISS MARY MARGARET ALSTON 
HR. BRUCE C ALT 
HR.&MRS. A F ALTAZIN 
HR.&MRS. RONALD VAYNE ALTMAN 
HR. CHARLES AHICK 
KISS REBECCA JEAN AHOLE 
DR.&HRS. JOEL E. ANDERSON 
HR.&HRS. ROY LEE ANDERSON 
HRS; TROY F ANDERSON 
HR. &MRS. JOSEPH VARNEY ANDREVS 
KISS ANGELA CRIS ANGE 
HR. &MRS. ISAIAH B ANrBONY 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT VEST ANTHONY 
HR.&HRS. LARRY LAVIEL ARCHER 
HISS PEARL ARDREY 
MR.&HRS. MICHAEL ARMES 
HR. VOODFIN LEXIE ARMSTRONG 
HR.&HRS. BOYCE HENRY ARNE'IT 
MS. DOROTHY Y ARNOLD 
HR.&MRS. SHERMAN VAYNE ARNOID 
HR. HARK DAVID ASHLEY 
HR.r.HRS. EUGENE A ATHA 
HR.&MRS. C. E. ATNIP 
Clyde N. Austin 
DR. E L AUSTIN 
HR.&HRS. MILTON DARRELL AUSTIN 
HR. STEVEN HAX AVTREY 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES BOVARD BABB 
MRS. ANNE M BACH 
HR.&HRS. TIMOTHY CLYDE BACHMANN 
HR.&HRS. BEDFORD RAY BAILEY 
HR.&HRS. DANIEL RAY BAILEY 
DR.&HRS. FINIS BAILEY 
HR. &MRS. JAMES E BAINE 
HR.&HRS. BILLY JOE BAKER 
HR.&HRS. JOlIN BAKER 
HR. RUFUS BANKS 
HR.&HRS . JOlIN STEVEN BARBER 
KS. MARY LOU BARBER 
HR.&HRS. DONALD C BARNInT 
MS. LORENE BARNE'IT 
HR.&HRS. MARCUS BAILEY BARNInT 
J. V. Barrier 
BARTOV ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES L BAUGH 
KISS JANKl' CAROL BEAN 
HRS. DOROTHY BEARD 
HR.&HRS. CARL DEAN BEAVERS 
HR.&HRS. CARL DEAN BEAVERS 
HR. &MRS. JAMES FRANKLIN BECKLOFF 
HR.&HRS. GUY M BEEMAN 
HR . STEPHEN A BELIECH 
MS. ELSIE BELL 
HISS MARGARET ANNE BELL 
HR.&HRS. SAMUEL ALBERT BELL 
HR. JIM BELUE 
HR.&HRS. CLIFF BENNE'IT 
HR.&HRS. JAMES MERVIN BENSON 
HR. &MRS. VEIDON V BENTHALL 
HR. DON CARLOS BENTLEY 
HR. JOlIN DAVID BENTLEY 
HR.r.HRS. VIRGIL TEMPLE BENTLEY 
HR. &MRS. JAKES BERRY 
HR. &MRS. JIMMY D. BERRY 
HR.r.HRS. REGGIE DEAN BERRY 
MR . &MRS. JOE DELTON BE'ITS 
HR. &MRS. HOLLIS MANSFIEID BLACK 
KISS VICKI ANN BLACKVOOD 
HR. DONALD EUGENE BLAIR 
HRS. E. T. BLAIR 
HRS. HARlE V. BLAIR 
HRS. V R BLAIR 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT G BLAND 
HR.&HRS. C. BRUCE BLANKENSHIP 
HR.&HRS. R L BLOOKINGBURG 
HR. JAMES V BLUD 
HR. &MRS. LOUIS BOCCIO 
HR.r.HRS. CHARLES HOVARD BODDY 
HR. &MRS. DAVID ALAN BOIVIE 
HR. &MRS. THOMAS F BOLZ 
HR.&HRS. JIMMY BONNER 
HR.&MRS. ' VILLIAH ROBERT BONNER 
HR. &HRS. TOMMY BOOKER 
HR. &MRS. GUNTER P. BORROSCB 
MRS. SANDY BOUCHAREB 
MS . LOLA E BOVEN 
HRS. SYLVIA BOVEN 
KISS KATHRYN BOIlERS 
HR.&HRS. DAVID N. BOllMAN 
HR.&HRS. EARL VERNON BOllMAN 
HR. &HRS. EUGENE BoYCE 
HR.&HRS. JOHNNY BOYD 
HR.&HRS. NICKY BOYD 
HR.&MRS. REECE VERNON BOYD 
HR. &MRS. TIMOTHY KENT BOYD 
HR.&MRS. VERNON L. BOYD 
HR.&MRS. VIRGIL BOYD 
HR.&HRS. D EVERETT BRADFORD 
HR. RUFUS BRADLEY 
MARY BRANAM 
HR. CLIFTON BRECKENRIIXa: 
HR.&HRS. RONALD CRAIG BREDLOV 
KISS NANCY HARlE BREEDLOVE 
HR.&MRS. LONNIE BRENINGER 
HR. &MRS. RALPH E BREVER 
HR.&HRS. JAMES R BRIM 
KISS OLGA BRISTER 
HISS CHRISTY A BROADAVAY 
" 
HR. &HRS. OSCAR JEFFERSON BROADVATER 
HR. &MRS. AUDREY G BROOKS 
MRS. NEIL BROOKS 
DR.&HRS. JAKES DONALD BROVN 
DR. &MRS. LARRY HAX BROVN 
HR. &MRS. LARRY STEVEN BROVN 
HR.r.HRS. ROBERT S BROVN 
HR. ROGER ERIC BROVN 
HR. &MRS. DELMER FRANK BROVN!NG 
HR.&HRS. DAVID GAIL BRUNER 
HR.r.HRS. DARRELL VAYNE BRUNING 
HR. &MRS. JOlIN B BRlINZO 
CHARLES V BRYAN 
KISS SUSAN BRYAN 
HR.&MRS. T.C. BRYAN 
HR. EUGENE P BRYANr 
HR. &MRS. JOSEPH DANIEL BRYANr 
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HR. &MRS. ORIS SIH BRYANT 
HISS SARA JO BRYANT 
HR. VILI.IAH. HORRIS BRYANT 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES FRANKLIN BUCBANAN 
HR.&HRS. LARRY R BUCK 
HR. JAMES LYNN BUKOVATZ 
HR.&HRS. JERRY DAVID BUILOa< 
HR. &HRS. DAVID SAMUEL BURDEN 
HR.&HRS. JAMES L BURl< 
HR. &MRS. JAMES L BURKA 
HR. &MRS. II LESLIE BURKE 
HR~&HRS. JOHN BURKETI' 
HRS. FELICIA BURKHALTER 
HRS. DAISY B BURNE'IT 
ROBERT A BURNS 
HR.&HRS. IlAYNE D BURRESS 
MR.&HRS. DURIlARD BURROIl 
HR.&MRS. DAVID BllRT 
HISS.HARlON FRANCES BUSH 
HR. ROY F CALDON 
HR. 0 P CALDIlELL 
HR.&HRS. RODGER ALLEN CALLAHAN 
HR.&MRS. JAMES R CALLAN 
MR. &MRS. D R CALLENDER 
HR. &MRS. DAN G CAMPBELL 
HR. DANIEL K CAMPBELL 
HISS LINDA KATHRYN CAMPBELL 
HISS MONA BELLE CAHPBELL 
HR.&HRS. E.H. CANNON 
HR. &HRS. JOSEPIl LEONARD CANNON 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT T CARDEN 
HR. JERRY CARLEIl 
MR. J 0 CARTER 
MR;&HRS. PHILLIP RAY CARTER 
MR. &MRS. KING CASEY 
HRS. IRIS CASTLEBERRY 
MR.&MRS. H \l CATHEY 
HISS CAROL CATO 
HR.&HRS. ANTHONY LAFE CATON 
HRS. E D CATTERTON 
MS. LINDA CAUSE 
HRS. JAMES A CAIlOOD 
HR.&HRS. JAMES R CAIlYER 
CENTERRE TRUST CO 
HRS. DONNA CHADICK 
HR.&HRS. CLARENCE VILI.IS C8AFFIH HR.&HRS. CHARLES T CROFFORD 
HR.&MRS. JOHN CHAFFIN HR. &MRS. PATRICK ELI.IS CRONIN 
HISS BETTY HARVOLENE CRAHBERS }(R.&HRS. T E CRC1l'IIERS 
HR.&HRS. STAFFORD CIiANOLER ltRS. ELVERA H. CURLESS 
HS. JAN CHAPMAN HR.&HRS. J RICK CURTIS 
DR. &MRS. CARL VADE CHEATHAM HISS JOAN lWCODENE DABBS 
HR. &MRS. VILI.IS V CHEATHAM HR. JAMES C DAHLBERG 
HR:&HRS. JAMES A. CHESTER DR.&HRS. JERRY LEROY DANIEL 
MR.&HRS. TIlOHAS V CHE\lNING HR.&HRS. HARRY -D DANIELS 
DR. G TIlOMAS CRIlDES HR.&HRS. CLAUD RICHARD DANLEY 
HR. LEON CHILDRESS HR. JOE DANNER 
MR.¥'IRS. JOHN RAi.;PBJESIIOut ,HISS HARTBA H DA~ . ' 
HR. &MRs. JAMES CARROLL CHRISTIAN - HR. LANNY'D D,AUICSCB -
COLLINGSVILLE CHURCH OF CHRIST HR.&HRS. DENNIS LEE DAVENPORT 
-. ., 
Chet Churchill HR.&HRS. IVY B DAVENPORT 
HR.&MRS. CHARLES DAVID CHURCHMAN HR. EARL D <-B>e VAUGHN DAVIDSON 
HR.&HRS. JAMES ANTHONY CLARDY HR.&HRS. OSCAR DAVIDSON 
HR.&HRS. FLOYD V CLARK HR. &MRS. STEVEN VAYNE DAVIDSON 
MS. HADELINE C CLARK HISS DIANA LYNN DAVIS 
HR.&HRS. R<HIIE JOE CLARK JACK L DAVIS 
MRS. SALLY CLARK HR. &MRS. JAMES R. DAVIS 
HR. &MRS. VILI.IAH J CLARK MR. &MRS. JOHN V DAVIS 
HR.&HRS. HOIlARD R CLAUDE KAY DAVIS 
HR. &MRS. DICK ALAN CLAY HISS SHERRY LAMARR DAVIS 
HR.&HRS. NATIIAN HENRY CLEEK HR. TIM L DAVIS 
HR.&HRS. CLIFTON C CLEERE HRS. TRESSIE DAVIS 
HR. VILI.IAH CLEM HR.&HRS. JESSE L DAIlSON 
HR. &MRS. EARL A CLEVENGER HISS LORI E DEACON 
HRS. 'AVO CLICK HR. &MRS. J C DEAN 
HISS CAmY LYNELL CLINE HR.&HRS. CARL SCOTT DECASPERS 
HR.&HRS. GARY RAY Cum: HR.&HRS. ROBERT V DEESE 
HR.&MRS. VILLIAH BOVARD CLOUD ' HRS_. BILI.IE JEAN DEFRANGE 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT 1. COBB DR. &MRS. GEORGE V DEHOFF 
HRS. GEORGE V COBILL HRS. GLADYS DENTON 
B.P. COCHRAN HR.&HRS. TIlOMAS J DERRYBERRY 
HR.&HRS. HURRAY ROSS COCHRAN HR.&MRS. LEON DEXTER 
HR. &MRS. PERKINS COCHRAN HR- &MRS. VAYNE A DICKERSON 
HR.&HRS. ROY ED\IIN COCHRAN HR. KENNETH DICKEY 
HISS SUSAN LYNNE COKER HR. GEORGE DILLARD 
HR.&HRS. BOB COLE HR.&HRS. E R DIXON 
HR.&HRS. TERRENCE H COLEMAN HRS. LOIS PEEBLES DOAH 
HR.&HRS. JAMES KARL COLI.IER HR.&HRS. -RODNEY H DOLLINS 
HRS. MELISSA COLLINS HR.&HRS. LOIlELL: DONLEY 
HR. &MRS. B R COLSON MR. &MRS. DAVID DORFHllELLER 
HR.&MRS. KEN COMER HR.&HRS. DUDLEY B DORRIS 
HR.&MRS. Danny COHPTON HR.&HRS. DOUGLAS VILSON DOUGHERTY 
MR. &MRS. VILI.IAH E CONKLING HR.&HRS. B S DOllNING 
HR.&MRS. VILLIAH H CONLEY HS. LYNN ELLEN DRAEGER 
HR. DONALD A CONNELL HRS. HAUDE DUDLEY 
HR. DONALD R CONNELL DR. &MRS • . TIMOTHY CRAIG otiKE 
HISS CINDIA ANN COOK MR.&HRS. HAROLD DUNCAN 
HRS. LOUISE COOK HS. HARY DUNCAN 
MR.&HRS. SAH D. COOKE HR.&HRS. CHARLIE H. DUNN 
MR.&HRS. RICHARD L CORVIN HR. &MRS. CHARLES LLOYD DYE 
HRS. OTIS COUCH HR.&HRS. JOHN C C DYER 
HR. \l E COUCH HR.&HRS. KEVIN MARTIN EADS 
HR.&HRS. KEN P COURTRIGHT HR. &MRS. DOYLE FRANKLIN EARIIOOD 
HR.&HRS. GARY LEE COX DR. &MRS. JOHN HENRY EASON 
MR.&HRS. GERALD GLENN COX DR.&HRS. VILLIAH LOUIS ECKSTEIN 
MR.&HRS. JAMES FRAN\{LIN COX MR. EARL J EDDY 
HR. ROY COX HRS. GRACE EDDY 
HISS KAmY COYLE DR.&MRS. JOHN CHARLES EDLIN 
HR. &MRS; VILLIAH BARRY CRAIN HR.&HRS. HAURICE EDRINGTON 
HRS. EVA LEE CRALLE HR. DAVID J BOVARDS 
HR.&MRS.-CHARLES CRANFORD HR.&HRS. EARL D. BOVARDS 
D H CRANFORD HR. &MRS. JOHN BOVARDS 
HR.&HRS. RANDALL BRIAN CRIDD HRS. LAURA PEEBLES EDIIARDS 
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HR.&HRS. KENNETH HICHAEL ELDER 
HR. F CHARLES EooNS 
BOB ELI.IOTT 
KENNY ELLIOTT 
HR.&HRS. JACK EPPERSON 
HRS. CAROLYN H ERICSON 
HR.&HRS. JERRY BRUHHE'IT- ESCUE 
HR. HARK STANLEY EUBANKS 
HR'.&MRS. BRUCE VAYNE EVANS 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT GALE EVANS 
RUSSELL H EVANS _ ... ,. 
HR. &HRS. ARTHUR DOUGLAS FAIRLEY 
HRS'". DURELL FANt . . 
HR. H JACK FARMER 
DR.&HRS. HENRY CHEIRS FARRAR 
HR. FRANK E FERRELL 
HR'-&HRS. HICHAEL VAYNE FIELDS 
HR.&HRS. VILLIAH DAVID FIELDS 
HR. TED J FISH 
HR;&HRS. E BARRETT FISHER 
HR. &MRS. ED FISHER 
HR. &MRS. JERRY D FITTRO 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES R FITZGERAlD 
HR.&HRS. TERRY IlAYNE FLEMING 
DR. &MRS. HOVARD F FLIPPIN 
FLUOR FOUNDATION 
HR. LINDELL G FORBES 
MR.&HRS. DONALD FOSTER 
HR. &MRS. GORDON T FOSTER 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD TILDEN FOllLER 
HISS ROBIN ELIZABETH FOllLER 
HISS ROSEMARIE ULEETA FOllLER 
HRS. J\l4CE FOX 
HRS. BONNIE FOX 
HRS. JULIAN FRAZIER 
HR.&HRS. RANCE FRETLAND 
HR.&HRS. STEVEN E FROEHLICH 
HR. &MRS. ROB~T .D FRY 
HR.&HRS. JAMES L FRYER -
HS. PAULINE C FUGATE 
HR.&HRS. DAVID E FULBRIGHT 
HR. &HRS. LOVELL C FULBRIGHT 
HR. DAVID MARTIN ~ 
ROBERT FULMER .. 
HR. &MRS. RANDALL HARK GARIM:R 
HR. HUGH GASKILL 
HR.&HRS. LARRY L GA\1l'NEY-
HR.&HRS. C LEO GENTRY 
HR.&HRS. MALCOH F GEORGE 
. HR.&HRS. DAVID LEON GIBsON . 
HS. EDNA GIBSON 
HISS LOLA MAE GIDDENS 
HR.&HRS. VALTER LOUIS GILFlLEN 
HR. GLENN DALE GILLEY 
HISS LINDA ANN GILOOLY 
MR.&HRS. DONALD R GLENN 
DAVID GLISSON 
HR. &MRS. HAROLD LYNN GLOSUP 
HR. A RONALD GOEHHER 
HRS. O.K. GOFF 
HISS NORKA GAIL GOODIN 
HISS DEBRA SUSAN GOOD\lIN 
JOHN \l GORDON 
MR.&HRS. VILLIAH KEITII GOREE 
HR. J. V. GOSNELL 
HR.&HRS. TIMOmY EUGENE GRAHAM 
HISS MARY KATHRYN GREEN 
MRS. JANIE, GRIFFIN 
HR.&HRS. LARRY DAN GRIFFITH 
MRS. DORSIA J GULLETT 
MR.&HRS. HICHAEL LOUIS GUU.EY 
HR. HAURICE GUNN 
HR. &MRS. CLAUDE G!1l'IIRIE 
HR.&MRS. GLENN GUY 
HR.&HRS. J. HARTIN G\lIN 
HR. &MRS. RICHARD ARNOLD HAaQWf 
'HR. DON HADDIX -
HR. &MRS. TIHOTHY DAVID RADlEY 
HR. VALTER HADLEY 
HR.&HRS. E.L. HAINES 
HISS ANNIE RIlrH HALES 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD HALEY 
HR. DOUGLAS MARLON HALL 
HR.&HRS. JACK II HALL 
HR.&MRS. JOE H. HALL 
HR, &MRS. JOHN ROBERT HALL 
HR.&HRS. HAURICE C iIALL 
HR. VAYNE HALL 
HS. LATRELLE M HAMILTON 
HR. COLEMAN HAHUN 
DR. &HRS. ROBERT L HAMPTON 
HRS. BRENDA HARBISON 
.-MR.&MRS. JAKES H HARDAIlAY 
JIR.&MRS. HILLARD G: HARDIN 
HARDING FACULTY AS_SOC 
HISS CAROL ANITA HARGETT 
HR. &MRS. KEITH HARNESS 
.·HR.&MRS. SAM R HARRINGTON 
HR. &MRS. GERALD BARTLEY HARRIS 
HR. &MRS. JOHN RICHARD HARRIS 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT ELBERT IlARRIS 
HR.&HRS. TRUEL HARRIS 
HR. &MRS. II. DOUGLASS IlARRIS 
HS. FLORENCE HARTZ 
HR. &HRS. ROBERT HASELOFF 
HR. STEPHEN A HATCH 
HISS GLENDA HAllKINS 
MR.&HRS. RICHARD It HAllKINS 
HR.&HRS. DAVID ROGER HAIlLEY 
DR.&HRS. ROGER V HAIlLEY 
HRS. PAULINE HAYDEN 
HR.&MRS. DOYNE HAYES 
HR.&HRS. STEPHAN THAYNES 
HRS. A.B. HAYS 
HR.&HRS. DAviD HAYS 
HR. GEORGE F HEDGE 
HR. &MRS. ERIC D HEETER 
HR.&HRS. STEVEN HELF 
DR.&HRS. ROBERT ALLEN HELSTEN 
HR.&MRS. C. E. HENDERSON 
HR. JACK R HENDERSON 
HR.&HRS. JOE HENDERSON 
LARRY HENDRIX 
HRS. LYDA HENRY 
HR.&HRS. FRANCIS C. HERRING 
HR. LOWY EUGENE HERSHEY 
HISS CHRISTINA A HERTENSTEIN 
DR. &MRS. EMANUEL RAY HESTER 
HR. &MRS. GARY L HIClG'.RSON 
HR.VILLIAH B HIGBEE 
HR.JLHIGGINBOTHAH 
HR.&HRS. RONALD CURTIS HIGHFIEID 
HR.&HRS. LA\lRENCE HILEY 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD H HILEY 
HR.&HRS. CARL \lAYNE HILL 
HISS LORI DENISE HILL, 
HR.&HRS. HILTON HILL 
HR.&HRS. J G HILI.IS 
HR. &HRS. LENARD HILI.IS 
HR. &MRS. THOKAS E. RITT 
MR. &MRS. JEFFREY DALE HOBBS 
HR. &MRS. RAYHOND BUEL ROGINS 
HR. &MRS. - FREDERICK A HOKE 
HR. &MRS. C. STEVEN HOLDER 
HRS. VIRGINIA HOLLAND 
VILLIAH J HOLLIMAN 
HR. A G HOLLOVAY 
HR. HOHER A HOLT 
HS. HILDRED HOLT 
MR.&HRS. STANLEY HOOD 
-HR.&HRS. JAMES E HOOKER' 
HISS DEBBIE ANN HOOTEN 
HR. &MRS. SAH HOOVER 
HR.&HRS. DON HOPKINS 
• MRS. ELHA HORNYAK 
HR.&MRS. BERNARD E HORSLEY 
HISS PATRICIA DIANE ROUSER 
DR.&HRS. JAMES ED\IIN BOllARD 
HRS. VERLA S HOVARD 
HI. &MRS. BYRON \lINTER ROIlElL 
MR.&HRS. ALLEN NANCE HUDGENS 
HR.&HRS. EVERTT LEE HUFFARD 
HR. TlHOmY HARK HUGHES 
HR. VINFREO T. HUGHES 
HR. DONALD LEE HULL 
HR. H A HULL 
HR.&HRS. GARY HACK HmTER 
HR.&HRS. THOMAS C H1INl'ER 
HISS DEBBIE LYNN .HUTSELL 
HR.&HRS. ARNOLD HUYGHEBAERT 
IDEAL OFFICE HACHINES 
HR. &MRS. YOSHIO INOHATA 
HR. HAL ISHMAEL 
HR.&HRS. JOHN CHARLES ISTRI . 
HR. &HRS. AARON C IVEY 
HR.&HRS. STEVE JACKS 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES L JACKSON 
DR. DON LEE JACKSON 
HR. &MRS. HAROLD E JACKSON 
HR. &MRs. TERRY P. JAMES 
HR. &HRS. THOMAS S JEFFERS 
HISS USA KAY JFBaNS 
HR.&HRS. DENNIS DUANE JENKS 
HR. CASA H JERRELS 
HISS SANDRA JANE JESONIS 
HISS EUZABETH SHARON JOHNS 
HR.&MRS. CHARLES H JOHNSON 
HR. &MRS. DALE JOHNSON 
HRS. ETIlEL JOHNSON 
HR. &MRS. HARRY T JOHNSON 
HR. &HRS. JIHHY L JOHNSON 
HR.&HRS. TIH JOHNSON 
MR.&HRS. CHARLES EDIIARD JONES 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES LEE JONES 
HR.&HRS. JAMES CRAIG JONES 
HRS. PAUL JONES 
HR. &MRS. ROBERT V JONES 
HR. &HRS. PETER V JUUAN 
HR.&HRS. PRATT JutlaN 
HR. &HRS. JEFFREY SCOTT KAPLAN 
HISS DORIS HARlE KEE 
HISS JEANETTE KEE 
HR.&HRS. JON HARK KEITII 
HR. &MRS. DONALD E KELLEY 
HR. &MRS. GARY CECIL KELLEY 
HR.&HRS. MAX KELLEY 
HR., AUBREY II KEHP 
HRS. ANNABELLE KEMPF 
HR.&MRS. A HAROLD KENNAMER 
HR.&HRS. DAVID KENSER 
HR. JAMES RAY KILLEBREV 
HR.&HRS. LANCE C KIMREY 
HR. II HARVIN KINCAID 
HR. CLARENCE KING 
HRS. CUMI B KING 
HR. &MRS. JIHHY KING 
HR. &MRS. JOHN E KINGDON 
HR.&HRS. J C KINGSLEY 
HR. &HRS. BRAD H KINSER 
HR. &MRS. JESSE L KIJOOfAH 
HS. GERALDINE KISSIRE 
MR.&HRS. PAUL EUGENE KITZHIlUll 
MR.~. LIONEL R KOEHL 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT EUGENE KRAKER 
HR. &MRS. KENNETH DUANE LAIR 
HR.&HRS. RONNIE LEE LAHAR 
HR. &MRS. ALLEN ELLIOTT LANE 
HRS. SANDRA LANG 
HS. DORIS LANGLEY 
·HR.&HRS. DALE R LARSEN 
MRS. HAZEL LASTER 
MR. THOHAS D LAVENDER 
MR.&HRS. 'DAVID LAVS 
MR. RANDY BRYAN LAlISOH 
HR.&MRS. JACK HARLAN LA\I'l1!& 
HR.&HRS. VERNON C LAIlYER 
HR. &MRS. STEVEN ANDREIl LEATH 
J.H. Leigh 
HR. &MRS. HOVARD L LEONARD 
HISS INA LEONARD 
HR.&HRS. HICHAEL LESTER 
HR.&HRS. JAMES R LEVINS 
HR. &MRS. JERRY WAYNE LEIlIS 
HR.&HRS. JOHN D LIDDELL 
HR.&MRS. TONY LINTON 
HR. &MRS. JAMES LITTLE 
HISS LISA LORANE LODEN 
IlAU.IS H. LOGAN 
HR. JOHN DAVID LONG 
MR. CHARLES H LOVELACE 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD 0 LO\lREY 
HR. &MRS. RICHARD L LUNDY 
HISS RITA GAYLE LUYE 
DR.&HRS. JOE HAC LYNN 
HR;&HRS. DEAN LYONS 
HR. HICHAEL PETER LYONS 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT LYONS 
HR.&HRS. GORDON D HACCALLA 
HISS L JANE HACKEY 
MR.&MRS. JOSEPH HADAR 
HR.&MRS. DANNY DEAN HADDOX 
DR. &MRS. DANNY L HAGEE 
MAGUIRE INVESTHENTS INC 
MR.&HRS. JOSEPH C MALONE 
MALVERN FAMILY KED CTR PA 
MR. &MRS. GEORGE LEBOURN H.wt 
John n. Maples 
HR.&MRS. ANTHONY LEE HARTIN 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES J HARTIN 
HR. &MRS. EI1KETTE LEE HARTIN 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT STANLEY HARTIN 
HR.&HRS. TIlOHAS HERBERT HARTIN 
HR. TOD JEFFREY HARTIN 
HR. &MRS. II E MARTIN 
HR. KEITH MARTINO 
HR. &HRS. JOHN PRESTON MASON 
HR.&HRS. HICHAEL LEE MASON 
MRS. PERRY MASON 
HRS. LOIS JUNE MASSEY 
HR. &MRS. GARY HASTERS 
HR.&HRS. CARL PAUL HATHENY 
HR.&HRS. EDIIARD L HAX\lELL 
HR. NOEL H HAYFIELD 
HR.&HRS. CLEDIE IIALI.ICE HAYS 
HISS DARLA RENAE He COLLUM 
HR. &MRS. VILI.IAH J HC CUEN 
HR.&HRS. D R He DOUGAL 
HR. RANDY HOLMES HC KNIGHT 
HISS KIH HC LARTY 
HR.&HRS. JAMES.E HCAFFRY 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
\ 
HR.&HRS. AUSTIN MCCALISTER 
HR.&HRS. JOE MCCONNELL 
HR. ROBERT G MCCRORY 
HR.&HRS. HADEN DUANE MCCULLOUGH 
HR. HENRY KENNEY MCDANIEL 
Kenny McDaniel 
Villma McDowell ' 
HR ~ &HRS. JAMES TIMOTHY MCELROY 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD LEE MCEUEN 
HR. VILLIAH GENTRY MCFARLAND 
HRS. VIUIA MCGLAUGHLIN 
DR.&HRS. C. L. MCINTURFF 
HR. &HRS. MONTY EUGENE MCINTYRE 
HR. CHARLES STANLEY MCKEE 
HR. &HRS. STANLEY D Ma<EEVER 
HR.&HRS. LOREN MCKINNEY 
MISS SHERRY SILISTA MCKISSICK 
HR.&HRS. BILLY NEVELL MCLAIN 
HRS. OLA MCLAUGHLIN 
HR. &HRS. MERLE F. MCPIKE 
HR.&HRS. COLEMAN MCRAE 
HR.&HRS. JOE E MCREYNOLDS 
HR. SEBURNE OBEE MEDDERS 
HR. &HRS. KEITH GREGORY MEDFORD 
HR.&HRS. DENNIS R. HERRITT 
HRS. FRAN MESSICK 
HR.&HRS. VILFRED KIM METHENY 
HRS. JUDY R METZ 
SARAH MEVBORN 
DR.&HRS. RICHARD C MEYER 
David P. Michel 
HR. &HRS. BRENr ELLIS HILLER 
HR. CHARLES N. MILLER 
HR.&HRS. CLYDE EDIlARD HILLER 
HRS. HOVARD MILLER 
DR.&HRS. MABREY L MILLER 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD H HILLER 
HR.&HRS. THOMAS AVON MILLER 
HR.&HRS. KENNETH EUGENE HILLS 
HR.&HRS. LEVIS FINLEY MILLS 
HR. &MRS. BILL MINNIX 
HR. CALVIN MITCHELL 
HR.&HRS. DENNIS MITCHELL 
HR.&HRS. JAMES STEPHEN MITCHELL 
HR.&HRS. JERRY VAYNE MITCHELL 
MITRE CORPORATION 
HR. VENDELL MOCK 
HR. RAY HOFIELD 
MS. BEBE JEAN MONTGOMERY 
HR. &HRS. A J HOORE 
HISS CAROLYN MOORE 
HR. &HRS. GLEN MOORE 
HR.&HRS. KEITH MORELAND 
HRS. BARBARA MORRIS 
HR.&HRS. DAVID VAYNE MORRIS 
HR.&HRS. JOHN K MORRIS 
~.@1RS. PHILLIP MORRISON 
HB.&HRS. CURTIS llAYNE MORROIl 
HR.&HRS. JAMES T HORROV 
HRS. MAXINE MORTON 
HR.&HRS. R T MOUDY 
HR.&HRS. C. L. MOUGEY 
HR.&HRS. VILLIAH H HOULTON 
MISS LU ANN MOXLEY 
HR. PAUL M MURPHY 
HR.&HRS. EDIIARD EARL HURRAY 
HR.&HRS. MATTHEll THOMAS HURRAY 
DR.&HRS. CHARLES FRANKLIN HYER 
HR.&HRS. M L HYERS 
HR.&HRS. BILLY J NANCE 
HR. MONROE NARON 
MISS BARBARA GAIL NAYLOR 
DR. &MRS. KENNETH VERN NELLER 
HR. &MRS. STEPHEN L NESBITT 
HISS MARY CATHERINE NEWERRY 
HISS TONYA LEE NEVELL 
HR. &MRS. JAMES R NEllHAN 
HR. &HRS. LEE NEllHAN 
HR.&HRS. SI~ SIEll NG 
MS. JESSIE NICHOLS 
ROBERT C NICHOLS 
HR.&HRS. KENNETH E NICHOLSON 
HRS. ROBERT L. NICKS 
HR.&HRS. JOHN F NIESTADT 
MISS CECILE NIX 
HR. &MRS. ALLEN NOBLE 
HR.&HRS. FRANK GEORGE NOVAK 
~.&MRS. JAKES S NUGENT 
HR.&MRS. VILLIAH C. NUNNALLY 
HISS VALERIE EVE NUSBAUM 
HR.&HRS. MICHAEL JOHN OKEEFE 
HR. &MRS. GLENN CLYDE OLNEY 
HR.&HRS. ALOIS L. ORF 
HR. &HRS. JACK L ORR 
HR. &MRS. ELBERT ORSBORN 
HR.&HRS. ART OSTRANDER 
HR. &MRS. MERTON OUDERKIRK-
HR. &MRS. DALE HARTEL PACE 
DR. RICHARD EARL PAINE 
MISS SALLY COBB PAINE 
HR. &MRS. CHARLES HENRY PARKER 
HR. &MRS. CURTIS LYNN PARKER 
HR. VILEY POST PARKER 
HR. &MRS. HARK AUSTIN PARKEY 
HR. &MRS. GLENN A PARKS 
HR. &MRS. LESLIE HOVARD PARKS 
-HR. &MRS. ROBERT E. PARKS 
HR. &MRS. VAYNE PARKS 
HRS. DORIS N PARMER 
DR. &MRS. MALCOLM ELDON PARSLEY 
HR. &MRS. DARCE A PASCHALL 
HARING UNIVERSITY 
MISS JANICE LEANNE PATE 
, HR.&HRS. BILL PATH 
HR.&HRS. MICHAEL D PATTERSON 
HR. JOHN HOVARD PAULLIN 
HR.&HRS. RONNIE DIXON PEACOCK 
HR.&HRS. BILL ALAN PEARSON 
MR.&HRS. RICHARD PECTOL 
HR.&HRS. II R PELKEY 
JOHN V PERKINS 
MISS RITA PERKINS 
HR.&HRS. L.C. PERRY 
MISS GAIL MARIE PETERSON 
HR.&HRS. DENNIS DALE PETRILLO 
HR.&HRS. GEORGE PE'ITIGREll 
DR.&HRS. JOHN ERNEST PETTY 
MR.&HRS. DONALD PHEGLEY 
DR. &HRS. THOMAS J PHILLIPS 
HR.&HRS. KURTIS DVIGHT PICKER 
HR. &HRS. JIM DEE PINKERTON 
HR.&HRS. MICHAEL LYNN PIPKIN 
HR. J C PITTMAN 
MS. MABEL C PITTMAN 
HR. &HRS. CHARLES VH PITTS 
DR. DAVID BENJAHIN PITTS 
HRS. V. B. PLUMLEY 
HR.&HRS. LUTHER LAHAR PLUNKET 
HR.&HRS. llAYNE PLYLAR 
HR.&HRS. KEVIN LYNN POPE 
DR.&HRS. T COY PORTER 
HR. &HRS. HUGH POSTEN 
HR.&HRS. PHILIP ROGER POTTER \ 
HR. &MRS. J FLETCHER POUUC: 
HR.&HRS. ANDREll JACK POVELL 
HR.&HRS. AUBREY DIlAINE POVELL 
HR. &MRS. GRADY JACKSON POVELL 
HR.&HRS. HARVEY Etx;ENE POVELL 
HR.&HRS.' Rici'LYNN PRATT 
Hk.&HRS. JAMES'L PRESLEY 
HR.&HRS. H J PRIESTLEY 
HR. &HRS. ROB.ERT BYRON PRINCE 
DR.&HRS. VILLIAH H PROCTOR 
HR.&HRS. BUDOY PRUITT 
HR.&HRS. HARTIN EUGENE PUCKE'IT 
HR.&HRS. JOHN T PURCELLI 
MR.&HRS. A.F. PUSKA 
MISS CINDY LYNN PUTNAM 
HR.&HRS. JOHN D PUTNAM 
HR.&HRS. JOHN LOUIS QUICK 
HR. &HRS. BOB RADEMAKER 
HRS. GEORGE M RAKES 
HR.&HRS. JAMES FREDRICK RAHPTON 
HR.&HRS. VILLIAH JAMES RAHPTON 
HR. &HRS. KENNETH L RANDOLPH 
HR.&HRS. JOHN CHARLES RATLIFF 
DR.&HRS. TOM RATTS 
HISS BRENDA J REA 
HR. CHESTER REAL 
HR. &HRS. CHESTER REAVES 
HR. JOHN HAROLD REDDEN 
MISS MELISSA TERRELL REDDING 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT L REDFORD 
JAMES R REDMAN 
HRS. DIANE C REED 
HR.&HRS. GARY llAYNE REED 
HR. IIAYNE ARTHUR REED 
MISS TERESA A REEH 
HR.&HRS. GEORGE BRYAN REEVES 
MISS BRENDA SUEREI~ 
HR.&HRS. LARRY t>jE\lELL RENFROE 
HR.&HRS. RENZ 
HR.&HRS. G B REYNOlDS 
HR.&HRS. MICHAEL BRUCE'REYNOlDS 
HR. &MRS. HUGH HARviEy RHODES 
HR.&HRS. DONALD 'W RICE 
HR. &/'IRS. II00DROV RICE 
HR. BRICE K' RIcH 
HR.&HRS. MAlJRElt'RICHARD 
HR. &MRS. BLAKE RICHARDSON 
HR.&HRS. TIMOTHY LEE RICHARDSON 
HR.&HRS. MONTY LESTER RICHESIN 
RICHLAND OIL , 
HR. VAN ALLEN RIcKARD 
HR.&HRS. DENNIS DEAN RINE 
HR. LAVELLE MANFRED ROBERT 
HR.&HRS. JAMES. G.ROBERTS 
HR.&HRS. KENNETH G ROBER.TS 
HR.&HRS. LARRY ROBERTS 
HR. ROBERT E ROBERTS 
HR.&HRS. THOMAS KEITH ROBERTS 
MS. SALLY ROBERTSON 
HR. &MRS; GEORGE MCKINSEY ROBINSON 
HR.&MRS. GROVER C ROBINSON 
HISS PATRICIA ROBINSON 
HR.&HRS. JOHN VESLEY ROCKHOLD 
HR.&HRS. A G RODGERS 
HR.&HRS, JERRY L. ROE 
MS. CARO'LYN SUE ROGERS 
MRS. T J ROGERs 
HR.&HRS. BRUCE R ROLLINS 
HISS SHEILA ANITA ROMINE 
HR.&HRS. FREDDIE ROOKS 
HR: &HRS. SIDNEY GROPER 
HR.&HRS. DARRELL ROSE 
HR.&HRS. JOHN ROSE 
MS. HARY ROSE 
Tony Rose 
HR. &MRS. SAMUEL KIllGORE ROSS 
HR.&HRS. MARK STEPHEN ROSSIO 
HRS. ANN ROTENBERRY 
HR.&MRS. BOBBY DEAN ROTHFUS 
HR. ALFRED E ROVE 
MS. MABEL B ROVLAND 
HR. GEORGE BARNES ROVLETT 
DR. &HRS. NYAL D ROYSE 
HR. &MRS. BILLY RUSSELL 
-HR.&HRS. CHESTER GAIL RUSSEIJ. 
- HR. CLINTON HOMER RUTHERFORD 
HR. TIMOTHY DALE SAIN 
HR. JESSIE C SALYER 
HR.&HRS. VILLIAH RICHARD SANDERS 
HR. &MRS. DAVID HOIlARD SAVAGE 
HS. HARGARET A SCHOOLFIElD 
HR.&HRS. RUSSELL EARL SCHRAHH 
HR.&HRS. DAN SCHROCK 
HR.&HRS. CLYDE R SCOTT 
HR.&HRS. DONALD E SCOTT 
MISS SHARON ROSE SCOTT 
HR. VILLIAH HOVARD SEARCY 
HR. &HRS. CLIFFORD MORRIS SEAVEL 
MRS. HELEN SEIBER 
HR.&HRS. GARY STEVEN SELBY 
HR. DONALD RAY SELVIDGE 
HR.&HRS. ERNEST SEVELL 
HISS LISA ELLEN SEVELL 
MISS MARILYN RUI'H SEVELL 
HR. &HRS. JEREMY LUTHER SHACKELFORD 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT E SHACKELFORD 
HR. DARYL THOMAS SHANER 
HR.&HRS. GEORGE II. SHANKLE 
HR.&MRS. CHARLES SIWIION 
HR.&HRS. ROY J SHANNON 
MR.&HRS. DOUGLAS E SHAY 
HR. &MRS. LARRY ARNOLD SHAY 
MS. PAMELA JANE SHELBY 
HR. ROGER ALLEN SHENFElD 
HR. &MRS. FRANK D SHEPHERD 
MISS MARY CATHERINE SHERIDAN 
HR. &MRS. DAVID RAY SHERROD 
DR.&MRS. F DOO;LAS SHIELDS 
HR. &MRS. B. F. SHIPMAN 
HR. &MRS. LAVON SHIPP 
HR. VERNON SHIIFFETT 
HR.&HRS. ROGER DALE SHUFFIElD 
HRS. LEOLA SIDES 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT MAxEy SILVEY 
HR.&HRS. MATT PAUL SIMMONS 
HRS. C. E. SIMONS 
DR. T EMERSON SIMPKINS 
HR.&HRS. BILLY R SIMPSON 
MRS. GERALDINE SIMS 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD G SIMS 
HR.&HRS. LAWRENCE VILLIAH SIVIA 
HR.&MRS. JOE N SKELLEY 
HR.&HRS. DARRELL RAY SKINNER 
MR. &MRS. JOHN ROBERT SLAIS 
HR.&HRS. JOSEPH TITUS SLATTON 
MISS CHERYL ANN SLAYTON 
HR. &HRS. EHHE'IT F SMITH 
HR. FOY R SMITH 
HR. HAROLD SHITH 
HRS. IVA SMITH 
HR. JERRY FOSI'ER SHITH 
HR. MARK VILLIAH SMITH 
HISS HARY KAY SMITH 
HR.&MRS. RICHARD RAYMOND SMITH 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT HARTIN SHITH 
HR.&MRS. RONALD GEAN SMITH 
HR. ROYAL D. SMITH 
HRS. RUBY LEE SMITH 
HR. &MRS. SIDNEY FRANK SMITH 
HR. STEPHEN PAUL SMITH 
HR. &HRS. STEVEN LEE SMITH 
HR.&HRS. TREVOR SMITH 
HR.&HRS. IIALTER RAY SMITH 
HR.&MRS. VEBSTER SMITH 
SHITHKLINE BECKMAN FDN 
HR.&HRS. DENNIS CRAIG SNIDER 
HR. &MRS. C. N. SNOllDEN 
HR. &MRS. DARRELL RAY SORRELLS 
HR. &MRS. COLEMAN SPANN 
HR.&HRS. CHESTER SPEAK 
HR.&HRS. GRAYSON SPEARS 
HR. &MRS. ERNEST G SPEIGHTS 
SPENCE ALIGNMENT SERV 
MRS. VEDA SPRALDING 
HR.&HRS. DONALD R STANLEY 
HR. KENNETH A STANLEY 
HR.&HRS. lIELBER LEE STANLEY 
HR.&HRS. CARL DONALD STARK 
HR.&HRS. LESTER L STARLING 
HR.&HRS. CURTIS II STEPHENS 
HISS SUSAN CAROL STEVENS 
HR. THOMAS D STISHER 
MRS. R J STITES 
HRS. MADELINE STONE 
HR.&HRS. MICHAEL HENRY STONE 
HR. &HRS. LEONARD II STONEMAN 
HRS. L VIVIAN STORCH 
HR.&HRS. DAVID EDIlARD STOREY 
HS. CARMEN STOVER 
MRS. VESTA STOVE 
MRS. II R STOllERS 
HR.&HRS. DALE C STRAUGHN 
HR.&HRS. JOHN EDlIARD STRAWN 
HRS. ROBERT STREET 
HRS. C II STROUP 
HR. GLENN N STUDEBAKER 
, HR.&MRS. PHILLIP SUDANO 
HR.&HRS. JOHN V SULLIVAN 
HR.&HRS. ,PAUL SI1ITON 
HR. &MRS. HARLEY E SVENSON 
DESSIE SVINDELL 
HR. &HRS. ONEAL TANKERSLEY 
HR.&HRS. DONALD ROSS TAYLOR 
HR.&HRS. DONNIE TAYLOR 
HR. JOHN D TAYLOR 
HR.&HRS. RICHARD NEALE TAYLOR 
HR. &MRS. RICKIE TAYLOR 
HR. &MRS. C L TEAGUE 
HR. &MRS. G E TEASTER 
HR.&HRS. C H TEMPLE 
HR.&HRS. JEFFREY GUY TENNYSON 
HR. LACONIA 0 THERRIO 
HRS. KENNETH L THOMASON 
HS. ANN THOHAZEllSKI 
MISS CAROL ANN THOMPSON 
HR. &HRS. CHARLES LARRY THOMPSON 
HR. &HRS. GARY GLEN THOMPSON 
HR.&HRS. GUY HARTIN THOMPSON 
MISS KERI MARLENE THOHPSON 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT CLIFFTON THOMPSON 
Mrs. May G. Thorri~on 
HRS. DARRELL THROCKMORTON 
HR. &MRS. TONY TIMMS 
HR.&HRS. JOEL TIPPIT 
HR.&HRS. LARRY JOE TITTLE 
HR. &HRS. JOlIN ROBERT TORRICE 
"IR. &HRS. J C TOWNSEND 
HR. &MRS. RANDY OLIN TRIBBLE 
HR.&HRS. DARRELL LEROY TRUITT 
HR. TIHOTHY DOUGLAS TUCKER 
HR. TOMMY GAYLON TUCKER 
MISS SYLVIA LENORE TUGGLE 
HR.&HRS. LYMAN NEAL TURLEY 
HR.&HRS. JOEL ROBERT TURNER 
HR. &MRS. TODD TURNER 
HR. THOMAS E TURNEY 
DR. &MRS. JAMES VESLEY 'l'Ul"l'lEl'ON 
HR. &MRS. GRANVILLE V TYLER 
LORENA TYNDALL 
HR.&HRS. NORMAN ARTHUR ULTIS 
HR. HOVARD VAN EATON 
HRS. NEELIE M VAUGHAN 
HR.&MRS. DALE ALAN VERNON 
HR. &MRS. GERALD EUGENE VINEYARD 
DR. LARRY ALLEN IIADE 
HR. &MRS. HICHAEL R VADE 
HR.&MRS. BENJAMIN ALSTON VAITES 
HR.&HRS. DANNY JOE 1IAU<ER 
HR.&HRS. DONALD EDlIARD llAUCER 
HISS ELLEN RUTH IIAUCER 
DR. &MRS. HAROlD ALLEN llAUCER 
MS. MARY V VAUCER 
HR.&HRS. IIAYNE R VAU<ER 
HR. &MRS. BRATTON IIALLACE 
MS. HARTHA C VALLACE 
~.&HRS. JEFF VALLING 
HR. &MRS. TERRY CLINTON llALLIS 
MISS GAIL A IIALLS 
MISS EDNA SUE IIALSTON 
HR.&HRS. DAVID H IIALTERS 
HR.&HRS. RANDY SCOTT llALTERS 
HR.&HRS. CURTIS K liARD 
HR.&HRS. JOlIN KENNARD liARD 
HR. LEMUEL liARD 
HR. RUSSELL VARREN 
HR.&HRS. CHARLES BEVERLY IIATERS 
HR.&HRS. JOHN C VATERS 
MS. VIDA MAE IIATERS 
HR. &HRS. II LEIGHTON IIATERS 
HR.&HRS. BARRY JAMES VATKINS 
HR.&!o\RS. BAILEY IIATSON 
HR. J C IIATSON 
JOHNNY IIATSON 
MISS CATHY ANN IIATTS 
HRS. INEZIIATTS 
HR.&HRS. TIM L IIAUGH 
HR.&HRS. DENVER lIEAVER 
HR. &HRS. LUTHER lIELCH 
HR.&HRS. JACK VELDON 
MISS BETH ANN lIELLS 
HR. DALE lIELSH 
HR. &HRS • DAVID A VESELIUS 
MISS DOROTHY NELL VEST 
HR.&HRS. JAMES HARRY VESTERHOLK 
HR.&HRS. DONALD A VHEELER 
HR. JEVEL G. VHITE 
HR. &MRS. LONNIE DOUGLAS lIHITE 
HR. D. M. VHITEHEAD 
HR. DOYLE GENE lIHITEHEAD 
HRS. ROY VHITFIElD 
HR. &MRS. KENNETH D VILES 
ELBERT VILKERSON 
HR.&HRS. PHILIP LAYTON'VIUG:RSON 
MISS ELEANOR BAARS VILLBANKS 
HR. &MRS. JOE VILLHITE' , 
HR.&HRS. DAVID LAlJRENCE VILLIAHS 
HR.&HRS. JOEL STEPHEN VILLIAHS 
HRS. PHYLLIS VILLIAHS 
HR.&HRS. ROBERT KIETH VILLIAHS 
HISS RUI'H ELIZABETH VILLIAHS 
HR. STEVE VILLIAHS 
HR.&MRS. DAVID VELDON VILLIS 
HISS KATHERINE Y VILLIS 
HR. P D VILHETH 
HR. BILLY JOE VILSON' 
HR. CALVIN II VILSON 
HR.&HRS. CECIL PAUL VILSON 
HR.&HRS. FRANl<LIN D. VILSON 
HR. GARY KEITH VILSON 
HR.&HRS. GEORGE BRENT VILSON 
HR.&HRS. HAROlD LEON VILSON 
HELEN VILSON 
.HR.&HRS. JOHN HALDANE VILSON 
HR. &MRS. TONY VILSON 
HR.&HRS. VELDIN LYNN VIHBERLEY 
HR.&HRS. LOUIS RAY lIINDSOR 
HR. &MRS. JACQUE \lING ' 
HR. JAY llINGET 
MRS. RAY A VISENER 
HR.&HRS. MARVIN VITHEH 
HR.&HRS. DAVID ROY VOOD 
Robert lloodrow 
DR. &MRS. CLYDE MORRIS llOODS 
HR. &MRS. J V IlORLEY 
HR.&HRS. DONALD MARK VORTEN 
HR.&HRS. DONALD lIRAY 
MS. HODEHA WREN 
MRS. ANDY lIRIGHT 
HR. &MRS. BILLY STEVEN lIRIGHT 
HR.&HRS. CECIL N lIRIGHT 
HR. &MRS. MAX VYCOUGB 
YARBROUGH HTRS 
MRS. EDNA YINGLING 
HR. &MRS. DALE EUGENE YODER 
HR. GREGORY S YORK 
HR.&HRS. OOY DUANE Y<lUNG 
HR. H B YOUNG 
HR.&HRS. ROBERTE YOUNG 
HISS PAMBLA KAY ZAPALAC 
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Karen Mason Gordon Gerbholz 
Outstanding Senior Accolades 
Go To Football, Softball Athletes-
Harding University athletes Gordon 
Gerbholz and Karen Mason have been 
named the outstanding senior athletes of 
1984-85. 
Gerbholz, an NAIA Academic" all-
American and co-captain of the i9s4 'Bison 
football team, was selected to receive the M.' 
E. Ber:ryhill ,Award. A 'native of Otnailia, 
Neb., he was a four-year letterman .and an 
All-Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference 
honorable mention honoree. He compiled a 
3.5 grade point average while pursuing a 
major in computer systems, 
A two-time AII~AIC softball player, 
MasoI) also earned a varsity letter as a 
member of the volleyball.' team. She was 
elected to membership in Alpha Chi Honor 
Society while compiling a 3.61 GPA with a 
physical education major. She is a native of 
Tabernacle, N.J., and transferred to 
Harding from Northeastern Christian 
College (Pa). 
Athletes in all sports were recognized as 
Bison coaches awan.ed trophies to out-
standing members of the Harding athletic 
teams fo~ the i 984-85 school year. ' 
Baseball - Most Valuable Player and 
Batting Champion - Greg Thompson of 
Decatur, IIi.; Golden Gloves Fielding 
Award - Barry Jones of Bono, Ar~.; Spirit' 
Award - Melvin Caldwell of Pine Bluff, 
Ark. 
of Royan, France; Inspiration Award -
Bob Pittenger of Merriam, Kan. 
Softball (Women) - All-Ale. - Lisa 
Baker of Hom Lake, Miss.; Shebna Collins 
ofSe~y, Ark.; Lois Goodin of Roselle, III.; 
Sue Hainzinger of Bartlesville, Okla.; Amy 
Hall of Burkburnett, Texas; Sandra 
Hammontree of Spanish Fort, Ala.; Gina 
Huffman of Parkersburg, W.Va.; Dawn 
Mason and Karen Mason of Tabernacle, 
N.J.; Debra Phillips of Capshaw, Ala., and 
Linda Phillips of Royal Oak, Mich. 
Swimming - Most Valuable - Glen 
Alexander of Concord, Calif.; Stroker 
Award - Scott Peyton of Newberry, Ore.; 
Most Improved - Gary Ashley of Bonita, 
Calif. 
Track and Field (Men) - Most Valuable 
(Track) - AI Bates of Nashville, Tenn.; 
Most Valuable (Field) - Poug Ogburn of 
Warren, Mich.; Bruce Gaither Inspiration 
Award - Edwin Van Der Kaaij of 
Badh!)evedorp, Netherlands. 
Track and Field (Women) - Most 
, 'Valuable - Mindi Williams of Salado, 
Texas; Inspiration Award - Joanne Berry 
of ~earcy, Ark. 
Tennis - AII-AIC - Vernon Lewis of St. 
Lucia, W.I. and Nigel Liverpool of St. 
Vincent, W~I.; AII-NAIA District 17 
Lewis, Liverpool and Donnie Wallis of 
Searcy, Ark. 
Volleyball (Women) - Most Valuable -
Dawn Mason of Tabernacle, N.J. 
Van der Kaaij Places in Nationals 
Earns NAIA AII-Am'erica Honors 
With a 15-9 vault. Harding junior Edwin 
Van der Kaaij captured fourth place and 
All-America hodors in the NAIA Track and 
Field Championships at Hillsdale, Mich., 
May 25. 
Van der Kaaij's outstanding efforl was 
his best of the 1985 outdoor season, ac-
cording to Bisons' head coach Ted Lloyd: 
"Ed really competes well," Bison 
assistant Cliff Sharp said. "His qualifying 
mark may not have been as good as he 
would have liked, but when it gets down to 
head-to-head competition,' that's when he 
gets going," 
A native of. Badhoevedorp, Netherlands. 
Van der Kaaij has a personal best of 16-4, 
set last year in the European cham-
pionships. He will return to Europe and 
compete in 12 meets during the summer 
months. 
Van der Kaaij cleared 15-0 on an injUred 
ankle in the conference meet to qualify for 
the nationals. Teamwise, Harding placed 
sixth overall with first place points coming 
from miler AI Bates 3:51.46 victory in the 
1500 meter run and Doug Ogburn's 155-10 
3/4 throw in the discus. Bates is a senior 
from Nashville, Tenn., and Ogburn is a 
senior from Warren, Mich. 
Ed Van der Kaaij 
The Harding women's team, competing 
in its first AIC meet ever, placed third and _ 
won the 4 X 400 meter relay in 4:16.81. 
Members of the winning foursome were 
Dawn Mason of Tabernacle, N.J., Mindi 
Williams of Salado, Texas, and Joanna 
Berry and ~ellee Citty of Searcy. Ark. 
Lloy~ Named to International Staff 
Harding track coach Ted Lloyd lias been 
named to the United States staff for the 
World University Games competition Aug. 
29-Sept. 4, in Kobe, Japan. 
The appointment from the International 
Competition Committee of The Athletic 
Congress (TAC), through its World 
University Games Selection Subcommittee, 
was made by Berny Wagner, national 
coachl coordinator. 
"It's an Olympic-type competition," 
Lloyd said. "At the international level it's 
right behind the Pan American Games and 
the Olympics. I feel very fortunate to have a 
chance to fulfill one of my lifetime goals as a 
coach." 
Lloyd will be one of a nine member 
coaching staff to direct the U.S. men and 
women track athletes. 
The World University. Games is a multi-
sports competition under the jurisdiction of 
the United States Olympic Council. 
Lloyd has more than 25 years of coaching 
experience in intercollegiate and in-
ternational competition. In 1969-70 he 
served as national coach for Panama in the 
Caribbean Games and coached teams for 
the NAIA (Brazil in 1974) and the AAU 
(Mexico in 1979). 
, The 49-year-old Lloyd is a past president 
of the NAIA Track Coaches Association 
(1978-80) and served as meet dire'ctor of the 
NAIA National Championships in 1973 and 
1974. He is a 1957 graduate of Harding and 
earned the M.S. degree in 1964 from the 
University of Mississippi. 
Lloyd is a native of Spring HiII~ Kan., 
and is married to the former Marcie 
Crawford of Mountain Home. The couple 
has two children, Rees, a 1984 graduate, 
and Melissa, 16. 
Lady Bisons Win Ale 
Despite some unusual circumstances, for 
the second straight year the Harding Lady 
Bisons are champions of the Arkansas 
Intercollegiate Co~ference Women's 
Softball. 
"Unusual is hardly the word," said coach 
~ed Altman, who directed the Lady Bisons 
to a 3-5 season record. 
Basketball (Men) - Most Valuable 
Player and Defensive Award - Dwight 
Weaver of Wheatley, Ark.; Assists -
Shannon Hughes of Tyler, Texas; Free 
Throw Percentage - David Allumb;lUgh of 
Dallas. Texas; Field goal percentage and 
rebounds - Kenny Collins of Valley 
Springs, Ark. 
Golfers Second in AIC Competition 
, At the beginning of the year three schools 
plus Harding had indicated they would field 
'a softball team. However, as the countd,own 
for competition came, only Harding had a 
certified, official school team. 
Cross Country (Men) - Most Valuable -
-AI Bates of Nashville. Tenn.; Most Im-
proved - Jon Partlow of Portland. Ore. 
Cross Country (Women) - Most 
Valuable - Beverly Gardner of Searcy. 
FO(Jtball - Outstanding Awards -
Offensive Back - Glenn Segars of Lithonia. 
Ga.; Offensive Lineman - Jeff Klein of 
Tabernacle,. N.J.; Receiver - Mark 
Adkison of Tulsa, Okla., Defensive 
Lineman - Fanasial Quinn of West Point, 
Miss.; Defensive Back - Byron Walls of 
Columbus, Ohio; Defensive Linebacker -
Gordon Gerbholz of Omaha, Neb.; Hustle 
Award - Gordon Roddenberry of Pavo, 
Ga.; Outstanding Specialist - Paul Golden 
of Caddo Gap. Ark. 
Go(f - Most Valuable - Didier Villard 
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The Harding University golfteam placed 
second in the Arkansas Intercollegiate 
C;:onference May 3-4, scoring 327 and 329 in _ 
AIC rounds five and six. 
Two members of the Bison squad, junior 
Didier Villard and Kevin. Wise. were 
selected to the AII-AIC team. 
The Ale season finale at the Cortez 
Country Club in Hot Springs Village also 
served as the NAIA District 17 tournament. 
The Bisons finished the district competition 
in third place with 656 strokes for the two 
rounds, behind Henderson State University 
(622) and Arkansas Tech Uriiversity (653). 
Only Henderson State topped coach Phil 
Watkins' tea~ in conference competition. 
The Reddies compiled 40 team points 
compared to the Bisons' 34. . 
Junior Bob Pittenger of Shawnee Mission, 
Kans., paced the Bisons in the next-to-Iast 
round as he recorded a score of 79. The two-
year letterman's total was good enough to 
place him fifth in the overall individual 
scoring. 
Following Pittenger's lead were Villard, a 
native of Royan, France, Mike Saegert of 
Siloam Springs, Ark., and senior John 
Talkington of Searcy with respective tallies 
of 81, 83 and 84. In the sixth and final 
round of AIC action, Harding stroked a 329, 
placing the Bisons third -overall. Hen-
derson's 314 gave the ,Reddies the top spot, 
followed by Arkansas Tech at 324. 
The Bisons' top sixth round performers 
were Talkington and Villard, who finished 
the course in 80 strokes each, placing eighth 
and tenth individually; Wise, a junior from 
Pensacola, Fla., and Pittenger also recorded 
team points with scores ot: 83 and 86. 
; "It is a different kind of feeling to be 
declared conference ch;lmpion by default, 
~ut that's essentially the way it happened," 
Altman said. 
The season hadJts highlight.s, however, as 
the Lady Bisons counted victories, over 
NCAA member Arkansas State University 
and Northeastern Oklahoma. 
Eleven team members were named all-
conference. They were Lisa Baker of Horn 
Lake, Miss., Shelma Collins of Searcy, Lois 
Goodin of Roselle, IlL, Sue Hainzinger of 
Bartlesville, Okla., Amy Hall of Burk-
tJurnett. Texas, -Sandra Ham~ontree of 
~panish Fort, Ala.; 
Gina Huffman of Parkersburg, W.Va., 
Dawn and Karen Mason of Tabernacle, 
N.J., Debra Phillips of Capshaw, Ala., and 
Linda Phillips of Royal Oak, Mich. 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
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Bisons'Win District Baseb-all Crown ,Place Second in Area 
By Stan Green 
With a never-say-die mind set, Harding 
basebalIers won the 1984 NAIA District 17 
Championship and placed second in the 
NAIA Area V Playoff in Searcy, May 15-17. 
Outstanding pitching, timely hitting and 
a tenacious defense propelIed the Bisons to 
their most successful season in school 
history with a 23-18 record. 
In addition, second baseman Greg 
Thompson of Decatur, III., was named Co-
Player ofthe Year and Dick Johnson earned 
Coach of the Year in NAlA District 17. 
The Bisons earned a berth in the Area V 
Tournament by sweeping through the NAIA 
District 17 playoff undefeated . With route-
going pitching performances from Randy 
AlIman of Columbus, Ohio, James Mayes of 
Searcy, and Steve Pilkington of Heber 
Springs, Ark., the Bisons won their first-
ever District 17 baseball title. 
"In all my coaching career I've never been 
prouder of a bunch of kids," Johnson said. 
"We showed some folks that Harding has a 
class baseball team with some class 
youngsters who just wouldn't give up." 
Harding drew Georgia ColIege, the 
NAIA's fourth ranked team, in the area 
opener and. lost 3-2 despite a masterful 
pitching performance by Allman. Falling 
. into the losers bracket, the Bisons rode the 
strong left arm of Pilkington to come back 
and defeat Birmingham Southern 4-0. 
Playing again the same day, Mayes 
pitched a four-hitter as the Bisons 
eliminated Union University (Tenn.) 9-2. 
(Union had come into the tournament as the 
NAIA's 12th ranked team.) 
Pilkington, who alIowed only four hits in 
his win over Birmingham-Southern, had six 
hit", in eight trips Jor the day to pace the 
Bison hitters. 
Harding moved into the finals against 
Georgia College. Since Georgia College had 
not lost, Harding had to defeat them twice 
to win the tournament. 
Freshman Marty Spears earned his spurs 
with a gutty performance to defeat the 
Colonials 6-5. Going all the way, the Searcy 
lefthander scattered 12 hits and made a 
DISTRICT CHAMPIONS - Former major league manager Ralph Houk presents the NAIA District 17 Championship trophy to Coach Dick 
Johnson and the Bison players May 4 at Russellville. Harding went through the tournament undefeated to win its first-ever district title. 
diving catch of a pop fly to win his fifth 
game of the season. 
Playing their fifth game in three days, the 
Bisons were 'unable to hold on to an early 
lead and fell 11-5 in the final game. 
"We had four straight complete games 
from out pitchers," Johnson said. "It was 
just too much to ask them to come back on 
one day of rest, but the kids gave it their all. 
Th~y were tremendous." 
Despite the loss Johnson was enthusiastic 
about the season. "We've made a lot of 
progress in the last two years. Last season 
we won the AIC, this year the district and we 
should have all of our players back next year 
except our senior captain Randy Hindman. 
And he'll be a- graduate assistant." 
. Johnson indicated no small share of the 
team's success has been due to the 
dedication and effort of the assistant 
coaches, Steve Smith and Tony Finley. 
"Without those fellows, we couldn't have 
made it," Johnson said. "They mean a lot to 
me, to the players and the program." Smith 
is a professor of math and Finley is an 
assistant professor of education. 
The AlC in 1984, the NAlA District 17 
Championship and runnerup in the Area V 
in 1985- maybe, the NAIA. World Series in 
1986? 
Netters Share Ale, Record Outstanding Season New Opponent Added 
For Football Season For the second straight year, Harding has 
claimed a shiue of the Arkansas In-
tercollegiate Conference tennis cham-
pionship and the runnerup spot in the 
NAIA District 17 Tournament. 
Bison freshman Vernon Lewis won the 
district singles title and, then teamed with 
senior Nigel Liverpool to sweep the doubles 
championship. Their victories qualified 
them for the NAlA national tournament in 
Kansas City, Mo., May 19. 
Closing out the AIC season in a three way 
tie with Arkansas Tech and Southern 
Arkansas, coach David Elliott's squad 
finished with an outstanding 21-8 match 
record. 
Elliott, with his seventh AIC title now on 
record, said, "We had an excellent year 
playing one of the hardest schedules since 
I've been here. We had really good team 
balance." 
Lewis and Liverpool, both natives of the 
West Indies, were named All-AIC and they 
were joined by Searcy junior Donnie Wallis 
on the District 17 team. In three playoff 
tournaments, Wallis has not lost a district 
match. 
After a first round bye at the national 
tournament, Lewis and Liverpool defeated 
HARDING UNIVERSITY 
Vernon Lewis 
doubles teams from Northern State Co1\ege 
(S.D.) and Lasker College . (S.c.) before 
falling in the fourth round to the top-seeded 
team from Southwest Baptist (Mo.). 
What this year's team lacked in ex-
perience, Elliott is quick to point out the 
unity and determination that brought his 
Nigel Liverpool 
Bisons a share of the AIC title. 
"This year, our team really played a total 
team concept," Elliott remarked. "It took 
everyone's total commitment to winning to 
come through our season so we1\." 
Elliott's teams have won outright AIC 
titles in 1968-70, 1976 and 1981. 
A new opponent will highlight the 1985 
Harding University football schedule an-
nounced by Bison head coach John Prock. 
The University of Arkansas-Pine Bluff, 
now a member of 'the Arkansas In-
tercollegiate Conference. has been added to 
the Harding schedule after a break (If 13 
years. The two schools last played in 1971. 
Harding will have only four home games 
this fall. The first home date. traditionalIy 
the Parents' Night. is set for Sept. 28 against 
Southeastern Oklahoma State University. 
After an open date the Bisons will host 
Arkansas Tech University Oct. 12. the 
University of Arkansas-Monticello Nov: 2 
(Homecoming) and Ouachita Baptist 
University Nov. 16. 
The Bisons will open with consecutive 
games on the road. Harding will play Lane 
College at Jackson, Tenn., Sept. 14 and 
Evangel College at Springfield. Mo.; Sept. 
21. Other out-of-town opponents will be 
UAPB on Oct. 19, Henderson State 
University at Arkadelphia. Oct. 26, 
Southern Arkansas University at Magnolia, 
Nov. 9 and the University of Central 
Arkansas at Conway, Nov. 23. 
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Harding University Harding University admits students of any race, color, and national or ethnic origin. Also, in 
compliance with Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972. and section 504 of the Reha-
B ULLETI N bilitation Act of 1973, Harding University does not discriminate on the basis of sex or handicap in its educational program, activities, or employment except where necessitated by specific religious 
tenets held by the institution and, its controlling body, 
Clockwise: Longtime missionary and educator [rene Johnson Gatewood receives her honorary doctorate hood from 
Vice President for Academic Affairs Dr, Neale Pryor and University President Clifton L. Ganus, Jr, After gradUation 
ceremonies, Keynote Speaker Roy Orr, chairman of the board of the First National Bank in DeSoto, Texas, talks with 
some of the graduates, Composer L. O. Sanderson shakes hands with President Ganus as he accepts his honorary doc-
torate and Dr. Pryor prepares to present his hood. 
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